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SAO PAULO, Brazil —
President Fernando Collor de
Mello suffered a sweeping
defeat in gubernatorial runoff
elections whose results were
widely considered a rejection of
his lough anti-inflation policies.
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Murray honored as
Certified Gold City
Murray was honored recently at
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce's Annual Certified Cities
luncheon in Louisville.
The city received a gold award,
which recognizes the city for being
certified more than five consecutive years; 1990 marks Murray's
seventh year of certification.
Mayor Bill Cherry and Steve
Zea, executive vice president for
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, represented a unique "Parade of Cities"
midway through the luncheon.
"Certified Cities are recognized
as being prepared for economic
growth and the challenges of the
21st century," Jeff Eger, chief

operating officer of the Kentucky
Chamber, said. "The program is
designed to help communities identify their strengths and weaknesses
through evaluations in areas such
as infrastructure and utilities, community planning, downtown revitalization, education and existing
industry assistance."
The Certified Cities program,
now in its ninth year, is sponsored
by the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce. It is recognized by the Kentucky Industrial Development
Council, the Economic Development Cabinet, Kentucky Business
Development Centers and the Kentucky Chapter of the American
Planning Association, among
others.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

Murray was honored recently at the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce's Annual Certified Cities luncheon recently in Louisville. Pictured
are from left, Ron Murphy, Kentucky Economic Development
Cabinet; Nelda Barton, Kentucky Chamber board chairperson; Mayor Bill Cherry; Steve Zea, executive vice president of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce and John Booher, Kentucky
Chamber Economic Community Development Steering Committee
chairman.

Rose, Jones: Quake scare won't close schools
By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

SPORTS
NEW YORK — A full
World Series share on the
champion Cincinnati Reds is
worth $112,533.70, the COMITIlSsioncr's office said, while a full
share on the American League
champion Oakland Athletics is
worth $68,960.54.

Dr. Jack Rose
County Superintendent

Dr. Paul Jones
City Superintendent

Murray Independent and Calloway County school districts do not
feel pressure despite the fact that
they will be two of only three Jackson Purchase districts which plan
to offer classes as usual on Dec.
3-4, according to local
administrators.
Murray, Calloway and Mayfield
Independent schools have each
indicated that projected student
attendance will be enough to warrant classes on those days despite a
predicted 50-50 chance of a giant
earthquake in the New Madrid
Fault Zone.
"Our projected attendance for
that day doesn't look all that bad,"

according to Murray Superintendent Dr. Paul Jones, who said Murray parents, have yet to voice a
great deal of concern over the
prediction.
"There probably have been more
parents comment that the schools
should stay open," Jones said.
Comments heard from parents at
the Calloway County Board of
Education have 4en mixed,
according to Superintendent Dr.
Jack Rose, who said the prediction
"has not seemed to be that big of
an issue."
"I think the residents in this
community are less inclined to rely
on emotions," Rose said. "Logic
opposed to emotions is generally
(Cont'd on

page 2)

BUSINESS
NEW YORK — Whittle
Communications says that more
than 5,700 schools have signed
contracts for its commercially
sponsored Channel One news
show for teens, and expects to
reach its goal of 8,600 schools
by next June. Chairman Christopher Whittle said on Monday
that all of the service's available
commercial time has been either
sold or optioned for sale to 13
different advertisers for the
January-June period.

FORECAST
Tonight: Windy with showers
and thunderstorms likely. Low
55 to 60. South wind 15 to 25
mph and gusty becoming northwest toward morning. Chance of
rain 70 percent.

Capitol creche opponents to remain silent
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Opponents of a Christmas creche
near the Capitol say they intend to
remain silent this holiday season,
following two years of controversy
over the display.
The chief of the Kentucky chapter of the American Civil Liberties
Union said Monday the group
would not fight the display so long
as the state obeys a court ruling
that defined how the creche can be
displayed and who can pay for it.

Doug Alexander, a spokesman
for Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, said
the state plans to follow the
guidelines.
Plans call for the creche to be
erected within a few hundred feet
of the Capitol, on the lawn of the
governor's mansion, Alexander
said. It will be the same display as
last year, he said.
That Nativity, financed with
$2,000 in donated money and
materials, featured life-size, ply-

wood figures of Mary and Joseph,
the baby Jesus, the three wise men,
two shepherds and a sheep. An
angel was attached to a tree in the
background.
The scene was constructed by
state employees who volunteered
their personal time, Alexander said.
A similar volunteer effort was
expected this year, he said.
A larger creche drew considerable controversy in 1988 when it
was placed on the steps of the state

Cleaning up the debris
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The debris left by the Oct. 21 fire which totally destroyed Rizvray Nissan Chrysler-Dodge should be
cleaned up before the end of this week, according to James Lassiter, the dealership's owner. (See related
story on page 2.)

•
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Capitol.
U.S. District Judge William 0.
Bertelsman eventually ruled that
the 1988 Capitol display was constitutional. The judge said it could
remain as long as it had a disclaimer saying that it was not paid for
with public funds and that it was
not an endorsement of religion.
Bertelsman also required the
state to post a notice that the area,

GEORGETOWN, Ky. —
Toyota Motor Manufacturing
U.S.A. Inc. will almost double
its production, add at least 1,500
jobs and invest $800 million
more at its Scott County plant,
.ompany officials announced
today.
Construction for the expansion will begin in the spring and
production of an estimated
200,000 additional Camry models sho,ild begin by the end of
1993.
Toyota now builds about
220,000 Camry models each
year at the plant, about 15 miles
northwest of Lexington in bluegrass country.
About 3,450 people, including
administrative personnel, now
work at the site. With the
expansion, Toyota's total investment in Scott County will reach
about S2 billion by 1993, said
Alex Warren, senior vice president for the company.
Toyota President Fujio Cho
said the expansion is a tribute to
the work force at the Scott
County plani
"Being able to expand here is
a tribute to all team members at
Toyota Motor Manufacturing
who, in only two years, have
achieved what many strive to
accomplish throughout a lifetime," Cho said in remarks prepared for a news conference at
the Georgetown plant.
Company officials said the
exemplary performance of the
workers at Georgetown was
shown by the recent survey that
found the Camry the most
trouble-free car made in America. The survey of 1990 new car
buyers was conducted by J.D.
Power and Associates.
Cho said the expansion of
Camry production at Georgetown will allow the company to
consider further exports of the
model.
The company already exports
Camrys to Taiwan and has
already announced plans to
export up to 40,000 right-handdrive Camrys and up to 100.000
(Cont'd

(Cont'd on

page 2)
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Three Americans among 18
hostages freed by Baghdad

INDEX

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 0 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

7

Toyota plant
to double its
Georgetown
auto facility

STATE
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Two
people convicted of murdering
and robbing a Lexington man
escaped the death penalty. A
Fayette Circuit Court jury
recommended a sentence of life
in prison without possibility of
parole for 25 years for Jamie
Bailey, of Richmond. A life sentence was recommended for
Bailey's girlfriend, Rose
Whitaker.
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AMMAN, Jordan (AP) — Eighteen foreigners — three Americans,
10 Britons and five Germans —
arrived in the Jordanian capital
today after being freed by President
Saddam Hussein of Iraq.
The Americans, waving Iraqi
flags, and the Britons were released
.gtcr their relatives went to Baghdad to plead for their freedom.
John Stevenson of Panama City,
Fla.; Fred Harrington of Bellevue,
Wash.; and Clyde Jesse of Buffalo
Grove, Ill., complained they were
ignored by the Bush administration. They said only their relatives
helped free them.
The foreigners reached Amman
aboard two Iraqi Airways flights.
The five Germans had been in
hiding in Kuwait since Aug. 7, five
days after Iraq seized control of the
Persian Gulf emirate.
The Germans said they could not
reach Baghdad in time to join 104
of their countrymen who flew out

of the Iraqi capital on Sunday after
Saddam ordered the release of all
German nationals.
The Britons were freed after
their wives or daughters flew to
Baghdad and met with Saddam,
who ordered their release in appreciation of "the women's visit and
the role of women in general."
The Americans' relatives also
met with Saddam.
The Americans and the Britons
were accompanied by their relatives. The women in the British
group carried flowers; the Americans waved the U.S. and Iraqi
flags.
The Germans expressed concern
for Westerners left behind.
Hundreds of foreigners have
been barred from leaving Iraq and
Kuwait, and some are being held at
strategic sites in hope of warding
off any attack by the U.S.-led
(Cont'd

on page 2)
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Debris from Nissan
fire to be removed
this week.
Debris left by the Oct. 21 fire
which totally destroyed Murray
Nissan Chrysler-Dodge should be
cleaned up by the end of this week,
according to owner James Lassiter.
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
began cleaning up the debris this
morning. The lot, located at 604 S.
12th, should be totally cleared
within "a couple of days," Lassiter
said. He estimated that the cleanup
efforts will cost about $1,500.
Lassiter estimated that the fire
caused $I million worth of damage
to the business. The 15 automobiles destroyed in the fire were
worth about $180,000, he said.

United Way
It brings out the best

in all of us:"
Schools...
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Creche...

Toyota...

(Cont'd from page 1)
as a public forum, was available to
"all responsible citizens and civic
and religious groups" for holiday
ceremonies, pageants or displays.
His ruling was upheld by the 6th
Circuit Court of Appeals in
Cincinnati.
Alexander said this year's display would carry the same
disclaimer.
The Kentucky ACLU, which has
vigorously opposed the Capitol display, will not attempt to block display of the creche this year if Bertelsman's guidelines are followed,
said Jan Phillips, acting executive
director.
Keeping quiet about the creche
"cuts down on the hate mail" the
ACLU receives, she said.
Rabbi Jon Adland of Temple
Adath Israel in Lexington, another
vocal opponent of the Nativity
scene, said he did not know of any
organized movement against this
year's creche.
Most opponents, including some
liberal Christian clergy, "are just
trying to ignore it and hope it goes
away," Adland said.

Hostages...

(Cont'd from page 1)
(Cont'd from page 1)
what we count on having in this
multinational force.
community."
"There are a lot of people still
Neither Rose nor Jones said the
hiding in various parts of Kuwait,"
districts felt any pressure about Wruck Uwe. a German commercial
being alone during "earthquake
photographer. "The telephone sysday."
tem in Kuwait is still good, and we
"I wouldn't call it pressure,"
kept in touch with a lot of others
Jones said. "We need to be cognilike us."
tive of what other districts are
According to U.S. State Departdoing but it doesn't mean we need
to follow the directions of other ment figures, more than 900,000 of
the estimated 3 million foreigners
districts."
"We don't set policy or decide who were in Kuwait and Iraq on
curriculum based on what other Aug. 2 have left.
districts do," Rose said. "I don't
The remaining 2 million, the vast
think what other districts do needs majority Asian and Arab workers,
to influence one way or another our are expected to try to depart.
decisions."

COME AND MEET
LT. GOVERNOR BRERETON C. JONES
Candidate for

GOVERNOR OF KENTUCKY
Friday, November 30, 1990
at the following locations:
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
1 0:30

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m

1 1.1 5 a.m.
1 2:00 noon
1:00 p.m.

Sponsored by Calloway Countians for Jones
Pwd for by Friends for Jones - Annelle S. Fulmer, Treasurer
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Opera to receive new.definition Dec. 1
with `Amahl and the Night Visitors'

Last spring, when the Playhouse
in the Park announced its plans to
produce the Gian-Carlo Menotti
opera, "Amahl and the Night Visitors," for the holiday season, there
were some doubts.
Would people in west Kentucky
buy tickets for an opera at the community theater?
"That word stands between us
and our audience," admitted Liz
Bussey, the Playhouse's executive
director. "But we thought it was
worth the risk to introduce people
The initial incentives former
to
a really wonderful show."
Gov. Martha Layne Collins
This
isn't the kind of opera
offered the company were
that's familiar to most of us
roundly criticized by state politthrough parody.
ical figures, including Wallace
The plot is not incomprehensiWilkinson during his successful
ble;
no one sings in a foreign lan1987 gubernatorial campaign.
guage and there are no ladies
weighing more than 300 pounds in
Wilkinson was on hand for
the
cast. No one wears armor and
the announcement today and
no voices shatter glass and no charlavishly praised Toyota.
acter is named Brunhilde.
The company has sought no
Instead, there's a tender story
incentives for the new assembly
that centers on a young boy who
plant, Economic Development
experiences the miracle of ChristSecretary Gene Royalty said in
mas, a story that has been regarded
September. Royalty said he
a holiday classic since its first perbelieved criticism of the incenformance — for television, in
tives made the company
1951. Because of that and subsesensitive.
quent television performances,
Toyota also has production
Amahl holds the distinction of havoperations at two other North
ing been seen by more people than
American sites.
any other opera in history.
"Amahl and the Night Visitors"
is classical opera in its most traditional sense — music for the people," said Randy Black, music
director of the Playhouse in the
Park production.
"He describes the composer as
"well
within the American opera
The Kentucky State Police
reported that there were no traffic theater tradition."
Menotti was an American,
fatalities investigated during the
though
he was born in Italy, and he
four-day Thanksgiving holiday period, according to information offic- wrote with an awareness of Amerier Chuck Robertson at Mayfield's can musical tastes, plus a sure
sense of comedy timing and dramaPost I.
Post I's area includes 11 coun- tic staging. Most of his works were
ties including all of the Jackson commissioned not for opera theater, but for television, radio and
Purchase.
During the period from 6 p.m. Broadway.
When you think of "Amahl and
Wednesday through midnight Sunday, troopers investigated 21 acci- the Night Visitors," Black suggests,
dent, nine of which involved inju- think of George Gershwin and Leonard Bernstein and Stephen Sondries, Robertson said.
heim. Think of "Porgy and Bess"
In addition, state police reported
15 Mils and 71 speeding citations, and "West Side Story."
These names are magical for
according to reports.
those of us who grew up loving
musical theater.
If you go to Tower Records,
Nashville's biggest and best
recorded music store, you'll find
The Murray Police Department CDs by Andrew Lloyd Webber,
is investigating a burglary Monday who composed the music for
at the home of a Murray man, "Cats" and "Phantom of the Opera"
in the clasical music room, filed
according to a report.
Lynal D. Hood, of 405 N. 7th, under opera.
Opera, in its simplest definition,
reported the theft of a RCA Camcorder from his home sometime is a play set to music, a play where
all dialogue is sung.
during the day, police said.
Amanda Sims, a voice student at
The burglar or burglars entered
the home by breaking out a win- Murray State University, is singing
the part of the mother in "Amahl
dow, according to the report.
Also, police are looking into the and the Night Visitors." Last sumtheft of four saws from the home of mer, she sang a role in the PlayPerry E. Allen of 1604 1/2 College house in the Park production of
Farm Road sometime between Fri- Irving Berlin's "Annie Get Your
day morning and Saturday night, Gun."
She said she's not sure of the
police said.•
Reported stolen were two Black difference between the terms "mus& Decker skill saws, one Crafts- ical" and "opera" — but she does
man chain saw and one Milwaukee know they're getting closer all the
time.
skill saw.

MPD investigating
burglary, theft

Another Hilliard Lyons Capital Idea

Yield to
Maturity

(Cont'd from page 1)
engines to Japan starting in
1992.
Warren said the expansion
should also increase the company's purchases of supplies
from other U.S. companies.
Toyota was purchasing about
$70 million in U.S.-made parts
and materials in 1988 and that
will increase to more than $700
million by next year.
The expansion comes at a
time when Toyota is bucking the
new-car sales market in the
United States.
While the company's American sales increased by some 13
percent in the last year, sales of
the three leading American
automakers have declined,
prompting plant shutdowns and
temporary layoffs.
Toyota officials have spent
the last several months scouting
locations for a new automobile
assembly plant.
Scott County has always been
on the short list of prospective
sites, in large part because of
the availability of land. The
company now uses only about
500 of the site's 1,300 acres.
Toyota announced it would
build the initial plant, its first
wholly owned U.S. assembly
center, in December 1986. The
plant brought an investment of
$800 million and attracted state
incentives valued at $135 million in land, training and site
work. The first cars rolled off
the assembly line in May 1988.
The company later expanded
the Scott County plant with the
construction of a $400 million
drive train plant.

State Police report
no Thanksgiving
traffic fatalities
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-Murray City Hall
-Other downtown locations
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Black is a faculty member of the
department of music at MSU,
where he teaches voice students
about opera and directs a full-scale
opera every other year.
"One of my missions in life is to
make people appreciate opera," he
said. "They're just missing too
much if they don't."
This year, he was thinking about
staging "Amahl and the Night
Visitors."
But when he discovered Playhouse in the Park had the show
already on their performance schedule, a partnership was proposed.
MSU's music department would
contribute the professional expertise of its faculty, help pay production costs and allow performance
credit for MSU students in the cast.
The community theater woutu
offer its new facility for performances, support the show through
its administrative structure and
lend its solid reputation in the region plus the many talents of its
community volunteers.
There would be a wider audience, a richer production.
The partnership has already had
an effect on the young people
drawn to the opera company
through their participation in the
community theater's youth groups.
There are seven of them, ranging
in age from 7 to 15, too young to
have developed adult prejudices
against opera. Bussey has required
them, as part of rehearsal, to listen
to the audio cassette at home twice
a day for the past month.
Not one has rebelled. Everyone
likes the music.
Seven-year-old Stephanie Sturgeon said she didn't know anything
about opera when she auditioned
and said she couldn't even sing 'til
Randy got my voice way up high."
She just wanted to be in a play, any
play.
"I like this a lot," she said. "The
music is really pfetty, especially
when you act it out."
Erica Rowlett, undoubtedly the
most musically astute of the young
people, frankly admitted, "I used to
fear opera when I was young. Then
my music teacher said, 'just listen
to it.' So I listend to "Porgy and
Bess" and I loved it."
Jeremy Hunt, who shares the
role of Amahl with Erica, likes the
music in part "because it makes the
lines easier to learn."
If that's so, then it also explains
why the play is so meaningful and
so memorable for the audience.
Black said he can't tell Amahl's
story without getting choked up.
Bussey said she thinks of the opera
as a comedy and enjoys the humor
immensely.
That's no contradiction. That's
human emotion. There's something
of every human in Amahl — joy
and sorrow, compassion and envy,
guilt and forgiveness, love and sacrifice, all deepened by the power of
the music, and celebrated by it, too.
This show may send chills down
your spine; it may move you to
tears — it will assuredly make you
smile, and it will probably make
you laugh out loud. And in the best
Broadway traditions, you'll leave

the theater humming. And -you'll
wonder where you can buy your
own copy of the music.
"Amahl and the Night Visitors"
opens Nov. 29, with performances
by the Opera Company on Nov. 29
and 30 and Dec. 6 and 7, all at 7
p.m. The show is produced in conjunction with the Murray State
University department of music'.
Performing on Nov. 29 and Dec.
7 is the Red Company, with .Frica
Rowlett as Amahl, Amanda Sims
as the mother and Ranclall Watts,
Jeff Holden and Verl Todd as the
three kings.
Performances on Nov. 30 and
Dec. 6 are by the Green Company,
with Jeremy Hunt as Amahl, Laura
Marie Buhlig as the mother and
Randall Watts, Bill Phillips and
Scott Ferguson as the three kings.
A separate production of "Amahl
and the. Night Visitors" opens
Saturday afternoon and features
life-sized puppets operated by
members of the Children's Theater
Company. The puppet performances are on Dec. 1 and 8 at 2
p.m: and 7 p.m. and Dec. 9 at 2
p.m.
The opera chorus will sing for
all opera company performances
and puppetry performances.
Tickets are available now
through the Playhouse box office,
759-1752 at $7 for adults, $6 for
senior citizens and $5 for children.
The admission includes $1 for the
music scholarship fund at MSU.
The Playhouse production of
"Amahl and the Night Visitors" is
sponsored by the Kentucky Arts
Council, Pockets Convenience
Stores and Treas Do-It Center.

CORRECTIONS,
CLARIFICATIONS
The telephone numbers for the
Murray Fire Department (nonemergency) and the Calloway
County Disaster and Emergency
Services' Rescue Unit were incorrect in the earthquake preparedness
special section printed Monday.
The correct phone number for the
MFD (non -emergency) is
762-0322. The correct phone number for the DES4s 753-1621. Also,
pages 2 and 3 of the section were
reversed.
The Murray Ledger & Times
regrets the errors and is happy to
set the record straight.
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Mirrray Ledger & Times
Material for this page was submitted by the administrative
of
the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway staffs
County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate
ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
s and
comments about area public schools to the Murrayquestion
City
Schools
(753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

Students in Kids Company, the after school program at Robertson
Elementary, display a fruit-filled cornucopia they made as part of
holiday decorations. Pictured front row, from left, are Ashley
Winchester,oTeneill Elliot; middle row, from left, Dana Parker, Steven Prince, Chris Owen; back row, from left, Blair Wagner, Jamie
McClure Lindsay Atkins, Trevor Anderson.

Children's Book Week was celebrated in the library at Southwest
Elementary in November. Jay Overton, left, of the Spinners from the
National Boy Scout Museum, is shown presenting the story, "Little
Red Riding Hood," with help from Mitch Craig, seated, and Johnna
Stockdale as Little Red Riding Hood.

Dr. Paul Jones, seated, superintendent for Murray Independent
Schools, visited third-graders in Barbara Wildey's class at Carter
Elementary to share his hobbies and skills with students.

To celebrate American Education Week, foodservice director Margot
McIntosh and friend, Chef Combo, visited first-grade classes at
Robertson Elementary to talk about good food choices. Pictured front
row are from left, Melissa Starks, Jamie Hammonds; back row, from
left, Tiffany Jones, Taylor Anderson, Laura Bennett, Alisha Hood and
Elizabeth Miller.

Roderick Reed, standing, tells an African story about Anansi, the
spider, to second- and third-graders at Southwest Calloway Elementary School. Reed is one the Spinners from the National Boy Scout
Museum, who were invited to present storytellers' workshops for the
students as part of Children's Book Week. Pictured directly in front
of Reed is Jacob Abbott and Charles Scott.

Kindergarteners at East Calloway Elementary entertained at a recent
school assembly wiht a costume parade, Halloween songs and skits.
Students shown singing are from left, front row, Chelsie Gardner,
Chelsea Parr, Whitney Puckett, Brian Shelby and Brandon Stone;
back row, from left, B.J. Powell and Curtis Sanders.

Fifth-graders in Lanette Hunt's fifth-grade class at Murray Middle
School celebrated Snoopy's 50th birthday with a party! Snoopy is the
theme in their class this year.

&r
Jane Potts, IBM computer instructor, brought pumpkins to share
with Marjorie Grady's kindergarten students. Potts demonstrated
how to make a jack-o-lantern and the class made comparisons of big
and little, shapes, numbers, real and imaginary. The pumpkins were
used on the stage for the kindergarten parade, songs and skits. Shown
with Potts are from left, Bryan Boehmer,_Sara Duncan, Anna Beard
and Christopher Cobb.

•

Fifth-graders at North Calloway Elementary enjoy recess in their
Halloween costumes. From left, front row, are Brandy Manning, Jeffery Crass, David Johnson, Robert Braden, Adam Pitman, Jason
Kirtley, Eric McIntyre; back row, from left, Art Cripps, Christy Tabers, Derry Hughes, Emily Pyle and Andrea Manning.
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The school lunch salad bar at Calloway Middle School is a
with students. Healthy choices are available for students to big hit
choose
from. Here students Wayne Elkins, Ricky Young and Julie Smother
man fill their plates from the self-serve bars.

Janay McKee and Debbi Swift's seventh and eighth-graders at Calloway Middle School play "Bat-Moth" simulation game during a unit
on bats. Speakers for this unit included Dr. C.E. Rebar and Libby
Roberts from Murray State University. Pictured are Jean Paul Harville and David Therrien.
Cristy Lambert, a student at Calloway County High School, works on
her 3-by-3 canvas in Glenn Leckie's advanced art class. By participating in the project, students learn to use paints, work with another
person and get art into the school.

Hello
Stranger!

First-graders in Anita Burkeen's class at North Calloway Elementary
have been studying about pet care. Kathy Cohen from the Humane
Society is shown speaking to the children on how to be good pet owners and what to do if they should find a lost or stray animal.

Christy Stockwell, a student at Calloway County High School, makes
a 3-by-3 canvas to be used to decorate the school in Gknn Leckie's
advanced art class. Students and teachers make the choice of colors,
and students design patterns for teachers to choose from.

Searching for ;answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative. Its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
rerieble business in your new
neighborhood And more Call. .

Hostess Kathryn Outiend 753 3079
Hostess ingeborg King 492 8348
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters to the Editor
101st Airborne Division to hold
46th Annual 'Gathering of Eagles'
Dear Editor,
Airborne soldiers of the 101st
Airborne Division who helped to
shape history on Operation Desert
Shield in Saudi Arabia, at Normandy, Bastogne and in Holland during
World War II, and in Viet Nam,
will have their 46th Annual
"Gathering of the Eagles" of the
101st Airborne Division Association in Sparks, Nevada.
Hosts for the reunion are the
Northern California and the Southern California Chapters of the
Association. Reunion Chairman is
Clark Heggeness of Long Beach.
California, who served in the 506th
Parachute Infantry Regiment of the
"Screaming Eagle" Division in
World War II.
The 46th Annual Reunion will
be in Sparks (near Reno. Nevada,
August 15th, 16th and 17th, 1991.
John Ascuaga's Nugget will serve
as the headquarters hotel. Attendance is expected to be 1,200 to
1,500.
National headquarters for the
101st Airborne Division Association is 101 East Morris Street,
Sweetwater, Tenn., 37834, phone
(615) 337-4103. At this location all
records of the association and its
members are kept, a magazine, The
Screaming Eagles, is published six
times a year and distributed to all
members.
The 101st Airborne Division
Association has more than 5,200
active members from all 50 states
and six foreign countries. Many of
the members served in the Division
in World War II and dropped
behind the German held beaches of
France, made an airborne assault

on southern Holland, held fast at
Bastogne to stop the last German
offensive in The Battle of the
Bulge, continued the offensive into
Germany and captured Hitler's
Eagles Nest in Berchtesgaden,
Austria.
A large part of the membership
are veterans of the war in Viet
Nam. Men who fought with the
"Screaming Eagles" at Hamburger
Hill, Dak To, in the Tet Offensive
and other important engagements
with the North Vietnamese Army.
They never lost a battle.
The Association also has a number of active duty members who
are assigned to the 101st Airborne
Division (Air Assault) over 17,000
strong, in Saudi Arabia as part of
the multinational task force that
makes up Operation Desert
Shield.
Every individual who served in
the 101st Airborne Division and
wore the "Screaming Eagle" airborne shoulder patch can be a regular member of the Association.
Those who did not serve in the
division but have a special interest
in the 101st are associate members.
For more information about the
46th Annual Reunion or membership in the Association write to:
Ivan Worrell, Executive Secretary,
101st Airborne Division Association, 101 East Morris Street,
Sweetwater, Tenn., 37874 or phone
(615) 337-4103.
Sincerely,
Ivan Worrell, Executive Secretary, 101st Airborne Division
Association
101 East Morris Street
Sweetwater, TN, 37874

Murray Lions Club thanks
supporters of radio auction
Dear Editor,
This letter expresses in only a
small way the appreciation of the
Murray Lions Club for all those
who magnificiently supported our
recent radio auction. The generosity of the merchants, businesses,
professionals and bidder alike was
truly wonderful.
In particular, this letter wishes to
recognize each of those individuals
and businesses who contributed
cash. Their checks and dollars are
as sincerely appreciated by the
Lions Club as they will be by those
we serve. Thank you, each and
every one:
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home,
Dr. John Bright, Calloway Monument Works, Al & Betty Choate, J.
H. Churchill Funeral Home, Dr.

Robert Harris, Hart Opthalmology,
Hill Electric, Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance, Hutson Co.,
Kopperud Realty, Lovett Brother's
Gulf, Dr. Gary Marquardt,
McClure's Auto Repair, Murray
Mold and Die Co., Murray
Woman's Clinic, Bob Nanney
Insurance, Public Ice Service, Ross
Insurance Agency, Ryan Milk,
Simmons Electric & Security Systems, Tabers Body Shop and Vinson Tractor.
To all of you, our sincere and
heartfelt thanks!
Sincerely,
Tom Tompkins,
Chairman, Radio Auction
Committee
Murray Lions Club
Murray, Ky. 42071

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Kenneth C. Paschall, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carves Paschall, was presented with American Farmer
Degree at 53rd national convention
of Future Farmers of America held
at Kansas City, Mo.
Elected as officers of Kentucky
Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal Employees
were Gene Tarry, Van Valentine,
Mrs. Gussie Adams, Lowell Palmer
and Homer Miller.
Bud Raspberry, Kim Grogan,
Rick McGee and Greg Mansfield
are pictured with deer taken while
hunting.
Twenty years ago
Separate fires on Nov. 26
destroyed Maple Leaf Restaurant
on Maple Street, Murray, and a
barn filled with farm equipment

Residents are
encouraged to
write Letters
to the Editor
Letters to the Editor are welcomed and encouraged from
residents of the community. All
letters must be signed by the
writer and the writer's telephone number must be included
for verification. The telephone
number will not be published.
Residents should address all
correspondence to: Letter to the
Editor, the Murray Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
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Amahl'is Christmas treat in busy holiday calendar
Fourth grader Drew Thompson
declares that "Amahl and the Night
Visitors," Playhouse in the Park's
Christmas production, is going to
be "great." He thinks the idea of
operating a large puppet in the
operatic performance is "interesting," especially because of the
challenge of not being seen by the
audience.
"We have to wear all black," he
explains. "It's some kind of Japanese technique so the audience
won't see us, just the puppets.
A veteran of three other playhouse Christmas shows, young Mr.
Thompson finds that the opportunity to mix puppetry with music presents unusual artistic demands.
"You have to create the puppet's
personality by the way you make it
move," he declares. "After awhile
you start to feel for the puppet, you
know."
The lifesize puppets are operated
by two handlers, who use rods to
control movement. "Sometimes we
step on each other," admits another
puppeteer, Ellen Carpenter, a 5th
grader in the Murray school system
who shares the role of Amahl's
mother with partner, Autumn
Alcott.
"It's a lot different than acting
yourself," Ellen declares. "It's like
you don't even exist."
Watching a rehearsal of "Amahl
and the Night Visitors," I find it
difficult to ignore the children, in
spite of their heroic efforts to operate their puppets undetected.
Though they do a wonderful job of
becoming almost invisible, I strain

MAIN
STREET t!
By Constance
Alexahder
to discern their little faces behind
ttJolds of their characters' robes.
There are few things more moving
than a child absolutely — and happily — absorbed in what he or she
is doing. Their usually smooth
brows are furrowed in concertration; tiny lips mimic the words of
the singers.
"Amahl and the Night Visitors"
is an opera, written in English by
composer Gian Carlo Menotti. The
fact that it's opera has not really
occurred to the young puppet operators. They like the songs, which
were written in English, and many
of the parents report that the children enjoy singing them even when
they are not rehearsing.
"It all just falls into place,"
observed Drew Thompson, who
seems to have given this a great
deal of thought. "The music is just
perfect for the story."
"Amalfi" is a tale of a poor,
crippled shepherd boy and his
mother who are visited by three
kings traveling to Bethlehem to pay
homage to a divine king, the baby
Jesus. They graciously share their
shabby home and meager provisions with the royal wayfarers.

Once the pilgrims have retired
for the evening, Amahl's mother
steals a gold piece from the splendid gifts the kings have brought
with them. She is caught in the act
by the page, but there is no punishment for her deed. The generous
king, in fact, tells her to keep it
because the son of God does not
need earthly riches.
He tells Amahl and his mother
about the infant king and the
mother confesses that she has been
waiting a long time for the messiah. Amahl, inspired by the king's
story and the spectacular star in the
east, begs to accompany the kings
on their holy journey. When he
puts his crutches aside, a miracle
occurs. He walks!
The story of Amahl is apt to
bring tears to the eyes of even the
Scrooge-iest citizens. And if the
simple poignance of the story
doesn't provoke a few tears, the
giant puppets and their earnest
operators are bound to.
Like children's drawings brought
to life, the puppets have imaginative mixtures of features and facial
expressions. Amahl has plump, red
lips and the wide-eyed astonishment of a child on Christmas morning. One of the kings sports bright
yellow hair and thick gray
, eyebrows.
"I think he's the king who's
going through mid-life crisis,"
quips director Liz Bussey. She
imagines that he has dyed his hair
blond in a last-ditch effort to look
.younger. "He forgot the eyebrows,"
she jokes.
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Karen Boyd, MSU art instructor,
conducted workshops this past
summer and fall to teach local
children to construct the life-size
puppets.
"The kids used their own imagination to design them," she says. "I
just supplied the materials and
taught them the techniques. They
did a terrific job, don't you think?"
Ms.-'Boyd gestures at the puppets, in various stages of assembly,
as she talks. "You know, being
involved in this production has
almost been like being in a big
Norman Rockwell scene," she
confides.
"Amahl and the Night Visitors"
is truly a community effort. The
singers in the production have been
directed by MSU's Randall Black,
and Pockets Convenience Store and
Treas Do-It Center are sponsors.
Children from all over the country
are involved in various aspects of
this annual children's production of
Playhouse in the Park. A grant
from the Kentucky Arts Council
also made the production possible.
There are puppetry — as well as
live — performances of "Amahl"
scheduled. Puppetry performances
are Saturday, Dec. 1 and 8; and
Sunday, Dec. 9 at 2 p.m. There are
also puppet performances at 7 p.m.
on Dec. 1 and 8.
Live actors will perform on
Thursday and Friday, Nov. 29-30,
and Thursday and Friday, Dec. 6-7,
at 7 p.m. All performances will be
at Playhouse in the Park. For tickets or information call the playhouse at 502-759-1752.
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The day of the protectionist
"Free trade is the negation of
organization, of settled and consistent policy. It is the triumph of
chance, the disordered and selfish
competition of immediate individual interests without regard to the
permanent welfare of the whole."
— Joseph Chamberlain, 1911
On one foreign policy issue, virtually all of America's men of
words, columnist and commentator,
Left and Right, are agreed: Free
trade must remain a pillar of U.S.
economic and foreign policy.
The unanimity, methinks, is
coming to an end. Events conspire
against the consensus. T.S. Eliot
once •said, that there are no true
lost causes, because there are no
true "won" causes. The endless
battle between free traders and protectionists is about to re-erupt, in
the new year, with unanticipated
virulence.
The signs are everywhere. The
European Community is stiffarming the U.S. demand, at the
global trade talks, to phase out its
vast subsidies for farmers and farm
exports. Helmut Kohl in the lead,
Western Europe is moving to protect her small farmers from global
competition with the super-efficient
Americans.
Other evidence suggests the EC,
despite Maggie Thatcher, is evolving less toward an association of

FROM PAT'S
VIEWPOINT
By Patrick J.
Buchanan
free-trading nations, than toward a
socialist supra-state, determined to
protect its huge internal market
from U.S. and Japanese
competition.
Here at home, protectionism was
already making a comeback. Only
by a single vote did the Senate sustain Mr. Bush's veto of the bill to
restrict textile imports to their present two-thirds of our market.
The national mood, too, is turning. Consider the warm public
reception of Pat Choate's best seller, "Agents of Influence," which
details how ex-officials, from
national security advisers to trade
representatives, from Cabinet officers to White House staffers, hay
gone geisha for the econ ic
Empire of the Rising Sun.
Critics may dismiss Chaote's
book as "Japan-bashing," But, it
has touched a chord. Suspicion of

and a 1966 Pontiac GTO on the
farm of Stark Erwin.
Mr. and Mrs. O.E. Lawrence are
T, 1990 United Feature Syndicate Inc
today, Nov. 27, celebrating their
50th wedding anniversary.
Suzanne Jones, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Donald Jones, a Murray
High School senior, spoke about
"National Anthem" at a meeting of
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Japan is not only related to race, or
the performance of the Imperial
Army in the Bataan Death March,
but to a sense that Toyko' trade
policy in 1990 is a bastard child of
Hirohito's imperial policy in 1940.
It is related to a sense that Japan's
invasions of U.S. markets have
been plotted at the highest levels in
Tokyo with the same thoroughness
with which Admiral Yamamoto
plotted Pearl Harbor. That Japan's
objective is to go the "economic
road" to acquire the hcgcmorty in
Asia and the world her army and
navy were unable to win half a
century ago.
There is a sense Tokyo is using
subsidized cartels, that can sustain
losses longer than U.S. free enterprise competitors, to underbid and
undercut our industries, and capture our markets, one by one. Some
of this is sour grapes, but not all of
it.
All we want is a "level playing
field," runs the cliche. But, down
deep, is that really all we want? On
NFL Sundays, Americans want not
just a level playing field; they want
to win; they want Joe Montana or
Phil Simms to keep an eye out for
the rookie,defensive back whose
ankle is tTot 100 percent, so his
zone can be flooded, and he can be
made a fool of. That is the American way in war, the American way
in sports; why not the American
way in trade? .
But, free trade is the most efficient allocator of goods, runs the
economic argument. Undeniably. If
Chinese are making tennis shoes
for $2 a pairtelling them for $8 a
pair, America's poor benefit by not
having to pay $20 bucks for shoes
made in the U.S.A.
But, if recession hits 'hard, amid
a perception Uncle Sam has thrown
open markets to foreigners who are
closing theirs, the argument from
efficiency will not carry the house.
The arguments of the head will
lose to the arguments of the heart.
Let's take care of our own.

Comes now a book by William
Gill, "Trade Wars Against America," wherein the Old Right conservative calls free trade "this myth
which has now assumed the status
of theology; it is so firmly fixed in
the modern inind that no one in
authority dares speak out against
this hungry Moloch as it insatiably
eats up our plants, our jobs, our
research, our towns, our cities, our
present and our future."
America thrived during the 19th
century, Gill writes, with no
income tax, behind a wall of tariffs
that raised 50 percent to 90 percent
of all federal revenue; while the
Brits, devoted to free trade principles, lost their economic primary to
the protectionist United States.
"William McKinley recognized,
as very few in government do
today, that the American workers
should not be forced to compete
with the lower pay scales that then
prevailed in Europe, much less the
subsistence wages of the Orient or
the Soviet Bloc. For if you do force
this irrational competition upon our
citizens, as both Republicans and
Democrats have since the 1960s,
there will be a reduction in the
standard of living and the quality
of life, as we have already
witnessed in the United States over
the past several decades."
Protectionism has seen its case
thrown out of the court, as frivolous, for many, many years; in
1991, it may get a hearing.
Worldwide, from Canada to
Soweto, nationalism is ascendant;
men are putting tribe, culture,
country, first.
Mr. Bush's men, however, are
marching resolutely the other way.
Fighting to keep NATO going and
U.S. -troops in Europe, running
down our dollar to fight a trade
deficit, asking more money for the
IMF, World Bank and foreign aid,
hailing the U.N., internationl hour
of Mr. Bush. But, he is leaning
against a nationalist wind that will
soon reach gale force.

Today In History
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Today is Tuesday, Nov. 27, the 331st day of 1990. There are 34 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Twenty years ago, on Nov. 27th, 1970, Pope Paul VI, on a visit to the
Philippines, was attacked at the Manila airport by a dagger-wielding Bolivian painter disguised as a priesi Although the pontiff appeared unhurt, it
was revealed in 1979, a year after his death, that Pope Paul had in fact
been wounded in the chest.
One year ago: 107 people were killed when a bomb blamed by police
on drug traffickers destroyed a Colombian jetliner, minutes after the plane
had taken off from Bogota's international airport.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Mona Washbournc is 87. Broadway producer David Merrick is 78. Children's entertainer "Buffalo Bob" Smith is
73. Former Czechoslovakian communist leader Alexander Dubcek is 69.
Former Treasury Secretary William Simon is 63. Singer Eddie Rabbiu is
49. Caroline Kennedy Schlossberg is 33. Actress Robin Givens is 26.
Thought for Today: "Nothing is more despicable than a professional
talker who uses his words as a quack uses his remedies." -- Francois
Fenelon, French theologian (1651-1715). j
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Four hospital reports are released Darnell and Puckett vows solemnized
Four newborn admissions, disExpirations
missals and two expirations at
Ta7 Youngblood, Box 27, New
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Concord; Freed Tucker Jr., Rt. 2,
for Friday, Nov. 23, have been
Box I15-A, Murray.
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Two newborn admissions and
McIntyre baby boy, mother, dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Belinda, Rt. 2, Box 503, Benton; County Hospital for Saturday, Nov.
Rhew baby boy, parents. Cather- 24, have been released as follows:
ine and Gary, Rt. 5, Box 787,
Newborn. admissions
Murray;
Scott baby girl, parents, KimberSteele baby girl, parents, Patsy
ly and Johnny, P.O. Box 922,
and Mitchell, Rt. 3, Box 136-9, Murray;
Calvert City;
Howard baby girl, parents,
Pardue baby girl, parents, Kim- Katherine and Thomas, Rt. 1, Box
berly and Charlie, Rt. 1, Box 233, Farmington.
373-C, Hollow Rock, Tenn.
Dismissals
Dismissals
Randy D. Clark, Rt. 7, Box 14,
Mrs. Pamela S. Allen, 715 Cal- Murray; Richard E. Eckert, HC
donia, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Sally Ann
Box 248M, New Concord; Samuel
Lorey, P.O. Box 234, Hazel; Ger- Galbraith, 203 North 10th St.,
ald Alexander, Rt. 4, Box 474, Murray;
Murray;
Charles Virgil Knott, Rt. 4, Box
Mrs. Mayme Etta Bryan, 1001
136, Murray; Vernon C. Nance,
Johnny Robertson, Murray; Mrs. 1229 Dogwood, Murray; Miss AshRegina Sue Grissom, 306 Wilson, ton E. Steele, Rt. 5, Clifty Village,
Paris, Tenn.;
Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Sara L. Phelps, Rt. 1, Box
Jesse Norsworthy, Rt. 4, Box
178-A, Camden, Tenn.; Lexell 374, Murray; Miss Nissa Marie
Camp, Rt. 1, Box 172-D, Kirksey; Mjos, Rt. 6, Box 77,
Murray;
Max Haynes, 417 Cherry, Murray;
Miss Margaret L. Davis, Rt. 5,
Ms. Barbara A. Robertson, Rt. 2, Box 676, Murray; Miss Chasity D.
Box 25, Murray; MIS. Tryphena Holland, Rt. 6, Box 334-B,
Elizabeth Crass, Rt. 5, Box 676, Murray;
Murray;
Mrs. Deborah H. McDaniel, Rt.
Mrs. Clysta M. Evitt, Rt. 1, Box 3, Box 13 K-9, Murray; James R.
172-C, Kirksey; Mrs. Madelyn Barfield, HC Box 248-A, New
Melton, 1610 Ridgewood, Murray; Concord;
Mrs. Lena Mae West, Rt. 1, Box
Mrs. Sonia Peeler and baby girl,
71, Benton.
Rt. 5, Box 8, Paris, Tenn.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
Dear Mr. Wolff:
My RHO opened one diamond and I
passed, holding 46 A-10-4, V 8-7-3,
K-J-10-9-8-2,•9. LHO responded
one heart and partner bid two clubs.
After RHO's pass. should I have rescued to two diamonds or should I
have passed?

BOBBY WOLFF

partner to defend.

Mr. Wolff:
• IfDear
I double one diamond

Long Silence. Arlington. Texas

ire

ANSWER: A bid of two diamonds is
considered a cue-bid,by most unless
there is prior agreement to play it
as a natural call. Pass is best: partner is sure to bid over two diamonds, and there is little to gain by
increasing the level.
Dear Mr. Wolff:
My LHO opens a weak two-diamond
bid and my partner bids three clubs.
After two passes, opener persists
with three diamonds and my partner bids three no-trump. What
would you make of this strange
sequence?

for takeout,
what should I have in the way of
support in the other three suits?
Guilty of Non-Suppori, Duluth, Minn.

ANSWER: Unless you have a selfsufficient 'suit of your own, which
you plan to bid over partner's response. you should have at least
three cards in an unbid major and
two cards in an unbid minor.
Send bridge question', to The Sees PO Hox 12363 Dallas
Texas 75225 with sell addressed stamped envelope for
reply
Copyright 1990 ('nited Feature Syndwate

Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Sunday, Nov. 25, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Carroll baby boy, parents, Donna
and David, Rt. 9, Box 483, Benton;
Stamps baby girl, parents, Jennifer and Randy, Rt. 2, Box 156,
Buchanan, Tenn.
Dismissals
Jacob T. Starks, Rt. 3, Box 82,
Benton; Albert Knight, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Hildreth Brown, Rt. 1,
Box 536, Dexter;
Mrs. Patsy Ann Steele and baby
girl, Rt. 3, Box 136-9, Calvert
City; Mrs. Debbie L. Palmer and
baby girl, 117 Post Oak, Camden,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Catherine M. Rhew and
baby boy, Rt. 5, Box 787, Murray;
Miss Belinda K. McIntyre and
baby boy, Rt. 2, Box 503, Benton.
Mrs. Kimberly S. Pardue and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 374, Hollow
Rock, Tenn.
Expiration
Arthur Oatman Cohoon, Rt. 6,
Box 84-A, Murray.
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
Monday, Nov. 26, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Dunlap baby girl, parents, Marsha and Cecil, Rt. 1, Hazel.
Dismissals
John L. Lane Jr., Rt. 1, Box 236,
Farmington; Mrs. Kimberly Scott
and baby girl, P.O. Box 922,
Murray;
Ms. Dorothy Wagoner, K2
Southside Manor, Murray; Mrs.
Sherry A. Parrish, 205 Riviera Cr.,
Murray;
Mrs. Joyce A. Evans, Rt. 4, Box
285A, Paris, Tenn.; Walter Rhodes,
509 South Eighth St, Murray;
James Hendricks, 1409 Diuguid
Dr., Apt. B8, Murray; Otis Wilson,
Rt. 2, Box 130, Hazel; Harold
Nance, Rt. 8, CR Box 12A,
Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Elsie Byrd, West View
Nursing Home, Murray.

Pup eteers are featured

ANSWER: The weak two-diamond
bidder violated one of the basic
principles of pre-empting. i.e.. a
pre-emptor doesn't bid again on his
own - he should pre-empt to the
maximum level at his first turn.
Partner's bidding is decipherable.
He has a good hand with a good club
suit and a diamond stopper. But
since he didn't bid three no-trump
immediately, he is looking for a little help from you. Pass if you've got
some; bid four clubs if you're broke.
Dear Mr. Wolff:
Partner doubles an opening one diamond for takeout and I respond one
heart. Opener bids two clubs and
partner doubles again. Is this double
for spades?
Balanced Gin-bilge. Corpus Christi, Texas

Dear Mr. Wolff:
Partner leads fourth best against
three no-trump, and dummy has Qx-x. After some study. declarer
plays the queen What should I play
with J-10-5^
Honors Count. Hemet, Calif.

ANSWER: A conventional treatment in this case is to drop the higher of two touching honors. This
promises either a singleton jack or
the jack and 10. making it easier for

Fight
lung disease
with
Christmas Seals
AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION*
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Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Lynn Puckett
and the Rev. James E. Garrett
Johnny Puckett of Calvert City,
nephew of the groom, was best
man. He wore a French gray tuxedo accented with a royal blue tie
and cummerbund. His boutonniere
was a royal blue silk lily accented
with small white lilies.
Brandon Phillips of Benton, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Phillips
and cousin of the bride, was ring
bearer. He wore a miniature version of the groom's attire. He carried a heart shaped satin pillow
covered and edged. with lace and
accented with blue and white flowers, gold rings and white ribbons
tied in love knots.
Ushers were Kevin FriLail of
Benton, cousin of the bride, and
Billy Starks of Hardin, nephew of
the groom. The attire of the ushers
and the bride's father were the
same as that of the best man.
The bride's mother wore an
ivory street length dress accented
with ivory lace. The mother of the
groom was attired in a royal blue
street length dress accented with

lace. Their corsages were of three
white silk sweetheart roses
accented with beads, white illusion
and royal blue ribbons.
Miss Valerie Puckett of Murray.
niece of the groom. attended the
guest register.
Joshua Clark of Benton, cousin
of the bride, handed out thank-yo..
A reception. catered by Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry McConnell of Murray.
uncle and aunt of the7bride, va
held following the ceremony ,!
Benton Country Club.
Serving were Miss Laura Hamlet
of Murray, cousin of the -bride.
Miss Tracey Poat of Syrus,onia, and
Mrs. Mara Hurt of Hopkins‘Ille
Leroy Hamlet of Murray, COUS;7.
the bride, also assisted.
Rice bags were distributed r.
Joe David Clark of Benton.
of the bride, and Miss KaNla
kett of Hardin, niece of the groom
The bridal couple is now re,,ding on Rt. 3, Benton.

Coetzee gets fiction prize of $39,000

Cuckoos's Nest. Fort Walton Beach. Fla.

ANSWER: When responder to a
takeout double makes any positive
response bids a suit, bids no-trump
or doubles>, future doubles by the
takeout doubler are penalty doubles. In your case, partner has clubs
and wants to defend against two
clubs doubled.

Miss Kimberly Dee Darnell and
Jeffrey Lynn Puckett were married
Saturday, Sept. 15, at 6:30 p.m. at
Mt. Carmel United Methodist
Church, near Kirksey.
The Rev. James E. Garrett officiated at the double ring ceremony.
Mrs. Julii Barrett of Benton was
pianist.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul M. Darnell of Benton. The groom is the son of Mrs.
Osie Puckett and the late John
Puckett of Hardin.
Grandparents of the bridal couple are Vester Faircloth of Paudcah, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Darnall
of Benton, the late Mrs. Anne
Faircloth of Benton, the late Mr.
and Mrs. Tim Puckedtt of Benton
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Bell of Kirksey.
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, wore a formal satin
gown designed with a sweetheart
neckline, fitted bodice covered
with Chantilly lace, princess
sleeves of chantilly lace, antebellum waist, and bouffant skirt
accented at the back waist with a
butterfly bow bustle. The hemline
was accented .ifitfi-Chittitilly lace.
The train was also accented by a
large triangle-shaped piece of
Chantilly lace and was accented by
an applique made of opaque and
translucent beads and rhinestones.
Her crocheted headpiece was
accented with beads and flowers
and also had three tiered illusion
veiling edged with lace covered
with sequins and beads.
The bride carried a cascade of
white silk sweetheart roses and
royal blue silk lilies with white and
royal blue satin picot ribbons. The
bride's gown and veil and dresses
of the matron of honor and flower
girls were handmade by the bride's
mother.
Mrs. Veronica Clark of Benton,
cousin of the bride, was matron of
honor. She wore a royal blue tealength satin dress and carried three
white silk roess and fern leaves
tied with royal blue and white satin
picot ribbons.
Miss Jenny Wilkins of Benton,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Wilkins, was flower girl. She wore
a miniature version of the bride's
attire and carried a basket of white,
blue and gray flower petals.
The groom wore a French gray
tuxedo accented with a white tie
and cummerbund. His boutonniere
was a white silk sweetheart rose
accented with small white lilies.

Puppeteers Ellen Carpenter and Autumn Alcott introduced "Amahl's
Mother" to members of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
at a meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 20, at the club house. The girls, fifth
graders at Murray Middle School, operated the puppet while Amanda
Sims sang one of the Mother's arias, accompanied by Marie Taylor.
Both puppet and live performances of "Amahl awl the Night Visitors"
by Menotti, will be presented at Playhouse in the Park on Nov. 29 and
30 and Dec. 1, 6, 7, and 8 at 7 p.m. and on Dec. 1, 8 and 9 at 2 p.m.
The Music Department Chorus also discussed the program for the
annual Christmas community event on Sunday, Dec. 2, at 2 p.m. at
the club house. This is open to the public. November hostesses were
Holly Bloodworth, Neva Grey Allbritten, Barbara Brandon, Lula
Bingham, Cecilia Brock, Kathryn Carman, Joanne Cavitt and Sandra
Duncan-Thurman.
r--
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LONDON (AP) - South African author J.M. Coetzee has won
Britain's richest fiction prize, the
S39,000 Sunday Express Book of
the Year award, for his novel "Age
of Iron."
It is the first book in four years
from Coetzee, who won acclaim
for his earlier novels, "Waiting for
the Barbarians" and "Life and
Times of Michael K."
"Age of Iron" was chosen from
a short list of six.
Others were "Brazzaville
Beach" by William Boyd, "Temples of Delight" by Barbara Trapido, Barbara Vine's "Gallowglass"
and two novels shortlisted for this
year's Booker prize, "Gate of
Angels" by Penelope Fitzgerald
and Brian Moore's "Lies of
Silence."
"It was a close run thing but
'Age of Iron' is a story about the
triumph of the human spirit and the
quality of the language made it a
winner," said novelist Andrea

Newman, one of the five judges.
South African actress Janet Suzman received the award on Coetzee's behalf Monday at a special
literary luncheon at London's Cafe
Royal restaurant.
The Sunday Express newspaper
presents the award annually for
"the most enjoyable and compulsively readable book published in
Britain."
Written in the first person, "Age
of Iron" takes the form of a letter
from Elizabeth Curren, a white
South African, to her daughter.
A retired classics teacher, Elizabeth lives alone: her daughter has
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We are pleased to
announce that Carol
Therrien, bride-elect
ofMichael Brunn,has
selected her bedding
and bath accessories
OM
our
bridal
egistny.
Carol and Michael
will be married Dec.
15, 1990.
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

lived in America since 1976, and
her husband is dead.
In a series of monologues Elizabeth considers her childhood. her
guilt over apartheid - a "gathering feeling of walking over black
faces" - and the growing turmoil
of racially segregated South Africa.
"a bad-tempered old hound snoozing in the doorway, taking its time
to die."
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520 Main St.
(National Hotel)
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Holiday gifts of all types featured

.WICHITA, Kan. (AP) —
"Cheers" star Kirstie Alley said
her whole life changed when she
broke free of drug addiction.
"It changed my relationship
with my family," she said. "I
started telling the truth, which was
a big difference for me. I started
having real relationships. I married
a really hot-looking guy. I started a
career rather late in life from what
most actors and actresses start their
careers."
Alley, who spent the Thanksgiving weekend with relatives in
Wichita, said she has been drug
free since entering the Narconon
program in Los Angeles in 1979.
On Sunday, she and her husband,
actor Parker Stevenson, visited
Narconon Chilocco, the group's
new drug rehabilitation center outside Newkirk, Okla.
Alley portrays self-conscious
"Cheers" manager Rebecca Howe
on the television show and stars in
the current film comedy "Sibling
,Rivalry." She said she turned to
cocaine when her life took a series
of wrong turns while she was
working in Wichita as an interior,
designer in the late 1970s.
"I wasn't an actress, like I
Wanted to be," she said. "It was
sort of hard in Kansas to say, you
know, 1 want to be a movie star.'
You don't get a lot of validation
for that."

s\
-

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
former wife of jazz saxophonist
Stan Getz lost a Supreme Court
ppeal alleging New York's divora law violates the rights of
omen.
- The justices, without comment,
on Monday rejected arguments by
\ionica Getz that the state law
:..vors men by permitting them to
age "legal wars of attrition"
.:gainst their wives, who often lack
Aual financial resources.
Getz, 63, sued for divorce in
481, after Mrs. Getz, 56, went to
, )urt alleging her husband — suft.:ring from alcoholism and drug
addiction — abused her. She
sought a court order for family support payments and protection
against Getz.
The couple later made attempts
at reconciliation before the divorce
bxame final in 1987. A state jury
ruled in Getz's favor in granting
the divorce. He had accused his
wife of infidelity and trying to poison him. A state judge ruled that
Mrs. Getz is entitled to nalf her

1r
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husband's royalties from the beginning of their marriage in 1956 to
1981.
In her appeal to the Supreme
Court, Mrs. Getz said the case
should have been resolved in New
York's family courts, which are
designed to expedite divorce cases
to save legal fees, rather than by
trial courts that handle corporate
disputes and other matters.
Mrs. Getz said she has spent
more than $600,000 in legal fees
and will be forced to use the proceeds from the couple's mansion in
Irvington, N.Y., where she still
lives, to pay off the bills.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Science
fiction writer Ray Bradbury says
the heart should always rule the
head, even if it means jumping off
a few cliffs.
The 60-year-old author of such
books as "Fahrenheit 451" and
"The Martian Chronicles" said he
succeeded because he learned to
ignore naysayers.
'If we listened to our intellect,
we'd never have a love affair.
We'd never have a' friendship.
We'd never go into business
because we'd be cynical," Bradbury said in a recent interview.
"Well, that's nonsense. You've
got to jump off cliffs all the time
and build your wings ,on the way
down."
Bradbury, who shunned college
in favor of independent reading,
has published more than 500 short
stories plus several successful
novels and screenplays, including a
1954 adaptation of "Moby Dick."
Two of Bradbury's books have
been published this year. "A Graveyard of Lunatics," is a murder
mystery based on his experiences
as a screenwriter. "Zen and the Art
of Writing," is a nonfiction work.
NEW YORK (AP) — Leona
Helmsley, the hotel industry's socalled queen of mean, has donated
$300,000 to set up a program that
will locate, identify and return people with Alzheimer's disease who
wander from home and get lost.
Mrs. Helmsley, who made the
drnation Monday, became interested in Alzheimer's through her
lawyer, Alan Dershowitz. His
mother suffers from the progressive, irreversible disease that robs
victims of their memory.
The program will be available
first for the estimated 225,000 Alzheimer's victims in the New York
City area and will expand eventually to Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington.
Participants will wear an identifying bracelet and emblem containing a toll-free number that anyone who spots them can call to
alert police.
Mrs. Helmsle:', 70, was convicted last year of billing personal
expenses to the Helmsley business
empire. She is free on appeal.
NEW YORK (AP) — NBC is
deploying Jane Pauley in the Sunday night ratings wars opposite

ABC's top-rated "America's Funniest Home Videos" and CBS'
durable "Murder, She Wrote."
The battles start Jan. 6 at 8 p.m.
EST when Pauley's "Real Life
With Jane Pauley" starts. It will be
followed by another NBC News
series, "Expose," an investigative
program with Tom Brokaw as
anchorman.
Each program will be a half-hour
series for three Sundays each
month. Pauley's show will get a
full hour on the fourth Sunday and
Brokaw's"Expose" will have the
night off.
The two programs, the first NBC
News series since the division's
low -rated "1986" newsmagazine,
will take over the time slot now
occupied by the medical series
"Lifestories." After Sunday's
broadcast it will appear monthly.
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— Country star Tammy Wynette
will perform a free Christmas concert Dec. 19 for soldiers, reservists
and family members at Fort
Campbell.
"This is her special tribute to
the soldiers and family members of
Operation Desert Shield," post
spokesman Bill Harralson said
Thursday.

By MONEY MAGAZINE
For AP Newsfeatures
Holiday '90 is looming with
more spirit and less shopping than
the country has witnessed in years.
The economy, of course, is taking
us all for a ride, and the Persian
Gulf crisis remains sobering.
Up and down the scale, in
offices and in homes, from January
through December, gift-giving
dilemmas are proliferating.
One result: the catalog boom.
From 1983 until 1989, according to
the Direct Marketing Association,
the number of Americans who
shopped by mail or phone
increased by 59.7 percent, while
the population grew just 12.5
percent.
In reaction to everyone's time
crunch, the trend is to give cash or
services, dressed up in personalized
packages. Such gifts are very often
prized more than, say, an obligatory 4ie. Gifts of catered dinners or
maid se?rvices are growing commonplace. And spa treatments, skin
care, body massages, personaltrainer sessions, grooming and
beauty services of all kinds are
being packaged as gifts.
A corollary to cash, the gift of
experience is also on the upsurge,
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Elm Grove plans mission study

Alford Lodge plans breakfast

Elm Grove Baptist Church will have a family potluck on Wednesday,
Nov. 28, at 6 p.m. Following the meal the Rev. Terry Sills, director of
missions for Blood River Baptist Association, will teach the foreign mission study book, Crossing Barriers With Love.

Alford Lodge No. 925 Free and Accepted Masons will, have a country
ham breakfast on Saturday, Dec. 1, from 6 to 10 a.m. at the lodge hall at
Aurora. Eddie Brown, treasurer of the lodge, invites the public to attend.

Dr. Malone will teach study
Dr. Bobby Malone will be the teacher for a foreign mission study on
the book, Middle East Today, to be Wednesday, Nov. 28, at 6:30 p.m. at
First Baptist Church. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Retired Teachers plan luncheon
"Christmas — Food — Music" will be the theme of the meeting of
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association on Monday, Dec. 3. The
retired educators will assemble at 11:45 a.m. in the small banquet room
on third level of CU1TiS Center, Murray State University. "Retired faculty
or staff personnel from Calloway County, Murray City and Murray State
University school systems who are not CCRTA members are invited and
encouraged to attend; however reservations need to be made by telephone
with Vanda Gibson at 753-3857," advises Wilson Gantt, CCRTA
president.

Mt. Pisgah schedules services
ML Pisgah Baptist Church at New Madrid, Mo., will have earthquake
services ort.Sunday, Dec. 2. The Rev. Joe Cox will speak at 11 a.m. The
Jackson Sptal) Travelers of Alamo, Tenn., with the Rev. G.T. Smith
will sing at
Dr. Charles Moody, pastor, invites the public to attend
the services.

Computer Group to meet Dec. 4

Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Charles Reed of Hardin from Lourdes; Donna Jones of Almo
and Joyce Hurt, Jean Kendall, Kathryn King, Renae McDougal and Johnny Reagan, all of Murray, from Western Baptist.
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Humane Society of Calloway County will meet Thursday, Nov. 29, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All members and intersted persons are invited to attend.
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A gospel singing featuring The Heaven Airs of Paris, Tenn., will be
Friday, Nov. 30, at 7:30 p.m. at New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church.
The church is located off Highway 94 East on 497, turn right at first
crossroads and church is on right. The public is invited to4itend, a church
spokesperson said.

MMS PTO plans tea Thursday
Murray Middle School Parent-Teacher Organization will sponsor a tea
for parents of seventh and eighth grade honor roll students on Thursday,
Nov. 29, at the school. The tea for seventh grade parents will be from 11
to 11:30 a.m. and for eighth grade parents from 12 to 12:30 p.m. All
parents of these two honor groups are urged to attend.

Crafts fair to be at Paris Landing
The ninth annual "Christmas by the Lake," an arts and crafts fair sponsored by Creative Gallery II and Five Rivers Arts and Crafts Association,
Inc., will be Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 1 and 2, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
the Inn at Paris Landing State Resort Park, Highway 79. Some 50 exhibitors will feature original art, woodworking and carving, needlework,
stuffed animals, quilts, pillows, wraths, ceramics and many other unusual
and distinctive gifts. The Paris Landing Kiwanis Club will also sponsor a
pancake breakfast on Saturday, Dec. 1, from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Paris
Landing Inn.

'Showcase' will be on Dec. 8

The "Showcase" by Bear Creek Girl Scouts will be on Saturday, Dec.
8, instead of Dec. 1 as listed in the release from Bear Creek Girl Scout
Office at Paducah. Troops will be displaying crafts made and giving
demonstrations for making the crafts from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at
Paducah Off-Price Mall. The event is free and open to the public.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will have a candlelight service on Thursday,
Nov. 29, at 6 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The group has changed its name from Compassionate Parents to Compassionate Friends. This is a support group for those who have lost an
infant, child or young adult through an accident, illness, sudden infant
death syndrome, stillbirth or miscarriage. Those attending Thursday are
asked to bring a candle to light in memory of loved ones. For more information call Reita Moody, chaplain, 762-1274, or Hilda Bennett, president,
at 498-8324.
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Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Albert Elkins of Murray and Loyd Owen of Hazel from Lourdes; Judith Benedict, Neva Kimbro and Betty Purdom, all of Murray, and
Clifford Mavis, New Concord, from Western Baptist.

Humane Society plans meeting
Honey, I Shrunk
the Kids
Saturday • December 1
Starring Rick Moranis

In the office, when saying thanks
at holiday time to subordinates,
says Baldrige, gift certificates are
always appropriate.
Several experts suggest including a persottal remembrance with a
company bonus check — a scarf or
muffler, desk accessory, fragrance
or aftershave — to make the money
warmer.

Bowling for Grades 6, 7 and 8 of St. Leo Catholic Church will be
Thursday, Nov. 29, at 4 p.m. at Curris Center, Murray State University.
After bowling two games, the grup will have a spaghetti supper at the
Parish Center.

Patients are dismissed

wiski

Wedding presents are influenced
by social climate. On average,
advises Letitia Baldrige, author of
"The Complete Guide to Executive
Manners": "$25 to $100 will buy
an appropriate wedding gift from a
store where the couple can easily
return it.''
How much a child's gift should
cost raises thornier issues. Experts'
advice is to pare down the product
and play up the experience for
children. Give gifts of adventure or
outings, accompanied by toys that
fit the program — a train ride plus
a toy locomotive.
When is it OK to give cash? The
short answer is: more and more
often. "In the past three years,
money is a much more acceptable
gift, especially for weddings,"
notes Susan Bell of Saved by the
Bell Corp., a gift-shopping service.

DATEBOOK

West Kentucky Computer Users Group will meet Tuesday, Dec. 4, at 7
p.m. in the office of Dr. Jerry Sells, 1301 Olive St, Benton. Each member
is requested to bring some type of holiday snack to share. This will be the
meeting and Christmas celebration for members. Visitors are welcome to
attend. For more information contact the group president, Terri Jolley at
Calvert City, at 1-395-7362.

The Disney
Channel's
FREE /
Holiday
Preview

from theater tickets or tennis lessons to weekend getaways. Giving
memorable moments is particularly
noticeable in business gifts.
In new or trying circumstances,
the old rule applies: let your heart
and your pocketbook be your
guides. For other occasions, having
canvassed the experts, Money
magazine offers these up-to-date
guidelines:
When do you splurge on a gift?
Not very often. And, naturally,
only if you can afford it. "You
shouldn't be in the poorhouse after
buying a gift," says Elizabeth Post,
granddaughter-in-law to the original Emily and the arbiter of Post
etiquette since 1965. "Spending a
lot makes sense only for close relatives. Never buy expensive presents for the boss."
How much should you spend on
a modest gift? This is a hard call.
It's a matter of context: How much
do you earn? How close are you to
the recipient? Do you feel generous? What should not be at issue is
a tit-for-tat mentality. Be strong.
Just because old Cousin Clark sent
you a $35 widget does not mean
you owe him a $37.50 gizmo in
return. Buy gifts according to your
dictates and desires.

8 a.m.-4 p.m.
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Brandon-Story vows said at church
Ms. Sheree Brandon and Gregory Story were married in a candlelight ceremony on Saturday, Oct.
13, at 7:30 p.m. in Hale Chapel of
First United Methodist Church.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and
Mrs. Max Brandon and Mr. and
Mrs. Mitchell Story.
An arrangement of silk purplethroated orchids and greenery was
placed on the communion table.
Two seven branched candelabra,
the unity candles and green fern
graced the altar.
The Rev. Nowell Bingham officiated at the double ring ceremony.
Music was presented by Russell
Phelps of Covington, Tenn., organist, and Deanna Chobanian, sister
of the groom, pianist, Loris Chobanian, brother-in-law of the groom,
guitarist, and Rita Chobanian, niece
of the groom, violinist, all of
Strongsville, Ohio.
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents.
She wore a candlelight floor
length lace dress. It was designed
with a sweetheart neckline, scalloped long sleeves, and also a scalloped hemline. Her waist-length
three-tiered veil of illusion was
attached to a candlelight silk rose
head band.
The bride carried a cascading
bridal bouquet o" purple-throated
silk orchids, candlelight roses and
ivy.
Mrs. Tim (Karen) Feltner of
Woodstock, Ga., sister of the bride,
was matron of honor. She wore a
royal purple tea-length dress
designed with a sweetheart neckline. Her bouquet was of candlelight silk gardenias and ivy.
Mitchell Story was best man for
his son. Ushers and candlelighters
were Hal Crouch and Russell
Dunn.
Christopher Crafton of Sedalia
was ring bearer.
The groom and male members of
the wedding party were attired in
black tuxedos. Their boutonnieres
were of candlelight silk roses.
The mother of the bride wore a
mauve street length dress. The
groom's mother was attird in a sea
green street length dress. Their cor-

Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Story
sages were of white silk gardenias.
Mrs. Mary Vincent presided at
the guest register.
The wedding was directed by
Mrs. Sally Alexander.
A reception followed in the
social hall of the church.
The bride's table was covered
with an ivory lace cloth caught at
corners with royal purple bows and
streamers. Centering the table was
the three-tiered cream wedding
cake topped with royal purple
flowers and cascading ribbon. It
was flanked by silver candelabra.
The groom's cake depirted a
golf green and sand trap.
Silver appointments were used to

serve finger foods, miniature cakes,
mints, nuts, coffee and punch.
Serving were Kay Crafton of
Sedalia, Emily McGuire of Paducah, Rita Chobanian of Strongsville, and Charlotte Sheppard, Pam
Kirks, Cathy Stinett and Linda
Feltner, all of Murray.
The reception was directed by
Mrs. Vicky Geurin.
After a brief wedding trip, the
new Mr. and Mrs. Story are residing in Murray.
The groom's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Mitchell Story, were hosts for
the rehearsal dinner held at Boston
Tea Party, Holiday Inn. Covers
were laid for 20 persons.

The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) will meet at 7 p.m. at
Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.
— —
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.

Tuesday, Nov. 27
Murray Rotary Club Telethon
will be from 7:30 to 10 p.m. on
Murray TV Channel 46. This will
be Murray Independent School
Night.
Wednesday, Nov. 28
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
will have beginners meeting at 5:15
p.m. and regular meeting at 5:30
p.m. at Ellis Community Center.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For information call 762-3383.
Senior Citizens' Golf League
will play at 8 a.m. at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.

Murray State University Jazz
Band will present a concert at 8
p.m. in Johnson Theatre, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University. Admission is free.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Bonanza Restaurant, Draffenvill,
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.

Murray High School Girls
Basketball Team will play at Hickman County at 6 p.m.

Bettavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice
Office, third floor, MurrayCalloway County Hospital. For
information call Nancy Rose,
director.

Best selling records
for the week listed
Best selling Top Ten and
Country-Western records of the
week of Nov. 25 have been
released as follows:
The Top Ten
I. "Love Takes Time," Manah Carey
2. "More Than Words Can Say," Alias
3. "Groove Is in the Heart," Dooe-Lite
4. "I'm Your Baby Tonight," Whitney
Houston
5. "Something to Believe In," Poison
6. "Because I Love You, Stevie B
7. "From a Distance," Bette Midler
I. "Pray," M.C. Hammer
9. "Feels Good," Tony! Toni! Tone
10. "Ice Ice Baby," Vanilla Ice
Coustry-Western
I. "Come Nest Monday," K.T. Olin
2. "Never Knew Lonely," Vince ow
3. "Ghost in This House," Shenandoah
4. "The Night's Too Long," Patty Loveless
5. "Back in My Younger Days," Don
Williams
6. "Chasm' That Neon Rainbow," Alan
Jackson
7. "Someone Else's Trouble Now," Highway
101
S. "Put Yourself in My Shoes," Clint Black
9. "Crazy in Love," Conway Twiuy
10. "Put Some DT14C in Your Country," Travis Tntt
(Source. Cashbox magazine)

Senior Employment Job Club
will meet at 1:30 p.m. at new
Senior Citizens' office in George
Weaks Community Center. For
information call 753-0929.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Candle Making
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm.

From CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS
For AP Newsfeatures
Because many Christmas decorations are fragile, it's important to
store them properly and carefully.
Christmas paraphernalia should
be well packed and safely stored
during the year but well marked
and easy to find for the holiday
season, says Christmas Ornaments
1990. These tips will help keep
Christmas clutter organized and
safe until the following season.
Packing:
Save large, sturdy cardboard
boxes from previous Christmases
for storing bulbs, ornaments and
lights. Boxes should be fairly shallow but large enough so two or
three boxes hold all of the tree
ornaments. Mark the contents on
the outside of each box, and fill the
box with the same items from year
to year. Time used packing the
boxes carefully is well spent when
it comes time to get out the ornaments for the next Christmas.
Storing:
Designate an area in the basement, attic or garage as Christmas
storage. Use the same space every
year so finding the decorations
isn't a problem. Keep the boxes off
the floor to keep moisture out.
Clean the storage area thoroughly
each year before returning decorations to storage.
Wrap fragile bulbs and ornaments in tissue paper. Stack the
remaining ornaments (from heavy
to light) on layers of tissue paper
or newspaper. Use angel hair and
tinsel between the ornaments for
added protection. Remove hooks
and hangers from each ornament
and store the hangers separately in
a small box or envelope.
Check and replace burned-out
bulbs before storing Christmas tree
lights. To store, gather the lights
carefully so they don't tangle.

Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include RCIA at 7:30
p.m.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Chrisi

UnMed Way
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Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir at 4 p.m.; Council on Mini-

Store the tree stand in its original box and include the tree skin if
there's enough room.
If planning to reuse the same
wreath from year to year, store it in

a large plasuc bag. To help preserve pinecones, mistletoe and holly leaves from one year to the next,
apply a generous coat of clear
acrylic spray.

Safety of toys for children should
be considered when buying gifts
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Consumer Products safety Commission, issuing its annual holiday
warning about dangerous toys, says
it may go for regulations requiring
labeling of playthings with small
parts that could choke children if
swallowed.
"Think big in buying toys for
children under 3," Jacqueline
Jones-Smith, chairman of the commission, said Monday at a news
conference.
The commission said it received
reports of 33 deaths related to toys
between January 1989 and September 1990. In 20 of these cases, the
children choked on balloons, marbles, small balls or parts of toys.
"The buyer has to beware and
parents have to be careful," Ms.
Jones-Smith said.
She said the commission has
taken the first steps toward developing mandatory requirements for
labeling on balloons, balls -and
marbles.
In addition, she said, the commission has begun action that may
result in a requirement that toys
having small pieces, intended for
children aged 3 to 6, be labeled to
warn of the choking hazards to
younger children.
The commission's staff hopes to
have these regulations before the
comlnission for consideration early
next year, she said.
Ms. Jones-Smith demonstrated

two toys with small parts for reporters and announced that the manufacturers have agreed to voluntarily
recall them from the market.
During the past year, she said.
about 198 kinds of toy have beer
recalled or stopped from sale.
In a statement distributed at the
news conference, the commission
also said it has seized about 3 million toys at ports of entry since it
began a cooperative program with
the Customs Service in 1987.
"The industry itself is policing
itself much better in recent years,
partly because of its own sensitivity and party because of our work
with Customs," said David
Schmeltzer, director of compliance
for the commission.
Ms. Jones-Smith said most of the
toys the commission deals with are
imported.

II

Give generously
to the
Christmas Seal
Campaign of the
AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION*

t
t

the Chrtstmas Seal People'

Fr

Wednesday, Nov. 28
sines at 7 p.m.; Chancel Choir at
7:30 p.m.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Family night
potluck at 6 p.m. and foreign mission study with the Rev. Terry Sills
as teacher at 7 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Arts and Crafts Class
at 9 a.m.; Bible Study at 9:45 a.m.;
Fellowship Supper and Youth
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; Library
open at 6:15 p.m.; Foreign Mission
Study with Dr. Bobby Malone as
teacher, Children's Choirs and
Klaymata Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Youth Choir at 6:15
p.m.; Youth Bible Study and Adult
Bible Study at 7 p.m.; Weekly
Workers' meeting at 8 p.m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Supper at 6
p.m.; Prayer Service at 7 p.m.:
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.

BACHELOR OF
- INDEPENDENT STUDIES
SEMINAR
/

DECEMBER 7-8
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
152 BUSINESS BUILDING
AND PADUCAH COMIVJUNITY
COLLEGE
118 STUDENT CENTER

0

Transmitted through
Interactive Television

FINE ARTS

For more information, telephone 1-800-669-7654 outside
Calloway County or 762-4150

Murray State University is an
equal education and employmen t instituhon
_._—

—j
.
j
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ONE DAY ONLY
Wednesday, Nov. 28th

JCPenney

Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will be bridge with
Florence Hensley as hostess at 9:30
a.m.
Illuminated holiday scenes may
be seen from 5 to 8 p.m. in drive
through Kenlake State Park. Free
holiday punch and hot coffee will
be served in hotel lobby.
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Holiday ornament storage discussed

Coming community events are announced
Tuesday, Nov. 27
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.
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Murray
OFF
t

You choose the item
we'll take 30% off
the regular price! One item only.
(Does not include gift certificates. catalog, styling salon, gift wrap, fragrances, or sale or clearance items May not be
redeemed for cash, used for payment on account, or in combination with any other JCPenney coupon)
Valid November 28 Only.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161

LE-Denney

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 12:30-6:00 Sun. 1-5
759-9811

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9

rfl

-
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SPORTS
Sports Writer
by Jim Nelson
Associated Press

-

So much for Super Bowl
XXIVIA .
The San Francisco 49ers and
New York Giants are plain old
teams now, losers of one in a
row going into their much ballyhooed meeting on ABC-TV's
next Monday night football
game.
"I think they're still the
teams with the best records in
football, and I think a lot of
people will be interested enough
to watch the game," ABC
spokesman Mark Mandel said.
The question is: how many?
ABC Sports had hoped that a
meeting of undefeated teams
would produce some big ratings
numbers, perhaps even a Monday night record. A Chicago
Bears-Miami Dolphins game on
Dec. 2, 1985 produced a Nielsen rating of 29.6, a Monday
night record.
A rating is the percentage of
televisions in America and is
equal to about 931,000 homes.
That means nearly 28 million
homes would have to be tuned
in next Monday night to break
the record.
Not likely since the Giants
lost 31-13 at Philadelphia, and
San Francisco got beat 28-17
by the Los Angeles Rams at
Candlestick Park on Sunday. It's
just one game, but 10-1 sure
seems a long way from 11-0.
Mortality is bound to cost ABC
a few decimal points when the
ratings come out next week.
"We can't make those kinds
of observations," said Joanne
Laverde of the A.C. Nielsen
Co. "Monday-wise, I don't
know II it will cost, or what it
will do with the averages. Obviously, fans will still watch.
"I wish I could predict,"
Laverde said. "But it's really
impossible. I have no idea."
Mandel says he and a coworker who does ratings
research often try to predict
those kinds of numbers.
"Everytime I see him, we try
to guess what the upcoming
games will get. He's our socalled expert, and even he just
throws up his arms and makes
guesses," Mandel said. "There's
no way of knowing."
The Nielsen people have gone
all the way back to 1980, trying to find a Monday night
game besides the Bears-Dolphins
in '85 that made it onto the
list of the year's top 30 rated
TV shows.
"Super Bowls have made it,
World Series, championship
games, but no other Monday
game has ever made it," Laverde said. "But a good fan is a
good fan, and San Francisco
and New York are both huge
markets."
•

•
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O'Rourke starts with CCHS win
when the Lady Laker pressure
forced a traveling violation, the
Lady Comets called for jme with
Pressure and passing helped 4:41 to go.
Paul then scored on a outback
usher in Pete O'Rourke's term as
head coach of the Calloway County and Susan Lax came up with a steLady Lakers Monday night when al and layup for a 13-2 lead. Vinthe CCHS girls posted a 65-49 yard answered from outside for
decision over the Carlisle County Carlisle's fourth points, but Julie
Lady Comets at Jeffrey Waldrop scored from underneath
and drew a foul with 2:36 left,
Gymnasium.
"We made some first-game mis- adding the free throw to complete
takes," O'Rourke said after his first the three-point play and a 16-4
win on the high school level after a lead. Stalls drove the baseline in
long term as coach of the middle the final seconds of the quarter to
school program. "After we got the give the Lady Lakers an 18-4
jitters out we played real well." advantage.
Calloway had to weather one
Carlisle County may be surprised
to hear the Lady Lakers had early Comet comeback stab in the second
jitters, for Calloway moved out to quarter when Vinyard directed an
an easy and eternal lead despite a 11-6 run that chopped the lead to
patchwork lineup made necessary 26-17 with four minutes left in the
by injuries and a minor discipline second quarter.
Calloway's pressure forced a
problem.
One of the players getting a ten-second violation with 3:48 left
chance to start, sophomore forward and Carlisle missed two free
Leah Darnell, helped give the Lady throws 13 seconds later that
Lakers an early boost. After Krista snapped the Lady Laker doldrums.
Mitchell fired a pass outside to
Stalls' free throw opened the scoring 12 seconds into the ballgame, Monica Evans who scored two of
Darnell claimed an offensive her team-high 14 points for a 28-17
rebound and scored on the putback edge, and Calloway's passing on
the fast break set up Kwanda Hornfor a 3-0 edge.
Game-high scorer Andrea Vin- buckle's short goal for a 30-17 lead
yard scored from underneath for that stirred another Carlisle
Carlisle, but Darnell sank two free timeout.
Vinyard scored when play
throws at the 5:51 mark for a 5-2
resumed, but Mitchell tossed
edge.
Calloway stole the ball off their another assist to Evans for an outfull-court pressure but lost posses- side jumper and 32-19 spread.
sion on a turnover, then promptly Mitchell, who charted 10 of Callo. stole the ball again, and Darra way's 20 assists on the night, then
Mitchell threaded a pass to Darnell hit Stalls underneath for the score
underneath for the power basket and 15-point lead. After a steal off
the press, it was Mitchell on the
and 7-2 lead.
"She really banged it up pretty receiving end of the assist as Evans
well inside, for a sophomore and passed to the junior guard on the
not knowing she would start until a wing for a 36-19 lead.
Calloway went on to post a
couple of days ago," O'Rourke
38-21 lead at the intermission and
said.
When Carlisle missed two free were never challenged in the secthrows with 5:02 left in the frame, ond half, despite Vinyard's
Calloway's Anne Paul scored from 35-point performance for the Lady
underneath for a 9-2 edge, and Comets.
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger

Timms Sports Editor

•

•

•

ESPN will televise the three
days of the 1990 Davis Cup
final between the United States
and Australia from St. Petersburg, Fla., beginning Friday.
This is ESPN's 12th year of
doing Davis Cup coverage.

•

•

Calloway 65, Carlisle 49
CARLISLE
4 21 36 49
CALLOWAY
18 38 50 65
Carlisle (49) — Vinyard 35, Hall 8, Wilson 3,
Burpo 3, Mon, O'Neill, Thomslxwough, McNeil
FG 20/44, FT 9r22 Record 2-2
Calloway (65) — Evans 14, Waldrop 13, Paul
11, Stalls 9, Darnell 6, Hornbuckle 4. Lax 4,
Mitchell 2, Randolph 2, Bucy, Catherson, Shelton FG 26/65, FT 11/18, 26 rebounds, 12 steals, 20 assists, 14 turnovers Record 1-0

Calloway County's Anne Paul went up for two of her 11 points in the
Lady Lakers' victory over Carlisle County Monday night.

By DAVID RAMEY
Lodger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

•

•

•

Racers mix business, pleasure into title

•

The Corporation for Public
Broadcasting and Public Broadcasting Service gave Ken Burns
SI million in seed money to
help produce "The History of
Baseball," even before his
11-hour epic "The Civil War"
was aired so successfully on
PBS. The baseball series is
envisioned as a five-hour miniseries and is expected to be
ready for telecast in two years.
CPB and PBS also provided
Burns with up-front money for
the Civil War series. ...

•- • •
NEXT: Calloway County's Lady
Lakers host Obion (Tenn.) Central
Thursday night at Jeffrey Gymnasium. The Calloway boys open
their season tonight at Jeffrey,
hosting Fulton County's Pilots.

Puerto Rican Postscript

OUT TAKES: While ABC
might be slightly disappointed in
the 49ers and the Giants, they
can't help but be happy about
the Skins. For the first time,
ABC covered the made-fortelevision Skins Game, and it
produced the most memorable
TV image of golf this season
— Curtis Strange taking off his
shoes and socks to stand among
the boulders on the first playoff
hole Sunday, hitting a wedge
within 6 feet for a beautiful
barefoot birdie. ...
•

"She's definitely a good ball.
player," O'Rourke said of the Carlisle senior. "We tried all kinds oi
junk defenses against her, and shc
fouled out three of our players.
O'Rourke was fairly satisfied
with the performance of his Lady
Lakers, noting that while they did
run the ball and pass well, their
point production wasn't as effective as it could have been.
"We wanted to push it down the
floor and we did," O'Rourke said.
"But we shot pretty poor. We had
good shot selection, but that didn't
help when it came time to put it in
the hole."
O'Rourke did like Calloway's
balanced scoring, as Evans' 14
points paced three girls in double
figures. Waldrop followed with 13
points and Paul added 11, with
each claiming six rebounds for the
team lead. Stalls added nine points
for Calloway.
• • •
JUNIOR VARSITY: Marti
McClard, Valerie Shelton and
Kadonna Randolph led a balanced
attack as the Calloway JV Lady
Lakers polished off Carlisle 45-16.
McClard scored nine, Shelton eight
and Randolph six for Calloway,
with Randolph and Dunn each
claimirg
r rebounds.

Murray State's Paul King goes up for a score over Old Dominion in
Saturday's seminfinal game of the San Juan Sunshine Shootout.

Murray State's trip to the San Juan Shootout combined business with pleasure as the Racers enjoyed
the opportunity to spend nearly a week on a Caribbean island, and jumped out to a 3-0 start in the
process.
Mixing business with pleasure was easy for the
Racers. And although they were tested in all three
contests, Murray emerged from a talented field at the
Shootout with the tournament title on Sunday after
downing Nebraska 81-79 by showing all the characteristics of an OVC champion and possible Top 25
club in late November.
"It was an exceptional opportunity for us to come
together and experience a championship as a result
and be tested in three tournament games," Racer
coach Steve Newton said. "To come away with the
title should propel us forward in a very positive, confident attitude."
Confidence wasn't something the Racers were
lacking when they landed in San Juan last Wednesday, but there were some questions marks about
depth and who would take over the role of departed
forward Chris Ogden.
Some depth questions remain (Paul King and
Frank Allen both averaged over 38 minutes in the
three games for the Racers) but Murray did show
signs of developing a bench. Cedric Gumm, Donald
Overstreet and Scott Sivills all came off the bench to
spark Murray during the tournament.
The biggest development on the floor was the
emergence of John Jackson, as the 6-8 senior, in only
his second season of organized basketball, came off
the bench and averaged six points and seven
rebounds a game during the tournament.
"He came along way during the three days of the
tournament," Newton said. "He is beginning to adjust
himself comfortably and I think it appears at the No.
4 and No. 5 positions, that we have them in adequate
hands."
"John really gave us a big lift down here," Racer
center Popeye Jones, the tournament MVP said.
"We're expecting good things from all our guys
inside. I'm looking for Scott Adams to have a couple
of good games now."
Jackson said he expected to help the club during
the trip.

"I'm a rebounder and a defensive player, and
that's why they recruited me," he said. "The first
couple of games (the two exhibition contests, I
wasn't really feeling part of the system, but now I'm
starting to feel right at home."
The tournament title in a field which featured Big
10 power Illinois, the Comhuskers of the Big 8, NIT
runner-up St. Louis, and NCAA partcipant Northern
Iowa, gives the Racers even more confidence as they
return home to open up the mainland portion of their
schedule tomorrow night in Racer Arena when they
face Georgia Southern.
"We felt that if we developed in a couple of areas,
we would win the tournament," Newton said. "The
teams, and especially the championship game, forced
us to reach down into our reserves and play like
champions."
And the Racers feel the title of the Shootout may
not be the only championship when the season comes
to a close.
"I think we can go farther than we have before
here," Jackson said. "I think we can win games in the
NCAA Tournament."
The trip wasn't all business for the Racers. The
team enjoyed sightseeing, and spending time on the
beach, which was a block away from the team hotel.
After arriving on Wednesday, the team toured Fort
El Morro, one of the forts of Old San Juan on
Thanksgiving. The Racers were guided through El
Morro, by former teammate Ismael Rosario, who
accompanied the Racers on the trip and acted as
translator and unofficial tour guide.
"I really enjoyed showing people where I come
from," Rosario, a native of Puerto Rico, said. "I was
especially glad to be home for Thanksgiving."
The Racers missed being home during the holiday
on Thursday, but attended the tournament banquet,
where dancers performed native dances.
"It"s a different situation down here," Jones said.
"We all enjoyed ourselves at the banquet. It was real
interesting to see their culture and some of the things
they enjoy."
The Racers enjoyed turkey on Thursday, but had
to substitute Spanish rice for breaded dressing.
Dessert came during the tournament, with their
fourth straight-regular season tournament title.
Murray returns to action tomorrow night when
they host Georgia Southern at Racer Arena, before
hosting arch-rival Western Kentucky Saturday.

Another division leader falls as Oilers run past Buffalo
HOUSTON (AP) — Nobody's safe.
Houston's 27-24 victory over the Buffalo Bills on Monday
night completed a series of Thanksgiving weekend defeats of
all six NFL division leaders.
The Oilers threw the AFC Central into a three-way tie
between Houston, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati at 6-5 and
plunged the Bills into a 9-2 deadlock with Miami atop the
AFC East.
It took a career night of rushing and receiving by Lorenzo
White to snap Buffalo's eight-game winning streak.
White showed why "run" is listed first in Houston's Runand-Shoot offense.
He rushed 18 times for 125 yards and caught five passes for
89 yards, an average of 9.3 yards every time he touched the
ball. His previous highs were 113 and 82 yards, respectively.
"This offense is twice as hard to stop when we run well,••

White said. "Coach (Jack) Pardee told me I was going to be
in the game a lot."
Buffalo played the pass and Houston took advantage.
"White was wired tight," Pardee said. "They were in pass
defense most of the night. They had six guys back and five up
front. You have to be able to count. We got White going."
Moon, who had his fourth consecutive 300-yard passing
game, just one short of Joe Montana's NFL record, put Buffalo away with a 3-yard scoring pass to Leonard Harris with
7:21 to go for a 27-17 lead.
A 28-yard pass to White set up the game winner.
"I was able to get into the flow of the offense and catching
the ball was just as important for me to establish that flow,"
White said. "It also felt good to be able to carry the ball like
I did in my days at Michigan State."
White had been a flop this year and Allen Pinkett had been

edging closer to a starting job.
"White was fantastic," Moon said. "He knew he was
going to be called upon the way they were dropping people
back."
Buffalo's Thurman Thomas scored on a 2-yard run with
3:29 left to trim Houston's margin to a field goal. But the
Oilers held the ball to the final gun,.with Moon throwing two
third-down completions for first downs.
"We knew it would be a matter of who had the ball last
because Warren is a great quarterback and has a lot of weapons around him," Kelly said. "It's hard to lose the game but
if we play the same way we played in the next five or six
games, not too many teams will beat us. Actually, this was a
step forward."
White took note that he had outrushecl Thomas in his own
(Cont'd on page 8A)
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Second half leads to loss
for Lady Racers at SEMO

YMCA Basketball
Taylor Bus Sales and Bank of Murray were winners in YMCA Adult League Basketball play Monday night Taylor Bus Sales edged Northside 60-59, while the Bank of
Murray downed the Ledger and Times Paperboys 47-39

Football
OKLAHOMA CITY — Colorado and Notre Dame each placed three players on the
Football Writers Association of America All-America team. The 47th annual team
includes five repeats from the 1989 team, and has two quarterbacks Ty Detmer of
Brigham Young and Shawn Moore of the University of Virginia tied in the selection
committee voting, so the association decided to include both, said association
director Volney Mottos of the Daily Oklahoman. The three Colorado players on the
squad are offensive guard Joe Garten, linebacker Alfred Williams and halfback Eric
Bienemy. Notre Dame is represented on the team by punt and kickoff returner
Raghib Ismail, nose tackle Chris Zonch and linebacker Michael Stonebreaker The
fifth returner from the 1989 team was Tripp Welbome of Michigan.
• • •
OKLAHOMA CITY — Joe Garten of Colorado, Stacy Long of Clemson and Russell
Maryland of Miami were named finalists for the Outland Trophy, awarded to the
nation's best college lineman Garten and Long are offensive linemen and Maryland is a defensive tackle. The winner will be announced Dec. 5 in Los Angeles.
• •.
STARK VILLE, Miss. — Fifth-year Mississippi State coach Rockey Felker, under
fire for the Bulldogs' lack of success in the Southeastern Conference, announced
his resignation. One of the Bulldogs all-time football greats, Felker was hired in
1986 and guided Mississippi State to a 21-34 record — 5-28 in the rugged SEC —
in five seasons. The Bulldogs were 5-6 this season, 1-6 in the conference

Basketball
Idle UNLV remained No. 1, but victones by Arizona and Syracuse in preseason
tournaments proved beneficial in the first regular season Associated Press college
poll. Arizona, ranked No. 3 in the preseason poll, beat No 2 Arkansas in the final
of the Big Apple NIT and took over the second spot. Despite the loss, Arkansas
slipped only to No. 3, perhaps because it defeated No. 15 Oklahoma and No. 6
Duke en route to the NIT championship game With its losses, Duke dropped two
spots to No. 8 and Oklahoma dropped three to No. 18. Syracuse topped Indiana
for the Maui championship and moved from No 13 to No 7 Indiana fell from No. 8
to No 10.
*In the women's poll, Virginia (1-0) retained the top spot, followed by Auburn, Tennessee and Georgia, all of the Southeastern Conference. Auburn won twice to
move up from third, Tennessee knocked oil defending national champion Stanford
to climb from sixth to third, and idle Georgia (0-0) held fourth. Stanford, ranked
second in the preseason poll, dropped to sixth.

Boxing
PATERSON, N.J. — Heavyweight champion Evander Holyfield will ask for a preliminary injunction today forbidding the WBC from stripping him of his title when he
defends it against former champion George Foreman on April 19. Foreman also is
a party to the suit, in which lawyers will ask New Jersey Superior Court Judge
Amos Saunders to prevent the WBC from interfering in any way with the fight. In
an affidavit included in the 27-page brief, Holylield said, "lithe WBC follows
through with its threat to strip me of the title I won fairly in the rign, it would be of
grave injury to me for which there can be no fair compensation." Holyfield won the
title by knocking out Buster Douglas on Oct. 25. The WBC wants him to defend
against former champ Mike Tyson.

Dayley, Farr each sign for
$6.3 million for three years
Don't tell Steve Farr and Ken
Dayley that the economy is
hurting.
Farr, 33, and Dayley, 31, two
pitchers who've never been confused with Cy Young, signed similar three-year, $6.3 million contracts on Monday with the New
York Yankees and Toronto Blue
Jays, respectively.
Farr, who was the Kansas City
Royals' 1990 Pitcher of the Year
over high-visibility names like Bret
Saberhagen, Mark Gubicza and
Mark Davis, gives the Yankees
some insurance against the possible
loss of bullpen ace Dave Righetti,
who is seeking a hefty raise and a
five-year contract.
"He can start, be middle relief
or be a stopper,"• general manager
Gene Michael said. "It gives us an
assurance of having a strong bullpen. He can do any of the three
things. He's learned to pitch in
recent years. He's a little of a late
bloomer."
Dayley saw the handwriting on
the wall when the St. Louis Cardinals offered him a two-year deal
for the same $800,000 he made last
season.
"I guess that's a polite way of
saying they really weren't interested," said the left-hander, a nineyear veteran who was 4-4 with a
3.56 ERA and two saves in 58
games last season. "They're
entitled to their opinion, but I
guess it's obvious that it was time
for me to go."
Farr was 13-7 last season with a
1.98 ERA. He pitched 51 games in
relief and made six starts and opponents batted only .220 against him.
Farr, who made $775,000 in 1990,
will get a $1.2 million signing
bonus, $2 million next season, $2
million in 1992 and $1.1 million in
1993.
Dayley's Toronto deal includes
salaries of $1.5 million, $1.65 million and $1.8 million, a $750,000
signing bonus and a $250,000 relocation fee. The Blue Jays have an
option for a fourth season at $2.45,
million, with a buyout clause for
$350,000.

Staff Report
laurray L.dg. & Times Sports

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. —
The Murray State Lady Racers
self-destructed in the second half
Monday night, losing 76-56 to the
Lady Indians of Southeast Missouri
State after trailing by only a point
at halftime.
The Division II Lady Indians
used a 10-2 start at the opening of
the second half to put the Lady
Racers away after SEMO led 28-27
at the break.
Murray State committed 33 turnovers against SEMO's pressure
defense, and the Lady Racers were
also clobbered under the boards,
claiming 42 rebounds to SEMO's
53.

The Lady Indians used their
rebounding and Murray's turnovers
to post an 83-47 advantage in shots
taken.
Murray State, now 1-2, was led
by senior Michelle Wenning, who
had 12 points and claimed 11
rebounds for team highs in both
categories. Tawnya Pierce added
ten points to the Lady Racers while
Julie Pinson hit three 3-point shots
for nine points.
SEMO, who will enter the Ohio
Valley Conference next year,
improved to 3-0 with the victory.
Murray State is on the road
again tomorrow night when they
take on improving Arkansas State
University in Jonesboro. The Lady
Racers host Bethel College Friday
night in Racer Arena.

Bird leads the way as
Celtics run past Heat
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) — The Boston Celtics are running the fast
break again, and Larry Bird is still leading the way.
On Monday, the streaking Celtics won their seventh straight game,
118-101 over the Miami Heat, and Bird had 21 points, 14 rebounds and
11 assists.
"Whatever Larry Bird does, they seem to follow," Miami center Rony
Seikaly said. "They keep passing the ball until they hit the open man, and
that's what makes them dangerous. It was a fast break clinic."
Bird, closing in on his 34th birthday and the 20,000-point mark, said
this year's Celtics are running more than any Boston team since 1985-86
— tfie" last time the Celtics won the NBA championship.
"We're trying something new.and it's coming together," Bird said.
"The last couple of years, we haven't pushed the ball up the court. We've
relied more on our half-court offense."
The Celtics, who put the game away with a 13-3 run to open the second
half, improved to 11-2, their best start in five years and the second-best
record in the league behind undefeated Portland.
Kevin McHale and Kevin Gamble each added 20 points and all five
Boston starters scored in double figures. Seikaly led the Heat with 21
points and 17 rebounds.
The Celtics' new running style, installed by first-year coach Chris Ford,
may seem unlikely considering that the Celtics' frontcoun of Bird,
McHale and Robert Parish averages 34 years of age and 12 years of NBA
experience.
But Ford relies heavily on the young legs of Gamble, Reggie Lewis and
Brian Shaw, and the old guys aren't complaining.
"We've got a young backcourt making all the hustle plays," said Parish, 37, who had 14 points and eight rebounds in 22 minutes.
"And with the running game, we're not taking a pounding every time
down the court. We get a lot of easy baskets. It saves a lot of wear and
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Carcana 87 Si Andres. 82, OT
MIDWEST
Bowing Green 116 Heidelberg 60
Indiana S1 96 Butter 93 OT
Kent St 93 °Hanoi, 74
Oho U 75 Evangel* GO
Purdue 64 Massachusetts 53
VAs -Milwaukee 72 Tit -Chattanooga 69
AMMO. Ohio 112 Belhune-Cookrnan 56
SOUTHWEST
An, • Lillie Rod. 59 Arkansas Si 56
Houston 64 Stephen F Auden 50
Lama( 95 Fusenon Si H
Oklahoma 114 St J.:aeon's. Ind 75
Rice 77 Colorado 68
SW TOMS SI 101 incarnate Word 83
Texas Chasten 66 San Jose St 49
Texas•Et Paso 80 Midwestern Si . Texas 50
Teces:San Antonio 96 Totes-Pan Amman 78
FAR WEST
Air Force 71 Regis 66
Anzona 90 W tanas 51
Colorado St 79 Marshal 49
E Washnglon 91 Portland 83
Long Bosch Si Ifit Chicago St 8'
New Mexico St 120 Northridge Si 62
lhan 68 Seethe Peak 41
Weber St 92 S Ulan 88
TOURNAMENTS
Greet Alaska Shootout
Chemponehip
UCLA
Virgin.' 74
Cruse Mountain Classic
Firm Round
Vermont 113 MOOietney 71
Si MCSMO's 121 Norwich 80
EXHIBITION
Marsuette 76 karat/Ion 01 57

The AP Top 25 teams
The Top Twenty Fn e Yarn in Me assocateo
college basketball poll with hrst-place
rows in parentheaes records through Nov 25 total
ponts based on 2$ points for a first pace rots
through one pont lor a 25M pace role and 1ast
see" rankings
Record Pis Pvs
1 UNLV 145)
0-0 1.600 /
2 Arizona 091
4-0 1 576 3
3 Arkansas
3.1 1 378 2
4 North Carodna
1-0 1 344 5
5 kachgan Si
1-0 1 325 4
6 Alabama
1-0 1,24 7
7 Syracuse
3-0 1 133 13
11 Duke 1 1 1
3•1 1,077 6
9 Georgetown.2-0 1.061 9
10 Indiana
2-1
948 8
11 Ohio St
1-0
937 1G
12 UCLA
927 11
2-0
13 Pittsburgh
1-0
873 12
14 Georgia Tech
1-0
689 16
15 Connectcut
1-0
615 '7
16 Virginia
2-0
595 '8
17 Georgia
2-0
524 21
18 Oklahoma
1.1
4-41 15
'9 Southern kiss
294 24
0-C
20 LSU
292 14
0-1
21 SI Johns
2-0
291 25
22 Texas
0-0
284 22
23 Missoun
279 20
0-0
24 voLincna
1-0 239 —
25 Loutsv.lie
0-0
236 23
()P.( receiving votes Nevi Mexico 126, Kansas
86 Temple 86 14custon 78 New 1.4extco Si 46 E
Tennessee Si 43. D•Paul 38 Oklahoma St 37
JaMee Madison 32, N Carolina St 32. Cirionnat 31
kennaeota 29 Kentucky 25. Mennen 23 MURRAY
STATE 23 Clemson 18 Ala -Birmingham 17 Rutgers 15 Wyoming 14. Stanford 13. Purdue 12, Bngn:
arn Young
Chit TT Tilt/T.0'66 -10,'Sectr
Alabama 10, NOV/ °deans 7. San Diego 7, Arizona
Si 6 South Flonda 6 Colorado Si 5 rows 5, Memphis St 5 Nebraska S hiolrik Dame 5. Dayton 4. Minas 4. Loyola faerymouni 4 Tennesese 4, Walks
Forest 4. Creighton 3 Salon Nat 3. Marouelle 2, WssissiOM St 2. Louisana Tech 1 Texas-El Paso 1

Pmse 196091

Kentucky high schools
BOYS
Burley Bei Tournament
CO 69. Bourbon Co 47
Hanison Co 114 McDowell 68
Moorland Confennce ausnerfinats
Macon Co 101, Washington Co 48
Ovoinstoro Catholc 74 Cloverpon 48
Middlesboro Invitational
Knox Central 66 Bel Co 64
Oneida 86. Cumberland 75
Statewide
Clarksvilks NW (Tenn ./ 41 Tngg Co 37
Demng 96 Kentucky School For the Del! 7:
GIRLS
Cloy Co. Invitational
Clay Co 78 Knox Central 33
Heartland Conference Tournament
First round
Manon CO 56. Washington Co 45

Scott

Major college scores
EAST
Brooklyn Col 94 MOM" 47
George Washington 84. Si Josephs 74
Navy 116, Mount St Mary's MO 98
Niagara 94. St Bonaventure 73
Pmsburgh 88 Cornell 64
Villanova 92. Oritsel 71
SOUTH
Auburn 83. George Si 65
Austin Peay 84 Belmont 77
Baptist Col 101. Methodist 83
Centenary 93 W4 Louisiana 82
Citadel 79, Savannah St 75
Clemson 96 Samtord 56
Coll at Charleston 64. Winthrop 57
Duke 125, East Carol!). 82
E Tennessee Si 105, George Mason 82
Fla International 88 Stetson 84
Furman 113 Erskine 91
LSU 117, SE Louwana 68
Maryland 93. Towson Si 69
Middle Tenn 97. Kennesaw 77
Miss Valley St 93. Southern NO 84
Mismstoppi Si 109, TenneeMhe Tech 76
Morehead St. 77, MC -E Shore 71
N C -Wilmington 75, Campbell 62
Radioed 90 St Jorm's Minn 62
Tuane 93, Nicholls Si 70
VIA 91. Bluefield Coll 76
Vanderbilt 103. NC -Asneville 66

753-8355

Statewide
Apotto 50 Muhienberg South 40
Augusta 57. Dayton 96 OT
Bracken Co 61 Easterh Brown (Onto, 3;
BreclunrOgia Co 83 iefile Co 59
But
Co 39, lauhlenberg Nonh 31
Central Hardin 83, Meade Co 38
Corbin 51. Cawood 42
Demng 75. Kentucky School For the Dea' 52
Elizabethtown 54 Hart Co 43
Hancock Co 58 Grayson Co 37
Henderson Co 81, Eranienle Heins°,
t 5:
Lex. Bryan Station 55. Emil Co 43
Livingston Co 65, Caldwell Co. 50
Mancheeter (Oho) 61. St Patrick 17
McCreary Central 58 %diem. Co 35
McLean Co 56. Dawson Springs 41
Red Bird 62. Oneida 37
Rowan Co 6.4 Montgomery Co 50
Trig Co 62 Providence 30
VAliarnaburg 58 Berea 45

Lear.
"

The Celtics also stayed undefeated against Miami, winning their eighth
Pat Gillick, the Blue Jays' gener- straight over the Heat. Against the four expansion teams — Miami, Charal manager, said he envisioned lotte, Minnesota and Orlando — the Celtics are a combined 22-1.
Dayley in a set-up role for relief
The Celtics, leading 58-53 at the half, came out running and put the
ace Tom Henke.
game away early in the third quarter. Every starter scored during the 13-3
"We're looking for Ken Dayley run that built the lead to 71-56.
to do the same type of job he did
Minutes later, Bird passed to Gamble for an easy layup, then scooped
for the Cardinals. If he does that, an underhanded pass to Shaw for a slam dunk that made it 87-66 with
we'll be more than satisfied," Gil- 3:09 left in the quarter. Miami never got closer than 13 points the rest of
lick said.
the way.
In 1989, Dayley had a careerFord seemed especially pleased with the play of Gamble, a third-year
high 12 saves to go with a 4-3 pro who once languished in the CBA after being cut by Portland. A
record and 2.87 ERA. He was 9-5 6-foot-5 swingman, Gamble is playing more minutes and is developing a
with a 2.66 ERA for the Cardinals' knack for sneaking away to easy fast-break baskets.
1987 National League champions.
"He's playing a great all-around game right now," Ford said. "He
But last season, he blew seven of may not be the quickest guy out there, or the fastest down the court, but
nine save opportunities and allow- he seems to get away."
ed 43 percent of the runners he
The Celtics opened an 18-point lead in the second quarter, fastinherited to score. After Manager breaking at every opportunity and getting 14 first-half points from
Joe Tone arrived in August, Day- Gamble and 11 from Bird.
ley was used mostly in long relief.
But Sherman Douglas and Glen Rice keyed a 17-4 run against the Cel"I wasn't real happy with the
tics' reserves to cut the margin to 51-46. Douglas had two steals and 6
role because I just wasn't used to
points, while Rice added 7 points, including a 3-pointer and a slam dunk
it," Dayley said. "I struggled early
that cut the lead to 5.
and threw the ball extremely well
Bird needs 12 points to become the fifth player in NBA history to reach
the second half."
both 20,000 points and 5,000 assists. The others are Karecm AbdulFor his career Dayley has a
Jabbar, Jerry West, John Havlicek and Oscar Robertson.
33-45 record, 3.56 ERA and 39
saves.
In another move, free agent outfielder John Shelby re-signed with
the Detroit Tigers and got a raise (Cont'd from page 9A)
from the major league minimum of
Levy said. "You have to stop the
hometown (Willw,vridge High
$100,000 to $525,000 for one year.
School).
passing
game first and the running
Thomas,
second
the
leadShelby was picked up by the
ing rusher in the NFL, had 54 game second."
Tigers last season after being
Moon and Kelly each threw two
yards on 15 carries.
released by the Los Angeles Dodtouchdown
"This
passes. Moon had 300
is
Thomas'
town
but
it's
gers. He hit .282 with four homers
yards
passing
stadium,"
my
on 16 of 22 attempts
White
said.
and 20 RBIs in a reserve role after
while Kelly was 23 of 34 for 224
Buffalo cornerback Nate
coming up from the minors.
yards.
Odomes was critical of the Bills
Meanwhile, Kirk Gibson's agent
"Just another old fashioned
defense.
said the for Los Angeles outfielder
shootout in the Dome," said Kelly
"When we're split out like we
probably will sign-in the next week
who had five touchdown passes in
were, a baby could run through the
or so — and it probably won't be
47-41 overtime victory in the
a
holes,"
he
said.
with the Dodgers.
Astrodome last year.
Buffalo coach Mary I.,evy admit"What we've said to Kirk, basiIt was Moon's eighth 300 yard
ted the Bills were caught off guard.
cally, is we really want to keep all
passing
game this year.
"The
running
game
hurt
us,"
of our options open as far as free
agents are concerned," Dodgers
general manager Fred Claire said.
"Right now, that (Gibson) is not
-•
'4 .
where our attention is, as far as
.•
negotiating at this point. The signI
•
ing of Darryl Strawberry obviously
,...abotassemsoropy
.41.1
has had an impact on our
400
situation."
Doug Baldwin, Gibson's agent,
V
0101110
said: "There's quite a bit of action
rialOW
•
out there. We're at issue with a few
a
clubs..1 think it is probably going
to have a short time fuse."
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Nice 1986 GMC 1/2 Ton Pick-Up
One owner, bought new in Murray, 43,xxx miles.

$7 988'

TTBInc.
3 miles South on 641
Jack Foley — Ben Nix

753-1372

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355
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J
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753-7743
Next to Wal-Mart

Fulton Co. at Calloway Co.
tJ.V. & Varsity Boys Game)

Air Time: 5:50 p.m.
On

WNBS 1340 AM
With

Lon Sosh & Jon Rose

RACER BASKETBALL
Murray State

Jit

VS.

Georgia Southern
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m.
Racer Arena ,
NOTICE
A limited number of tickets are available for the Dec. 4 game at Memphis
State. Reserve yours by calling the
Athletic Ticket Office at

762-4895
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How a war with Iraq might unfold

Council drafts resolution
By ELLEN NIMMONS
Associated Press Writer

u;.71-erc

The five permanent members of
the Security Council agreed Monday on a U.N. draft resolution
authorizing military force against
Iraq by January unless it quits
Kuwait. Mikhail S. Gorbachev
warned Iraq its aggression will be
punished.
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
said on Monday a "great number"
of Iraqis were dying because U.N.
sanctions were depriving them of
medicine, the official Iraqi News
Agency reported.
Diplomatic sources discounted
previous Iraqi claims it was short
of medicine. Medical shipments
qualify as humanitarian aid, not
barred under the U.N. trade embargo imposed to make Iraq leave
Kuwait after its blitz invasion on
Aug. 2 following disputes over oil,
land and money.
The draft agreed Monday by the
United States. the Soviet Union,
China, Britain and France would be
the 11th U.N. resolution aimed at
Iraq since the Persian Gulf crisis
began. It would authorize "all
necesary means" — meaning military force — unless Iraq withdraws
by Jan. 1 or Jan. 15. ,
firm -date Will be added .
before the 15-member council votes this week, diplomats said. The
measure is expected to be adopted
at an extraordinary council session
of foreign ministers.
As Soviet President Corbachev
pledged in an address to the
Supreme Soviet parliament that the
alliance against Iraq would not be
broken, the Bush administration
called up combat reserve troops
from four states.
Oil prices jumped $2 a barrel
amid speculation about war in the
gulf.
Saddam blamed the United
States for the alleged shortage of
medicine in his remarks to the relatives of three American hostages
released in Iraq on Monday, INA
said, monitored in Cyprus.
Saddam said no foreigners had
died as a result of not being allowed to leave Iraq, the report said.
Iraq has held hundreds of Americans trapped by the Kuwait invasion, among other foreign hostages.
He said Monday that in holding
them, "we only intended to add
factors that might make some of
those who seek war hesitate a little
to think better."
President Bush and other leaders
have said the hostages will not be a
factor in deciding whether to attack
Iraq, and called for their immediate
release.
Gorbachev and Soviet Foreign

Actual circumstances for a war cannot be predicted. This scenario presumes invasion of Iraq, Saudi consent, Israeli neutrality and
allied success at each step in the sequence depicted here.

Minister Eduard Sty.niardnadze met
with Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq
Aziz in the Kremlin to demand that
Iraq withdraw from Kuwait.
Answering questions from legislators in Moscow, Gorbachev said
the gulf crisis was a test of the new
post-Cold War cooperation.
"Our position remains based on
principles and it includes the following: Aggression is inadmissible.
It should be punished, and the preaggression state should be
restored," Gorbachev said.
He said Saddam could not break
the alliance assembled against Iraq
and that Iraq's aggression could not
be allowed to prevail "because we
are just moving away from the
Cold War, when everything was
decided from a position of force."
In the Iraqi capital, U.S and
British die.omats said more than
100 Americans, Britons and Europeans held in- Kuwait were .brought
overnight to a Baghdad hotel. The
group included at least 10 Americans and 60 Britons.
The diplomats said they were
unsure if the new arrivals would be
used to replace Germans allowed to
leave strategic sites-in Iraq or were
being brought to Baghdad to be
released.
They also .said Ira4 haa_ not,
allowed any Iraqis to enter Kuwait
for a week and had been urging
those in the country to go home.
The Swedish Embassy said nearly 60 Swedes, the last remaining
Swedish citizens in Iraq, will be
allowed .to leave.
However, the Soviet Uftion complained:Iraq reneged on a promise
to free 1,000 more Soviet citizens
this month.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Vitaly .Churkin said Iraq's actions
were "totally abnormal and unacceptable." The official Soviet news
agency lass said Aziz attributed
the Soviets' delayed departures to a
"bureaucratic accident."
Dennis Trundy of Brockton,
Mass:, said Saddam told his wife in
Saddam's meeting Monday with
relatives of hostages that her twin
brother, John Stevenson, would
soon be allowed to go.
"She and her two brothers met
with Saddam Hussein sometime
this morning and he said 'sure, take
turn,— said Trundy, who spoke
with his wife by telephone.
Fred Harrington of Bellevue.
Wash., also apparently was among
those promised freedom. "I believe
I'm coming home," Har
'
Nvon
said in a telephone call to his
Najmi, at the family's Bellevue
home.
The family of Clyde Jesse, an
American living in Kuwait. said
Jesse was also to be freed.

Establish air superiority

1.

Attack Iraq
Iraq's air defenses are destroyed, attack command centers,
4. After
missiles, armor and mobile forces held in reserve to defend Kuwait,

Turkish, Syrian forces threaten invasion from north

Satellites and reconnaissance planes pinpoint Iraqi airfields and air
2.defenses,
missile sites, command centers, tank concentrations
communications; by night, destroy Iraqi air defense radars,
3. Jam
missiles, anti-aircraft gun emplacements, airfields, aircraft and

6. Sever key Iraqi supply line, possibly with Marine amphibious landing
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Pound Iraqi defenders
Destroy massed Iraqi tanks, mobile reinforcements; divert Iraqi
9.commanders
with attacks in the north, west
Assail Iraqi defenses in Kuwait with round-the-clock air attacks;
10.add
artillery and armor as possible
If Iraqis do not surrender, attack defenses in Kuwait with armor and
11.ground
forces; simultaneously threaten Baghdad with ground
assault to force surrender

WHY NOT GIVE THEM A GIFT THAT
LASTS ALL YEAR LONG!!
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Phone

Decapitate Iraqi leadership by killing President Saddam Hussein
5. and
senior leaders with air assaults; psychological effect
important, even if objective fails

their ground service centers and crews; find and disable
ground-to-ground missiles

Trying to find something
for that someone that
has everything. . . .

$645°

Basra and Baghdad; disable known chemical and biological
weapons depots

(502) 753-1916

DEAR ABBY: I am outraged by
the letter signed "Closed Chapter,"
the woman who, at age 16, gave up
her child for adoption 20 years ago
because it was such a terrible "disgrace" to be pregnant and unmarried. Now she says her worst"nightmare" has come true, because her
child is trying to locate her. (That
foolish woman is still hiding.)
My heart ached when I gave up a
5-day-old daughter 19 years ago. I
made that painful decision because I
was poor, unmarried and wanted
more for my baby than I could give
her at my tender age of 15.
Unlike "Closed Chapter," my
parents were not"understanding and
loving," and I had no grandmother
living in another state to take me in
for a few years so I could graduate
from high school.
Abby, it is my ultimate dream —
not my"most horrible nightmare" —
that the child I gave away will want
to meet me one day. I have kept my
file at the adoption agency current to
make her search easier should she
want to find me. I want her to know
that she has a whole new family
waiting to accept her with open arms.
I am all for the Right to Privacy
Act, which protects the identities of
those involved in private adoptions,
.but Abby,20 years have passed since
"Closed Chapter" gave up her child
for adoption. Her child is an adult
now, and it's time "Closed Chapter"
stopped thinking of herself and
started considering her daughter's
need to know something about her
heritage and medical history.
There are far too many "Closed
Chapters" in this world.
OPEN BOOK
DEAR OPEN BOOK:The overwhelming number ofletters! received from my readers caused
me to make a partial turnaround
on this one. I now realize that
the adopt.. has a right to know
all the facts concerning his or
her birth family, and the(moor-

tunity to meet them should be
So what would be gained by labelmade available if all parties are ing a 16-year-old kid a thief, or putwilling. The secrecy that ting our names in the paper as irreshrouded adoption is no longer sponsible parents? And what about
necessary now that society has families with more than one son or
come to understand that "ille- daughter? Wouldn't the siblings
gitimate pregnancy" is not an suffer unnecessarily?
Would the retired teacher print
unforgivable crime.
the names of the parents of the 8* 5 *
year-old who stole a Popsicle from
the supermarket? Where would you
DEAR ABBY: I was frustrated by draw the line?
Please, Abby, don't be so glib in
the letter from the retired schoolteacher who advocated the publish- your responses. The law protecting
ing of the names of parents ofjuve- the identity ofjuvenile lawbreakers
nile lawbreakers,and I was angered is a good one and should remain on
the books.
by your apparent agreement.
MINNESOTA MOM
A few years ago when my son was
16, he took up smoking. I repeatedly
warned him that he could not afford
*5*
the habit and sooner or later he would
be tempted to steal a pack of cigaTo get Abby's booklet's "How to Write
rettes.
Letters for All Occasions," send a long.
Well,on his 17th birthday,he was business-size,
self-addressed envelope,
caught shoplifting. He went to court, plus check or money order for $3.95($4.50
did 12 hours of community service in Canada)to: Dear Abby,Letter Booklet,
and made restitution. Since then, he P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 81054.
has never been in any kind oftrouble. (Postage is included.)

Two helicopter pilots killed
in crash at Fort Campbell
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— Two Army helicopter pilots
were killed Monday night in a
crash at Fort Campbell, a spokesman said.
The OH6 helicopter, belonging
to Aviation Systems Command out
of St. Louis, crashed at 6:30 p.m.
CST at the post as it was conducting weapons training, spokesman
Bill Harralson said.
The pilots, the helicopter's only
occupants. were transported to
Blanchfield Army Community
Hospital at Fort Campbell where

they were pronounced dead. Their
names were being withheld pending notification of family, Harralson said.
The helicopter, a two-seater, is
an older helicopter that had been
modified, he said.
Harralson said it was dark when
the crash occurred, and the pilots
were using night goggles.
No cause had been determined.
The Army Aviation Safety Center
from Fort Rucker, Ala., will investigate the crash, Harralson said.
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Chamber board
announces dates
of meeting, forum

A field fire on a farm located on the Coles Campground Road about .2 miles west of U.S. 641 burned
about three acres of a cut corn field Monday around noon. Above, volunteer fireman Ricky Nelson helps
battle the blaze with a rubber mat. The fire, which had threatened farm buildings at the site, was blown
by high winds but caused little damage. Cause of the fire was not reported.

Japanese company purchases MCA Inc.
By E. SCOTT RECKARD
AP Business Writer

UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif. —
The MCA conglomerate that gave
Americans "E.T.," Guns N' Roses
and "Murder, She Wrote" was
purchased in a $6.6 billion deal —
the latest marriage of Japanese
electronics wizardry to Hollywood's dream factories.
MCA Inc., the parent company
of Universal Studios, was bought
by Matsushita Electric Industrial
Co. — known as the maker of
Panasonic, Technics and Quasar
products — in the largest-ever
purchase of a U.S. company by a
Japanese one.
The buyout, announced Monday,
accomplishes an objective for Matsushita, which needed the entertainment "software" of MCA to
complement its electronics "hardware" — the televisions, VCRs,
radios and stereos it makes.
The combination mirrors one
struck by Sony Corp., which
bought Columbia Pictures Enter-

tainment Inc. for $5 billion a year
ago.
With MCA, Matsushita will try
to compete more effectively against
its archrival Sony and shake its
image as a copycat exploiting the
technological advances of other
companies.
MCA, which began 65 years ago
as a booking agent for jazz bands,
has grown to become a colossus of
films ("E.T. the Extra Terrestrial," "Jaws," "Back to
the Future"), records (Reba McEntire, Elton John, Guns N' Roses,
Bobby Brown, George Strait) and
television ("Murder, She Wrote,"
"Major Dad").
Its Universal Studios theme
parks in Florida and California are
exceeded only by Disney's.
"Software and hardware have
been developing simultaneously —
they are like wheels of the same
car," Akio Tanii, Matsushita's
president, said at company headquarters in Osaka, Japan. "We
intend that excellent works made

by MCA will be distributed all
over the world through a variety of
media."
Record executive David Geffen
stands to get more than $700 million from his MCA shares.
"I would be happier if it was
more, sure. But I'm very happy
with the price," said Geffen, who
received his stock when his Geffen
Records was acquired by MCA last
- year and who continues to run the
company. "The Japanese bought a
spectacular company, and we got a
spectacular deal."
Big foreign investments in Hollywood have become a regular
occurrence since Rupert Murdoch's
Australia-based News Corp. bought
20th Century Fox in 1985.
Just this month, MGM-UA Communication Co. was purchased by
Italian financier Giancarlo Parretti's Pathe Communications for $1.3
billion. Disney said last month it
was beginning a partnership to
raise at least $600 million from
Japanese investors to make movies.

Ruling may make it easier for individuals to refuse
a breathalyzer test if stopped on suspicion of DUI
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
prosecutor says more people may
refuse a Breathalyzer test if
stopped on suspicion of drunken
driving if a Court of Appeals ruling
is allowed to stand.
Brent Caldwell, a deputy attorney general, said the ruling could
also make it harder for althorities
to secure convictions.
The state attorney general's
office has asked the Kentucky
Supreme Court to review the ruling, which it says weakens the
state's drunken-driving laws.
A state Court of Appeals panel
ruled recently that first-time DUI
offenders who refuse the bloodalcohol test can be given a break if
they agree to attend driver education classes.
Motorists who refuse a test usually lose their driver's licenses for
six months. The court decision,
however, means a judge can reduce
the suspension to 30 days by allowing first-time offenders to attend
the classes, which deal with the
effects of drinking and driving.
"It weakens the (drunkendriving) law seriously," Caldwell
said. "It would seriously undercut
the intent of the laws that make it a
severe penalty to refuse the
Breathalyzer."
The decision, rendered Oct. 12
in a case from Edmonson County,
cannot be enforced until the
Supreme Court acts. The high court
can overturn or uphold the decision. Or it can refuse to hear the
case, which effectively allows the
appellate court decision to stand.
The Transportation Cabinet,
which is responsible for license
suspensions, won't allow people
who reject a blood-alcohol test to
enter alcohol education classes.
said Steve Coffey, director of the
division of drivers licensing.
Kenton District Judge Steve Jaeger thinks the cabinet is overstepping its bounds.
"I don't think the department of
transportation is any different from
anyone else," he said, "If there is
a court order that says they have to
do it, they should do it."

Jaeger said he has referred two
people to classes since the Appeals
Court ruling.
Under state law, everyone who
has a driver's license is assumed to
have given his or her consent to a
blood-alcohol test if stopped on
suspicion of drunken driving. Kentucky law presumes a motorist is
too drunk to drive if the driver has
a level of 0.1 percent or higher.
Any of several tests can be given
— blood, urine, saliva or breath —
to determine that level. The breath
test, in which a person blows
through a tube and into a machine
called a Breathalyzer, is the most
commonly used.
The Transportation Cabinet
administers a six-month license
suspension to anyone who refuses
the test, regardless of the outcome
of his or her court case, said John
Arnett, a defense attorney in Florence. The DUI law allows for
reduction of the suspension for a
first-time offender if a district
judge refers the motorist to alcohol
education classes, he said.
BM the Transportation Cabinet,
relying on a July 1988 attorney
general's opinion, maintains the
suspension cannot be reduced.
Attorney General Fred Cowan said
the DUI law gives no exemptions
to the six-month suspension.
Local attorneys say Cowan is
technically correct. When the General Assembly rewrote the statute
in 1984, it inserted into the section
on exemptions a reference to the
old DUI law. But it omitted reference to the new law.
Burr Travis, a Florence defense
attorney who specializes in cases
involving driving under the influence of alcohol, said the legislature
intended to allow for the reduction.
The Court of Appeals agreed.
Travis recently defended state
Sen. Patti Weaver on a DUI
charge. Weaver. whom officers say
refused the Breathalyzer, entered
an Alford plea earlier this month.
Boone District Judge Jay Bamberger referred her to one set of clas-scs for the conviction and a second
group of classes for her refusal.

Food. Bar Seven
195

Monday Tuesday Wednesday
American Italian
Oriental
Hwy. 641 N
753-4141

Boone County Attorney Larry
Crigler said he has seen a recent
increase in DUI arrests and a larger
increase in people who refuse to
take the breath test. For instance, in
October 1989, 32 percent (15 of
47) of the people Boone County
Police arrested on suspicion of
drunken driving refused to take the
Breathalyzer. In October 1990, 53
percent (54 of 102) of those
arrested refused.
In part because of that increase,
Crigler encourages police to equip
their patrol cars with video cameras. Thus, an officer would be able
to show a jury exactly how the person acted when arrested, he said.
But the need to allow plea bargaining in DUI cases is an important reason to keep open the option
of the alcohol education program,
said Harry Hellings Jr., a defense
attorney in Covington. Hellings
said that if all those arrested for
DUI insisted on their right to a jury
trial, the system would be unable to
handle the burden.
And the educational value of the
classes can outweigh any punishment from a six-month license suspension, he said.

The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce's Transportation Committee will meet on Dec.
6 to discuss the possibility of landing a number one road project for
the Murray area.
The committee will be charged
with helping to design a plan for
the Murray area to be included
later in the state's "Six Year Plan"
for future road improvements and
construction.
The meeting was announced at
the Chamber's board meeting
Monday.
In other business, an environmental forum has been set for Jan.
25 at the Curris Center to be cosponsored by the Chamber of Commerce, Air Products and the Purchase Area Development District's
natural resources committee.
Two receptions — on Dec. 3 and
9 — remain for candidates seeking
the vice president's post at Murray
State University. The receptions
will be held at the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum.
The Chamber will also host a
Business After Hours on Dec. 18.
A Business After Hours is also set
for today at Kopperud Realty.
The board also announced that
members of the West Kentucky
Caucus will attend the MSUWestern basketball game set for
Dec. 1 and will be publicly thanked
for their role in helping to acquire
funds for MSU's special events
center.

Kentucky burley
growers sell 24.3
million pounds
of leaf Monday
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky burley growers sold 24.3
million pounds of leaf on Monday
for $42.8 million, an average of
$174.53 per hundredweight,
according to the Federal-State
Market News Service.
The average is 15 cents higher
than the previous sales on
Wednesday.
Springfield growers received
$175.20 per hundredweight for
their leaf, the highest price of the
day among the 25 markets reporting sales. Springfield sales totaled
923,798 pounds for $1,618,509.
The lowest price. $174.08, was
in Glasgow, where farmers sold
690,194 pounds for $1,201,492.
Kentucky's total for Monday
was 24,345,262 pounds selling for
$42,488,586.

Former Grant County
superintendent
Marion Belew dies
CRITTENDEN, Ky. (AP) —
Marion J. Belew, a former superintendent of the Grant County
schools, has died at the age of 96.
Belew died Monday at Southland
Nursing Home in Peachtree City,
Ga.
He was principal at Mason and
Crittenden schools in Grant County
before becoming superintendent
there. He continued afterward in
education as a principal and teacher
at John G. Carlisle Elementary
•
School in Covington.
During the late 1960s and early
1970s, he worked as a cashier at
two Grant County banks while
serving as judge pro-tem. He
farmed throughout his life.
Services will be at 2 p.m. EST
Thursday at Crittenden Baptist
Church.
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The 10th of each month is a very important day to your
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell
them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay them
by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on yob to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So... paying by mail is a simple way.to avoid the bother at
monthly collection.

Miiircty Ledger & Times

Martha Hodge, owner of Martha's Restaurant, presents a $100 donation to Murray Fire Chief James Hornbuckle for the department's
annual Christmas party for needy children.

School board members
say new law is unfair
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Two
school board members in Covington and Kenton County say a new
law prohibiting board members
from taking office if a relative
works for the same school system
is unfair
"I really believe the law is
wrong," said Susan Cook, an
administrator in the Covington system whose sister has been a kindergarten teacher in the Kenton County district for three years. Cook
was elected last month to the Kenton County school board.
Cook and Virginia Chapman, e
member of the Covington school
board since 1958 and its current
chairwoman, said Monday that they
would go to court to challenge the
law if there is an effort to oust
them.
They are among at least three
board members who apparently
will violate the new nepotism law
when they take office in January.
The third is James L. "Buddy"
Gaddis, a member of Owensboro's
board since 1981.
The Kentucky School Boards
Association has requested an attorney general's opinion on the law,
and that opinion was expected
today.
The law did not bar the candidates from seeking office. It
applies when they are sworn in,
according to a recent attorney general's opinion.
Cook and Chapman said the law
is unfair because current board
members whose relatives were
hired before the board member was
elected are covered by a "grandfather clause" and can keep their
seats. Cook also said she thinks the
General Assembly overreacted to
perceived nepotism probTems.
Chapman's daughter was hired
by the Covington board four years
after she was first elected, but she
said she has had nothing to do with
her daughter's job. Chapman
believes School board members
have been unfairly singled out on
the nepotism issue.
"The governor, the le .slators,
can have who they want ..."n the
payroll, but that's all right." Chapman said.
Gaddis could not be reached for
comment. His son, who teaches
physical education and sports

medicine, was the only one to seek
the job, said Superintendent J.
Frank Yeager.
Yeager said that if the questions
about Gaddis are not resolved by
January, there may be an effort to
get them clarified in court.
One other board member, Howard Story of the Ludlow school
system, resigned last August atter
he filed for re-election. He stepped
down because staying on the board
might have blocked the promotion
of his son-in-law, who was hired
before he married Story's daughter
and before Story was elected to the
board.
Nevertheless Story, who hacl
served 12 years on the board, _wort
the election last month, even
though he didn't campaign. He said
Monday he doesn't know whether
he will serve.
"No one seems to know the ins
and outs of this because it's new,"
Story said.
A survey by the school boards
group found that 109 board members whose terms end this year did
not seek re-election; 48 of them
said the reason was that a relative
worked for the school system.
Teachers, backed by the Kentucky Education Association, have
already gone to court to challenge
the ban on school employees' participation in school board
campaigns.
Steve Kirby, an attorney for the
school boards group. and others
believe it will be up to the attorney
general's office to remove the
board members if they refuse to
step down or their relative doesn't
quit.
The attorney general's opinion
expected today may not clear up all
the questions on the nepotism law,
said Ann Sheadel, an assistant
attorney general who oversees the
civil division.
For example, will someone have
to file a complaint with the attorney general's office before it takes
action to remove a board member?
"We really haven't faced this
situation yet," Sheadel said.

Read the
want ads daily

Rotary
Community Telethon
Featuring Local Talent And Programming
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Defendantin trial says
police told him to lie,
make false confession

27, 1990

Your Individual
Horoscope

Profile of smokers in the U.S.
Cigarette smoking is responsible for 83 percent of lung cancer cases.

50 million smokers
Number of smokers in
the U.S. (in millions):

Who tries to quit
Heaviest smokers are generally less
inclined to try to quit smoking.•

Frances Drake

More than once

•Tried once

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
foreca.st given for your birth sign.

Male
NEW YORK (AP) - A defendant in the Central Park jogger trial

testified Monday that police hit,
coached and deceived him to make
him confess to attacking a female
runner who was gang-raped and
almost beaten to death.
Kharey Wise, 18, also said
detectives took him to a bloodcovered spot in the northern end of
Central Park and told him to dip
his fingers into the woman's congealed blood and smear it on his
clothing.
Defense lawyer Colin Moore
said he called Wise as a witness to
try to convince the jury that police
and prosecutors used "Hitlerian
tactics" to make his client incriminate himself.
Wise testified that Detective
Robert Nugent slapped him and
called him a liar after the teen told
of his whereabouts the night of
April 19, 1989.
Wise said he had told police he
left the park with another teen-ager
and had not attacked anyone.
He said he gave police an incriminating statement after Detective
John Hartigan told him to lie to
Nugent.
him that you were there.
Put yourself in it," the defendant
quoted Hartigan as saying. "I said,
'If I tell him a lie, can I go home?'
He promised me I could."
Wise said he told Nugent he had
seen the attack on the woman.
"Then I asked him, 'Can I go
home now?"
"He looked at me and laughed,"
Wise said. "He said, 'You're going
- ‘
Y"=

straight to jail."'
In the second of two videotaped
statements that have been played in
court, Wise implicated himself and
others. He told police, "This was
my first rape, and it will be my
Iasi"
Wise and co-defendant Kevin
Richardson, 16, are the second set
of teens to be tried on charges of
rape, attempted murder, sodomy,
assault, robbery and riot in the
attack on the female jogger and
two men.
Three others were convicted
Aug. 18. All were sentenced to five
to 10 years in prison. Another
youth will be tried early next year.
The 30-year-old jogger, who testified at the trial, has recovered
from most of her injuries and has
returned to work as an investment
banker. She said she still suffers
vision and balance problems and
cannot smell.

64.6%
43.4%
67.4%
43.7%
66.2%
39.8%

15-24 a day
25+ a day

Female
67.7%
45.8%
66.7%
43.7%
65.0%
39.4%

1-14 a day
15-24 a day
1978

1989

More men than
women smoke
Male
Female

Death rates

131.2%
126.5%

More blacks smoke
White
Black
Hispanic •

25+ a day

129.0%
32.9%
123.6%

More than twice as many smokers
die prematurely than non-smokers.
The death rates:
% of non% smokers smokers
Die by age who die
who die
55
65
75

SOURCE Amencan Cancer Society

100/0
28%
57%

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- Federal prosecutors here are going
after property used to facilitate
drug activity with increasing
frequency.
They are allowed to do so under
a law passed by Congress - the
Controlled Substance Act of 1984.
Kentucky landowners on whose
property police have found drugs
are forfeiting farms, homes, cars
and money to the U.S. government.
During the fiscal year that ended
Oct. 31, the U.S. attorney's office
in Lexington seized $1.3 million in

4%
11%
30%

Carlton Cards - Russell Stover Candy
Pangburn's Candy - Lee Middleton Dolls
Effanbee Dolls - Designer Colognes
'A name to remember...prices and service to please"

Charlie's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
24 Hr. Service Available
753-4175

4.
2sa fft
,18.

The law also helps fight drugs
by providing money from sale of
forfeited property to law enforcement agencies.
"It takes away the profit from
the drug dealer and turns around
and uses those assets to combat
drugs and other forms of crime as
well," DeFalaise said.
Defense attorneys say the law is
unconstitutional. The federal appeals courts, including the U.S.
Supreme Court, have upheld it
The federal forfeiture law is so
broad and so powerful that, unlike
the Kentucky forfeiture law, it does
not require a criminal conviction
before a suspect's property can be
forfeited. However, federal prosecutors in Lexington say there has
never been a case in which someone was acquitted on criminal
charges but still lost property.
Ray Carmichael, an assistant
U.S. attorney in Lexington, said
forfeitures were increasing in part
because law enforcement agencies
were more aware of the forfeiture
statute.
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career opportunity comes soon
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
"It which you should go for. Dealings
There may be a disappointment in
with those on top are favored now
connection with a career matter Schedule appointments. '
today, but this won't keep you from SAGITTARIUS
erkjoying happy social times. You (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
attract romance now.
You need to be careful of finances
TAURUS
today. Otherwise, it's a tine of
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
fir merriment and joy. Go out on a date
There's a private family matter and make happy plans for a vacation
which you'll feel very happy about CAPRICORN
today, Delays are possible in connec- (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
tion with travel, but home entertainIt's a good day to establish credit
ing is favored tonight.
and to deal with bankers in general
GEMINI
You'll enjoy a private celebration
(May 21 to June 20)
with family, but do avoid taking
Singles will attract romance and yourself too seriously.
it's a time of special closeness for AQUARIUS
couples now. A friend may be unable (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
to pay back a loan now. Remain
It's a great day to visit with friends
patient.
and to do things with a partner. You
CANCER
may hear some rumors now, but still
(June 21 to JtAy 22)
it's a good time to get your thoughts
You'll meet with new opportunities across to others.
to get ahead in life now. Finances PISCES
oidor
should be on the upswing. Enjoy your (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
triumphs and don't let indifferent
Businegs and pleasure mix to your
types get you down.
advantage. You'll be making connec
LEO
tions now that will prove helpful in
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
the future. Set your sights high, but
The same old routine may get you avoid lending money.
down on the job, but you get a happy
YOU BORN TODAY are indepenlift from recreational interests now. dent and may be restless in disposiRomance is a plus and chances arise tion. You can succeed in business for
for travel.
yourself but often choose a creative
VIRGO
medium through which to express
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
your individuality. You are ambitious
Happiness comes through family and will work hard to achieve your
and entertaining at home,but some of ends. You have an unconventional
you will feel let down either because side, which can lead to original
of romance or a difficulty with a xr.eations in the arts. Teaching, music,
child.
theater, and w'riting are some of the
LIBRA
fields that are likely to appcal.to you.
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Zet Birth.te
ck of: Gloria Grahame,actress;
Benefits come through friends and Jose Iturbi, pianist; and William
singles meet with romantic oppor- Blake, poet.
tunity. It's a time of happy exchanges
of sentiment between loved ones. A
Call Frances Drake
home matter requires your attention.
Your Personal Horoscope
SCORPIO
1 900 226 0360
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
$1 a minute
Don't sell yourself short. A new
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ALL OTHER INVENTORY $100 OVER INVOICE. YOU KEEP THE REBATE.

Automatic
Air Conditioning

List Price
97e69,410.
cower Steering
Invoice
9,045.28
cower Brakes
Tinted Glass
Cloth Bucket Seats Add. Peppers Disc. -500.00
Drivers Air Bag
Your Price
'8,545.28
1991 EAGLE TALON

100176
List Price
Peppers Price
Factory Rebate
Your Price

1991 DODGE SPIRIT

MORE THAN
120 UNITS IN
STOCK

#100046
2.5 Liter EFI
Automatic
List Price
T21'954-011
Air Conditioning
11,873.90
Peppers Price
Tilt/Cruise
Rear Defroster
-500.00
Floor Mats • AM/FM Factory Rebate
Drivers Air Bag
11,373.90
Your Price
1991 DODGE COLT

1991 DODGE D-150

.71117ns.

2.0 Liter 16 valve
•1•571,84.0a 5AISrpeed .Trans.

#100164

1.5 Liter 4 Cyl.

318 V-8 EFI
Injection
#100007 Fuel
Windowoni n g
Conch
Automatic
67-34.0110.
List Price
Air Conditioning
14,126.10 Power
/Locks Air Conditioning
List Price
1-47485-110 AM/FM Radio
7,804.73
Peppers Price
-500.00 Tilt/Cruise
Tilt/Cruise
Glass
Tinted
12,794.65
s
A Iplo
oyileW
r heels
-400.00
Factory Rebate.
ClhortohmBeevSet Bumper Invoice
Reclining
Bucket
13,626.10
Seat
-500.00
Seats
$7,404.73
Your Price
6x9" Chrome Mirrors Rebate
-500.00
Disc.
Peppers
Add.
AM/FM
Stereo
1991 DODGE DYNASTY
'11,794.65 1990 DODGE RAMCHARGER
Your Price
.;011itittrN
4x4
3.3 Liter V-6
iewl#100045
318 V-8 EFI
Automatic
#90305
Automatic
Air Conditioning
1 24-011
List Price
List Price
21-;00-7-700- Power Windows
Power Windows Peppers Price
15,152.65
Peppers Price
18,316.70 Power Locks
Power Locks
-1,000.00
Tilt/Cruise
Factory Rebate
Factory Rebate
-2,000.00 Tilt/Cruise
Air Conditioning
Floor Mats
Peppers
Add.
Disc.
-500.00
Argent
Wheels
14,152.65
Your
Price
Power Mirrors
50/50 Split Bench Seat
Your Price
15,816.70

OUR BEST PRICE
UP FRONT!
NO HASSLES!

Bring the Best Sale or Trade Price You've Found and Be Prepared to Buy!

REBATES
As Large As
$30000°

Legal Mumbo Jumbo. All prices are plus lac title, IICCTPle Jnd don fee
atter rebate. Dealer hold back and.or any factory to dealer incentive
retained by dealer. S100 over invoice applied to dealer stock only.
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Ask for Salesmen:

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car/truck company."
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1991 DODGE SHADOW
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,
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• 1987 National Health Interview survey: one pack equals 20 cigarettes

forfeited assets, including cars,
trucks, real estate, precious gems
and, of course, money.
That's up considerably from previous years. In 1989, the U.S.
attorney's office collected
$875,000 in seized assets. In 1988,
the figure was $324,500.
Louis DeFalaise, the U.S. attorEastern District of Kenney for
tucky, said the forfeiture strategy
was a crucial weapon in fighting
the war on drugs.
"We are putting more people in
jail for longer periods of time,"
DeFalaise said. But for each person
imprisoned, the profits of the drug
trade attract others, he said.
"The only way we can break
that cycle ... is to take away the
financial . incentive," DeFalaise
said.
"It's a particularly powerful
deterrent because people are going
to be less willing to risk losing a
major asset like a farm, particularly
something that's been in a family
for generations. So in that sense, it
is a very strong deterrent."
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Prosecutors increase confiscation of property used in drug activity
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Cleaning Up Odds and Ends
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CLEANING UP. Handy
holder (above) retains a
trio of dish towels in its
rubber teeth. Magnetic
holder (left) allows soap
to hang high and dry
after use.
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Avoid handful of sludge
by using soap holder
Grabbing a bar of soap at the sink often means having a handful of
soap sludge.
You can avoid that with a magnetic soap holder from Harbor Farm Inc.
in Little Deer Isle, Maine. The holder originally came from Wales.
"My wife and I stumbled across it in a gamekeeper's cottage and
thought it was a good idea," says Dick McWilliams of Harbor Farm.
The device is, as McWilliams puts it, "brilliantly simple." Mount the
soap holder onto the wall, preferably over the sink bowl or bath tub. Press
the included metal disk into the soap. The soap can now be suspended
from the holder allowing it to dry after use. Your soap will last longer and
doesn't become a sloppy mess.
The Soap Holder is $4.95 plus $3 postage from Harbor Farm at
1-800-342-8003, weekdays.

Another Harbor Farm product is the Kitchen Towel Holder. About 6
inches long, it holds a trio of dish cloths in its rubber teeth. This is better
than slinging the wet towel over a cupboard or oven door handle.
The item also works for holding onto your kids' winter scarves that
always seem to disappear in the backs of closets.
The Kitchen Towel Holder is $3.95. If you also order the Soap Holder,
the postage is free. Otherwise, postage is an extra $3. Call
1-800-342-8003, weekdays.
During a time of crisis — sickness or death — there are facts your
loved ones need to know about you. Where is your bank? Is there a mortgage on your home? What is your Medicaid number? Do you have a will?
Terry Ann Black, a registered nurse from New Hampshire, has written
a simple yet valuable pamphlet called "Caring is Not Enough: The 50
Most Important Questions You Can Ask."
This publication consists of important questions that pertain to your
personal business with spaces after them for you to fill in.
"My father-in-law was killed in an auto accident last January," says
Black, "and I had to pull together vital information for the lawyers. It
was a difficult job and I decided afterward it would have been helpful to
have all the answers in one place. Consequently, I wrote the book myself
to help others."
An excellent idea, especially if you have an older parent. The price is
$3.95. Send your check or money order to Terry Ann Black RN, Box 654,
Atkinson, NH 03811

New alarm system proves
easier for homeowners
perimeter sensor is triggered, the
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
24-hour service center responds by
Many homeowners look at home calling the police.
The weakest part of this system
security systems as complicated
is the instructions you get to operand hard to use.
People accidentally trip their ate it. The owner's manual is disorown alarms, which in turn automat- ganized: it is not clear, for
ically dials the security company instance, how to change your entry
codes. Also, it is never explained
and sometimes the local police.
The System 2000e by Honeywell that for the first month in owning
of Golden Valley, Minn., makes any wireless system, other
home alarms easier to use because appliances and your home's
of its alpha-numeric display that architectural quirks can interfere
tells you in words what the status with how the system works.'Late
night false alarms, terrifying in
of the system is.
For example, when you turn on their suddenness, have occurred.
Honeywell admits to looking
the system, the display reads
their buyer education process.
into
"Armed." During an actual
emergency, it spells out what and Until then, it is a good system:
where the problem is. So if your simply ask straightforward quesbasement window has been tam- tions about its function. The system
pered with, a readout says "Base- sells for $2,500 and other systems
in the line are in the $1,195 to
ment Window."
range.
$3,000
A monitored system means your
For more information, call (301)
alarm is connected to your phone
line so that if a motion detector or 636-4900 and ask for Sherry Falk.

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save!
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753-0489
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The right hammer increases efficiency
Almost any job you do around
the house involves a hammer, so
choosing the right one and using it
correctly can increase your
efficiency.
Here are hints and tips to help
you get the most from a hammer:
Choosing the right hammer:
— Curved claw hammers are
used for general carpentry. The
bell-shaped striking surface found
on the most common models
minimizes marring when nails are
driven flush and reduces nail
deflection from off-angle blows.
Hammer weights, based on head
weight, are commonly 7 ounces for
very light work, 13, 16, and 20,
ounces for general carpentry. Sixteen is the most popular.
— Ripping hammers with
straight claws are designed for
rough work and dismantling, such
as removing floor boards or opening crates. A good general purpose
weight is 20 ounces, though 28 and
32 ounces are becoming more common. The heads of both ripping and

claw hammers should be dropforged steel rather than brittle cast
iron which can chip or shatter. The
handle should be steel or fiberglass
if the hammer must withstand
excessive heat or humidity.
— Tack hammers are made
expressly for tacking. One end is
magnetic and holds the tack pointout to start it. The other end is used
to drive it home. — Ball peen hammers are made for metalwork.
— Sledge hammers weighing
from 2 to 20 pounds are for heavy
work such as wood splitting.
— Wood or plastic mallets are
used to drive chisels.
Caring for hammers:
A good quality hammer can last
a lifetime if used properly and
given reasonable care.
— Don't use a hammer for work
it was not intended to do.
— Strike only with the striking
face of the hammer (never with the
side cheek).
— Don't use a hammer to hit
anything harder than the hammer's

striking face.
— Keep a wood-handled hammer in a living area of the house,
since high humidity, as for example in a damp basement, can swell
the wood fibers inside the handle's
head. Extreme dryness, as on a
shelf above a radiator, can shrink
the handle and make it loose. Storing a hammer in an unheated area
exposes the metal to condensation
caused by temperature changes.
This can produce rusting. Protect
the metal with a film of light oil,
such as engine oil.
Hammering tips:
— Grasp the hammer near the
end of the handle. To get full
advantage of the weight of a hammer's head, hold the handle as.far
from the head as possible without
sacrificing a firm grip. After the
nail is started, swing the hammer
from your elbow.
— Hold the nail between your
index and middle finger with your
palm up. If you accidentally miss
the head, you'll strike the fleshy

part of your fingers, which hurts
far less than hitting your thumb or
fingernail. Tap the nail in lightly
until it stands up in the wood. Then
take your hand away and drive the
nail flush.
— If a nail is too small to hold
with your fingers, stick it through a
piece of thin cardboard and hold
the cardboard. Or, use a bobby pin
or a pair of needle-nose pliers to
hold it.
— Use two hammers to clinch
nails. After driving a nail through
both boards, hold one hammer at
the nail head and use the second
one to bend and flatten the nail.
— To avoid marring a surface
when pulling nails, place a thin
piece of wood under the hammer
head. (A thicker block gives you
better -leverage on longer nails.)
(Need help on a home repair or
improvement project? Write Reader's Digest, P.O. Box 700, Pleasantville, NY 10570-7000. Suggestions and tips will be offered in
future columns.)

Restoration is 'healing' process for home
From COUNTRY HOME
A Meredith Magazine
For AP Newsfeatures
Restoration is a process for healing injuries to an aging home.
Ironically, it involves the possibility of serious injury to the one
doing the work. According to
Country Home, it's risky operating
power tools, disturbing certain
building materials, handling chemicals required in routine restoration
activities, or ,Aimply walking
around the debris indigenous to a
job site.
So, before tackling another project, take heed of these potential
hazards:
Ladders: Each year about
100,000 Americans are injured in
falls from ladders, according to the

QUESTIONS
& ANSWERS
For AP Newsfeature
Q. — Dark brown spots are
appearing in areas of my concrete
deck. They don't wash away with
soap and water. What causes these
spots?
A. — The type of discoloration
you describe occurs when trical,cium alumino-ferride — the agent
lthat gives portland cement its gray
color — has not reacted thoroughly
with the other chemicals in concrete. To remove the dark spots, try
pouring on undiluted household
vinegar. If that doesn't work, try a
solution of 1 part muratic acid to
30 parts water.
Q. — We have been unable to
find anything that will clean the
accumulation of dirt and other particles on our aluminum siding. It
seems the siding is clean from
about 4 to 5 feet down from the
eaves. Above that, the siding seems
to have a rough or granular surface
which will not wash off with a
sponge and laundry detergent.
What is the best way to handle this
.problem?
A. — Stubborn soils start at the
bottom and work up. This keeps
hard-to-remove dirty streaks from
running down the wall below the
dirty under-cave area. After cleaning and washing, it's important the
siding be thoroughly flushed with
water.
Special siding cleaners, available
at your local hardware store can
help. Mildew, which appears as
black spots, usually shows up in
areas isolated from rainfall. Try
using a solution of 1-quart clorox,
'A cup of non-abrasive detergent
and 2-3rds cup of trisodium phosphate. Rinse the area with your
garden hose after washing it

National Safety Council. It's smart
to know these basic rules of the
rungs:
— Always use the right ladder
for the job. Never lean a stepladder
against a wall for use as a straight
ladder. Never use an extension ladder as a plank between two
stepladders.
— Never use the top of a ladder
as a step.
— Never use aluminum or wet
wooden ladders in areas where live
electrical wires are present. .
For a complete review of ladder
safety, write for "Five Rules for
Ladder Safety" from the National
Safety Council, 444 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, IL 60601.
Power tools: Above all, study the
voluminous safety and operating
notes provided with most new
tools. Thougli-not great literature,
reading this material is time wisely
invested. Spend some time memorizing operating procedures.
Apply common sense. Always
wear safety glasses, use tools with
grounded plugs, always unplug a
device if planning to change blades
or bits, never remove fences or
guards supplied by the manufacturer, never wear loose clothing that
may become entangled with equipment, and use only sharp blades or
bits with your tools.
Most important, don't act casually once some mastery with the tool
is gained. The moment safety is
neglected is the moment injuries
can occur.
Hazardous materials: Breaking
into the fabric of an old home can
be just like opening Pandora's box.
Go slowly and make sure two very
unfriendly substances aren't disturbed: asbestos and lead. Asbestos
can be found throughout an old
structure: wall and pipe insulation;
vinyl floor tiles; patching compounds; furnace castings; textured
paints; and roofing and siding
materials.
According to published advice
from the Environmental Protection
Agency, the best way to deal with
asbestos-based materials is not to
disturb them. If removal is
unavoidable, call a licensed professional for the job.
Lead, once a common ingredient
in paint, is another troublesome
material. There is no good way to
remove it other than with a chemical paint stripper. Scraping will
create a fine, dangerous powder.
When burned, the lead atomizes
and can be inhaled.
For more information, contact
the nearest EPA regional office.
Another hazard nearly -every
renovator faces is dealing with
chemical strippers, paints, varnishes and solvents. All of these

products may contain materials that
are known or are potential carcinogens — cancer-producing agents.
Perhaps of greatest concern are
strippers that contain methylene
chloride, the active ingredient that
breaks down old paint and varnish
film but is brutal on the body.
Fumes can be inhaled or it can be
absorbed through the skin. Used in
a closed room, it has the power to
render one unconscious because it
limits the body's ability to cam
oxygen. Extreme exposure can
cause death.

When using these products,
always read instructions on the can
before opening. Generally, try to
work in an area with adequate ventilation and to avoid direct contact
between the material and the skin.
Always wear neoprene gloves
(rubber and latex are useless) when
using remover or cleaning paintbrushes: Immediately wash off
material with soap and water if it
splasheL on the skin. Limit exposure times and always quit work if
feeling light-headed or dizzy. Keep
containers tightly sealed and stored
away from any heat source.

Whoever said
nothing in life is
free, obviously
hadn't heard about
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Bush meets with Mexican president TheGmanLakes

This area is part of the Midwest. The map is properly labeled except for
the places represented by letters. Name them:

"Viva Mexico!" Bush declared
to cheers that filled the large plaza.
A prospective U.S.-Mexican free
trade agreement, similar to one the
United States negotiated with
Canada two years ago, headed the
agenda.
But the president also cited
"challenges in the world beyond
our borders," particularly reconstruction in Central America "and
restoration of stability in the Persian Gulf region."
Salinas has supported Bush's
Persian Gulf policy and has hinted

MONTERREY, Mexico (AP) —
President Bush, saying
U.S.-Mexican relations "have never been better," met with Mexican
President Carlos Salinas de Gortari
on Monday for talks the White
House said focused on negotiating
an end to tracie barriers.
"Let's commence a new era for
both our nations," Bush said,
addressing tens of thousands of
people at an evening welcoming
ceremony in a plaja in this industrial city in northern Mexico. Bush,
was here for two days of talks.

he might send troops to fight along
with U.S. forces if the United
Nations agrees to a U.S.-backed
resolution authorizing force against
Iraq.
Mexico has also increased its oil
production to help offset oil lost
from Iraq and Kuwait, boosting its
exports to the United States by
100,000 barrels a day. There are 42
gallons in each barrel.
"I've come to Mexico tonight
with a message of respect... and
hope for a brighter future shared by
our two countries," Bush said. He

Mesh strengthens surgical repair
By Peter H Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT. Over a period of
18 years. I've had a hernia repaired
seven times I'm now experiencing
low-grade pain in the area of all the
incisions, and my, doctor tells me I
need mesh in the area to strengthen
the muscles. Can you provide information on this procedure' ,
DEAR READER A her'hia is an abnormal opening through which something protrudes
Most readers are familiar with inguinal hernias(ruptures)that occur in
either groin. The bulge. which characterizes such hernias, is usually a portion of bowel or bowel covering that
squeezes through the defect in the abdominal wall Similarly, a knuckle of
bowel can prOtrude through an opening in the front of the abdomen, this is
called an abdominal or incisional hernia because it usually follows abdomimal surgery, which weakens a part of
the abdominal muscles
Treatment for hernias that cause
symptoms, such as pain, is surgical
repair of the defect Ordinarily, the
surgeon can easily reduce the hernia
(push the bowel back through the hole)
and over-sew the opening in much the
same way you would stitch a tear in a
garment This treatment usually

suffices.
law has episodes of severe pain while
However, if the abdominal tissues eating. She eats slowly and cuts her
are lax and expand as can happen food into small pieces, yet the esophawith age), the suture line may pull gus goes into spasm. What would you
apart and the hernia will recur. De- recommend?
pending on the amount of scar tissue
DEAR READER: I recommend
and the size of the hernia, the surgeon
consultation with a gastroenterologist
may choose to re-suture the defect
However, with repeated recur- because esophageal spasm is painful
rences — or with especially large her- and obviously interferes with your
nias — the abdominal muscles must mother-in-law's eating pattern; in
be given additional support. In such time, she could develop a nutritional
cases, the surgeon will usually use a deficiency.
mesh, resembling a window screen.
Anti-spasmodic drugs, such as DonThis mesh gives added strength to the natal and belladonna, are often used
incision and enables the surgeon to to treat esophageal spasm. which can
provide .a much more permanent ,
result from stress or physical disorsolution.
ders, such as inflammation. OrdinariTherefore, you have been given ly, these drugs are quite effective.
sound advice. Since your hernia is The specialist can advise you.
painful, it should be repaired: because
©1990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
several previous attempts have
failed, the use of mesh is entirely appropriate and should put an end to
DR. GOTT
your problem.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report An Informed Approach To
Surgery." Other readers who would
PETER
like a copy should send $1.25 with
GOTT, M.D.
Ii
their names and addresses to P.O. Box
--if
91369. Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be
sure to mention the title
DEAR DR. GOTT. My mother-in-

I P YOU'RE A REAL
SANTA CLAUS,LONERE ARE
YOUR REINDEER?

called the ending of trade barriers
vital to both nations.
"1 believe that U.S.-Mexican
relations have never been better,"
Bush said in his first official visit
as president.
White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said that, at their first
session, the two leaders focused on
the proposed free trade agreement.
"Both presidents are interested
in pursuing the agreement as fast as
possible and attach high priority to
its successful conclusion," Fitzwater said.
He said Bush and Salinas also
talked about increasing cooperation
in the war against drugs and working more closely tcr end border
violence.
Bush and Salinas discussed the
situation in El Salvador and agreed
"to press for a cease-fire and a
negotiated settlement to the situation," Fitzwater said.
Despite warm greetings the two
presidents paid one another, Salihas signalled difficult trade talks
ahead, accusing the United States
of trade protectionism even before
his guest arrived.
"Today, American products can
enter the Mexican market without
restriction," he told the Monterrey
daily El None. "But ours are
detained at customs, and there are
always many restrictions."
Bush got a red-carpet airport
greeting, then travelled with Salinas by helicopter to Salinas' hometown of Agualeguas, a small farming and cattle community about 60
miles northeast of Monterrey.
Salinas took Bush to a charro, or
rodeo, where the two presidents
were tieless while their wives wore
light suits under a glaring sun.
They watched Mexican dancers
before walking through the packed
streets of the town square to a
luncheon and talks.
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Pilot builds airplane,
trial run is successful
KUTTAWA, Ky. (AP) — Dick
Guill had no doubt the airplane he
built in the garage of his Lyon
County home would fly as he
careened along the Kentucky Dam
Village airport runway one recent
morning.
An avid flyer for more than 20
years, he was certain of his craft's
ability to become airborne. But as
he took his plane for its first test
flight, one thought played heavy on
the 59-year-old pilot's mind.
"I was just hoping the engine
didn't quit," lie chuckled in an
interview afterward.
Guill, maintenance officer for
the Sky Knights Flying Club,
began work on his aircraft about a
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year ago from a kit furnished by
the Avid Airplane Co.
His first flight consisted of about
15 minutes around the Kentucky
Dam airport.
"I wanted to stay within landing
distance of the airport in case
something happened," he said. "It
flies and handles well."
Guill's Avid Flyer weighs 410
pounds and has a 65-pound,
65-horsepower Rotax engine. It
cruises at 110 mph, with a 125 mph
top speed and 33 mph stall speed.
Built similar to a Piper Cub, the
two-seater's frame is made of
chromium-molybdenum steel tubing and covered with Dacron
fabric.
The plane is capable of carrying
500 pounds and can fly about 600
miles without refueling.
The father of four and grandfather of six, Guill said his family
has been very supportive of his
hobby.
"They weren't worried about the
construction of the plane so much,
because they saw it in the garage as
I was building it," he said.
"Besides, you can't argue with
success. It flew."
The kit provided much of the
materials needed, but Guilt still had
to build 51 percent of the plane
himself for it to qualify for an
experimental airplane license.
Guill has a temporary airworthiness certificate to test the plane and
must fly 40 hours in the aircraft
before a permanent certificate can
be issued. He expects to get that
certificate later this month.
Once licensed, Guill would like
to sell the plane. He's already gotten an idea for building another
plane.
That's not all that surprising for
a man who built airplanes even as a
kid. Back then, growing up near
Chicago during the Depression, his
planes were of model scale.
There's not much difference,
Guill said, between the planes he
built as a child and the one he's
flying now.
"They all go together basically
the same," he said. "This plane's
just bigger than a model."

At least 386 killed
in road fatalities
over holiday weekend
CHICAGO (AP) — At least 386
people died on the nation's roads
during the Thanksgiving weekend
and California suffered the most
deaths with 67, according to figures tabulated Monday.
Florida had the second most
holiday road fatalities, with 39,
while Pennsylvania had 18 and
Ohio, Michigan and Missouri each
had 16.
The state agency in Texas that
usually compiles such figures
didn't do so for the past weekend.
The Chicago-based National
Safety Council projected between
380 and 480 deaths because of
traffic accidents for the period
between 6 p.m. Wednesday and
midnight Sunday.
Over last year's Thanksgiving
weekend, 406 people died in highway accidents.
— —
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LEBANON, TN
LAKE home 3br, comSOMEONE to live-in with pillows, dressed bears, a bigger selection than ever
pletely remodeled between
bnck,
Hwy
2BR
121
lmi
and
we're
Craft
ready
to
House
make
a
accessories
elderly gentleman. Room
Aurora and Murray,
deal! Come see us and pick past Graves County line
and board plus salary For Drapes, bedspread, like
out your new home Just in W/D hookup, stove and re- $24.900 $1000 down
appointment call Bill new 35' RV cover, like new
time for Christmas! BAR- frigerator No pets Deposit 442-5647
Hooper, 474-8095 Aurora, kerosene heater Too much
GAIN HOME CENTER, and references required
Ky Call before 9arn or after to mention 1706 Holiday or
170
call 753-8004
Hwy 641 South, Pans, TN, $275 489 2440
7pm
901-644-1176
or
1 SS
Motorcycles
642-7024
Full time deli cook, full and
part-time counter help
1973 HONDA 450 good
Appliances
INVENTORY REDUCCHRISTMAS TREES ScotAwry at
condition 753-6581
AVOCADO electric stove, TION SALE! Pnces never
tish Pine. Free delivery.
lower on homes in stock! If 753-9898.
Owen's Food
1989 SUZUKI 0 Quad
good condition, $100
436-5265.
you're in the market for a
Market
759-1293 after 5pm
Racer 250 After 5pm
mobile home, don't buy till 4BR 2 bath 605 N 16th
ORDER NOW! Discount
436-5692 or 753-4514
Ask for Lois
FRIGIDAIRE frost free re- you check with us! BAR- $550 plus deposit Avail
catalog of Christmas gifts,
frigerator, $150 753-2267
miniatures, brass, carousel
GAIN HOME CENTER, able Nov 30 Coleman RE
.180
horses and much more 13 IMMEDIATE OPENHwy 641 South, Paris, 7141, .753-9898
Auto
Over 3,000 items Jewelry INGS NEED a job? A
901-644-1176
1s0
or
Services
EXTRA nice 2bdrm house,
catalog hundreds of styles_ GED? Hope for the future?
642-7024.
Homo
furnished carpet throughSend $3.00 (refunded with You may quality if:'You do
Furnisignes
WHY RENT? YOUR OWN out. Water furnished Also NEW and used tires Key
order) TO TRINKETS P 0. not have your GED or high
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
HOME can be yours for beauty shop, unfurnished
Box 1856 Murray KY 42071 schoot diploma; 'You are DEN furniture, good shape,
753-5500
5etiveen the ages of 16 & 6pc set, $200. 753-2166 cheaper payments than 753-5399
rent and there's no better
21. We are an E.O.E. This days or 753-1164 nights
Ian
time to buy than NOW!Kiss IMMEDIATE occupancy,
project is funded by the
Used
3bedrm,
2oath,
fireplace
NEAL'S
new
and
used
furthe landlord good-bye and
Western Kentucky Private
Cars
niture, appliances and cars
be in your new home for the all appliances Central heat
Industry Council- J.T P A
holidays! BARGAIN HOME & air Private setting
Of School Just opened at 103 B St
P
A.
Out
Call
J
T
1968
MUSTANG
red with
ard-Elkins
CENTER, Hwy 641 $350 per mo 753-1204 or black vinyl top, V-8, auto
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , Benton, Ky. 527-0403,
753-4813
after
5pm
8a.m -11 30a.m.
trans , bucket seats
25- RCA color te ^xcellent SOUTH, Paris, TN,
or LARGE 3bedrm brick, $1850 Will finance
conditc
idt long 901-644-1176
642-7024
with a
lbath separate double car- 492-8884
_
table
TELEPHONE Sales, mornport with patio $400 mo.
TRANSFER your home ing, afternoon, or evening 753-9469, 5-10pm
1970 CHEVELLE 80.000
14x7Oft. ALMOST new plus deposit.
1709 Farmer
movies to videotape 7c per hours No experience
miles, auto trans., air, $950
Fleetwood, 2bedrm, 2bath, Ave. Available
foot Call Donna Darnell necessary.
Dec
6th
No
165
Ideal for stuWill finance 492-8884
deluxe outbuilding, cov- pets. 753-8477.
759-9246
dents, homemakers, retiered patio, concrete drrv1978 MONTE Carlo needs
Antiques
rees Casual, friendly ofway. Perfect for retired cou- NICE 2br brick with garage
work Call 2 4pm, Seafood
1990 MEDICARE
fice Earn up to $10hr plus
Setup
married.
Coleman
RE
newly
753-9898
or
ple
BEDROOM set, oak sideExpress 753-6149, ask for
incentive bonuses. ImmeINFORMATION
Estates
Coach
in
board, rocker, flat-top
WELL insulated 2br, bath, Tina
diate hire. 753-1228.
The Medicare Cata753-3855
chest, night table, swivelwall/wall carpeting, near
strophic Coverage Act has
1979 MERCEDES 450SE
mirror, dresser 436-2174
TRUCK Driver Trainees
Murray No pets. Deposit.
repealed.
Your need
been
280
$8900 442-5647
No
dealers
please!
High
school
or
graduate
References
required
$250
has never been greater for a
*tile
GED Want to drive a truck?
1982 4 door Cutlass Very
753-7551
corn prehenstve Medicare
Homes For Rent
No
experience?
200
J
W
Call
good condition 753-3584
Supplement plan. Deducti1-800-457-7364
Sports
bks, co-insurance and "no2BR mobile home in Pi
1982 OLDSMOBILE Cut3T1
Equipment
napproved" charges can
UP to $15 hour processing
rates Cove Recreational
lass Calais V-8, all power
livestook
cause your out-of-pocket
Development near Aurora.
mail weekly check guaran- REMINGTON 742 30-06
and t-top $2400 or best
& Supplies
expenses to mount up. The
Recreational facilities
teed. Free details, write, automatic Leather sling
offer 753-4252
Part A deductible you, or
SD, 12610 Central, Suite and custom leather case
available to renters or own- P.O.A. ponies, 3 mares,
your insurance, must pay
255-TKY Chino, CA 91710 $400 759-4431
ers For information call show quality. Started under 1983 OLDS Cutlass wahas been increased to $592
saddle, wonderful disposi- gon. good condition Call
753-2613
in 1990.
WANTED - experienced
tions, good 4-H or Pony after 4pm 395-7986
For more information
210
upholstery seamstress
2BR, no pets 753-9866
Club mounts 753-0672 1983 REGAL
call.
4 door,
851-3160
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished nights.
%wood
88,000 miles $1750
McConnell
*eVWENDY'S is now hiring for
or unfprnisOed,
492-8884
Insurance Agency
natural g
furnitlif
day positions Cashiers, Al A firewood. Seasonec
1983 TRANS Am V-8
grill cooks, maintenance, oak. $15 delivered, $2C
air condition
elect
753-4199
white over charcoal gray
Pits
closers, salad bar prep and pickup. 492-8254
Sh y Oaks 753-5209
'our 28th yvorr of me rvIcir•
Loaded, 71,xxx miles Ex& Supplies
sandwich makers. Apply at FIREVOOD for sale
cellent condition, $4500
Wendy's 1111 Chestnut 436-2744
300
AKC Poodle puppies, apri060
759-9311 after 12 noon
daily 2-4pm.
Business
cot, shots and wormed. PaHelp
A FIREWOOD for sale
ROAMS
radise Kennels 753-4106. 1985 CHRYSLER Laser
Wanted
437-4667
090
Turbo Black, A-1 condiAKC Poodle puppies 7
AN OHIO OIL CO offers
Siltation
tion. $4700 Call 753-5870
FIREWOOD Seasoned or
weeks old, $100 each. $50
high income, plus cash
Wantad
green Also slab wood
deposit will hold til Dec. 1986 DELTA 88 Royale
bonuses, benefits to maBarnett
Charles
753-5476
20th. 753-4302.
Dark blue, 44,000 miles
ture person in Murray area PROFESSIONAL house
$6200 753-3682 or
Regardless of experience, and office cleaning Refer- FIREWOOD $30 hck, delivAKC registered Shih-tzu
ered and stacked.
759-4884
write C K Read, ALUBCO, ences 436-5525
puppies, 2 male, $150.
Box 426, Dayton Ohio RAKE leaves and do odd 436-2528
395-7066.
1987 OLDSMOBILE Roy45401
753-7668
jobs Painting and yard MIXED hardwood
ale Broughmn Fully
SHIH-ZU, $150 Ready for
equipped, extra nice
APPEAR in TV commer- work 759-4153, 753-1037, 753-4120
Christmas 474-8057
$8200 753-5211
cials Earn extra money All ask for Danny
1'h car clean-up shop
ages All types needed No WILL do babysitting, any2-10
753-4389 or 753-5960
1988 PONTIAC Firebird
410
experience Call nowt time 489-2976.
excellent condition. 1986
Public
clean-up
shop
CAR
3
1-800-232-8310 Ext 37
Ford Bronco 2, 4 wheel dr
Sits
753-4389 or 753-5960
Ian
Eddie Bower addition
ASSEMBLE OUR DEPROOF sets and silver dolMOVING
Salefurniture, Please call John or Bob
Win
VICES Learn this trade, we
lars make fine presents for 4 CAR shop with office
etc 492-8257
To Buy
753-1893
send instructions, parts,
every occasion! If we don't 753-9386, 753-4509
and check for assembly
have
the
date
you
need,
ANTIQUES by the piece o
1990 GEO Pram Factory
Call (404)426-0672 Ext
110
320
collections Call 753-9433 we'll get it at no extra cost to
warranty, excellent condiDI3520
you
Check
our
U.S.
and
after 5pm
tion After 5 call 753-8099
foreign coins, proof sets
AVON representatives
CASH for mobile home ax- and silver dollars at the Ox
3 for 1 SPECIAL 1976 Ford
needed Earn up to 50%
les and tires. We will re- Yoke Antique Store 1BR furnished upstairs KOPPERUD REALTY of- LTD: 2 door, brown, new
commission $8 & $15 kits
move. 527-2061.
(Hazel), Treasure House apartment. No pets. $170 fers a complete range of '4 brown vinyl top, brown
Free iewelry with this ad
(Murray), the Mercantile plus utilities. 753-4723, Real Estate services with a interior. Looks, runs,
7 5 3 - 2 29 9
or WANTED: Small to me(Aurora), Olde Tobacco 8:30-4:30 Mon-Fri. Avail- wide selection of quality drives, excellent 351 en502-737-5632
dium farm with livable
homes, all prices
gine with auto. AM/FM casTowne (Mayfield), and the able now.
house or vacant acreage,
Book Rack on E Wood 2BR brick, storage, patio, 753-1222, toll free sette, good tires, 94,000
BABYSITTER for afterMurray-Mayfield area Call
Street in Paris We buy carport. No pets $295/mo. 1 -800-251 -HOME Ext. actual miles, rust free. Also
noon Call after 5pm,
517-875-2119
711L
1975 LTD 2 door, local 1
coins and offer professional Call 753-6931.
436-5525
owner, Murray car. Bad enappraisals
of
estates.
150
DIVISION manager must
gine, perfect body and
2BR duplex, nice neighborAso
753-4161
Articles
have 3-5 years experience
hood, newly decorated Reother mechanical parts
Lots
For
Salo
Supervise 15-20 employ1977 LTD 2 door Landau,
ferences, deposit required
For Sale
250
ees Salary and benefits 30-30 RIFLE with scope,
No pets $275/mo
good body, decent interior,
Business
KENTUCKY Lake lots Cal- 400 engine, white with
commensurate with back- Pearson compound bow,
436-2816 anytime.
Services
oway County 75x100, 7, white vinyl top, rust free
ground Apply in person completely setup & whirl50x 100 $800 OBO
PRIVATE Investigator with 2BR duplex in Northwood
West Tennessee and Mod- pool eye level range
All 3cars $1350 negotiable
313-699-9809
south Credit Bureau Inc 753-0791 or 753-1079.
22 years city and state in- $295/mo 759-4406
Kentucky titles 753-8165
vestigation experience
1410 Industrial Park Rd
after 6pm
2BR duplex. Real nice No
HANDMADE solid wood *Accident 'Criminal •Civil
460
Paris, TN 8-5pm
pets. 753-4389 or
rocking horses, also some •Personal or Corporate 753-5960
Homes
19S
DRIVER needed for light wood Christmas reindeer
'Missing Persons Your
For Sale
pick-up & delivery Must 753-8744
needs, our specialty Call 1 and 2BR apartments near
Vans
3BEDROOM house, must
know area Neat appearConfidential Investigabons, downtown Murray
for
sale
prints
Holland
KEN
be moved from current lo
ance a must Small car
1987 PLYMOUTH Voya753-4109
(502)753-2641
30% below listed value All
cation, 12th & Poplar Cal ger. $6600 753-2926
helpful 759-1226
are in mint condition, un- SHARP copiers Author- APARTMENT for rent 1 of MTG Real Estate
EXCELLENT INCOME! framed in original package
ized dealer for sales, ser- 2 bedrooms Fully furn- 753-4000, ask for John
530
Easy workl Assemble All prints are the same vice, supplies, parts and ished, heat and water in
Used
simple products at home number Phone 759-4971 rental units Local com- cluded Call 759-1743 after 313R, 1A bath, brick in Pa
Trucks
norama Shores Central
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329 leave message
pany Call 1-800-248-4319, 5pm
heat/air. 2 car garage,
24 hours
FURNISHED lbr apart- many extras Priced to sell
1976 BLAZER 4 whee
Lades 1/2 carat diamond
260
EXPERIENCED waitress with 1/3 diamond cluster
ment Paid utilities Lease 753-6339
drive, $2300 753-4167
TV.
needed Apply in person at set $825 753-9586,
and deposit required
Radio
Uptown Coffee Shop. 410 9 30am-5pm
436-2755
Main St. Between
FURNISHED 3rm baseMILLIONAIRES MIL- 20" Magnovox color TV
8arn-3p1i, Mon-Fri
ment apt All utilities turnLIONAIRES PANG - remote & cable ready
'HOLIDAY INCOME' Earn BURN'S CANDY IS BACK awls old 753-5588
shed Outside entrance,
$200-S500 weekly mailing IN MURRAY. Charlie's
strictly no pets 753-8294
Christmas cards, gift items Safe-T Pharmacy
270
NEAR UNIVERSITY etc For more information
Mobile
Large fully carpeted, 2br
send a stamped envelope PHOTOGRAPHIC darkHomes For Sale
apartment, with large living
to T&J Distributors, Gen- room equipment 2 enlareral Delivery, Miami, FL gers, trays, timer, safe light, NICE 2br mobile home set- room and kitchen-dining
film tanks, and more $160 ting on 'A acre lot Has room, bath with shower and
33156
tub, roomy closets and cen753-5063
deck, storage building
STUDENTS, self starters
tral heat and air Range.
owner
fi
Possible
$9500
Be your own boss, finan- TIDWELL Christmas Trees ruincing 34 miles East of refrigerator, dishwasher,
cially independent With will be opening Nov 30th
disposer arid washer-dryer
Murray on Post Oak Dr.
small investment join the $1 We have Virginia Pine
hookup
$275/mo
Interested In A
wreaths
trees,
and
centergrowth company in
NEED $$CASH$$ for $275/dep. 759-1313 Mon
121
miles
pieces
off
2
Nursing
Call
America
Christmas? Manufacturers' thru Fri, 9 to 4pm
1-615-664-1060 for more North on 1836 435-4426 rebates up to $1000 availReceive two weeks paid training after completion
NEW 2br duplex 1811
wiformation
USED items for sale wood able on some homes, /500
of a comperncy evaluation, receive an increase in
Ridgewood
Dr
Large
salary along with the title of -NURSE AIDE
LOVING caregiver for 8mo. stove real nice loveseat on others! See your friendly rooms lots of closets Gen
vanity dressers, real nice sales consultants at BAR- tral gas H/A
STATE REGISTERED.- Opportunities to further
old No
$375/mo
GAIN
HOME
CENTER for
recliner. (beige in color)
your career are available. Positions available in
Lease and deposit No
n and electric clothes dryers $50 details THIS AD MUST pets 753-0014
all shifts full or part time. Shift differential for 3and up books paperback ACCOMPANY ANY RE11 and 11-7 shift. Apply at
Nis
and hardback, chars ($2 BATE REOUEST. BAR- 2EIR apartment new Uni
Westview Nursing Home
TELEMARKETING Up to and up) many other items GAIN HOME CENTER, versity Good condition ap
1401 S. 16th St.
$25per hr People call you at bargain prices George Hwy 641 SOUTH, Paris, pittances furnished Avail
Murray, Ky.
TN, 901-644-1176 or able now Coleman RE
to order our directories Hodge and Son 806 Col
EOE/MS
642-7024
502 825-3273. ext B-5
753-9898
dwater Rd

To

DRIVE
LEARN
TRACTOR-TRAILER

VCR Service
mds
753-1713

r

A&F
Warehousing,
Mini Storage

Career?

_EPORPOPEWEEPRIPPOOPPRoRwEERPoPPOPPRIR

AMP

ARRPPPPAP-R.ralw•Ar-Pwr

1958 FORD pickup truck
$550 Will finance
492-8884
1982 DODGE Ram pickup
SWB very good condition
Asking $2500 759-9203
1989 CHEVY S-10, with
minor front end damage
Would like to find someone
willing to take over paymts
Still under warranty
753-2798. no answer,
leave message
1975 CHEVROLET good
mechanically 753-0588 af
ter 5pm
520
Boats
& Motors

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial contnuous gutters
installed for your specifica
bons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267
HAULING yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free es
timates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

ALUMINUM V—bottom KITCHEN CABINET REboat trailer, trolling motor, MODELING with wood
91/2 Johnson $400 OBO grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulift-Re436-5647 after 6pm
covery Murray 436-5560

*
A-1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns, trees
and shrubs, unwanted ants
and insects Call A 1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753-0906
ABLE Construction Co
Building Contractors Hesidental and commercial renovation, trim/framing carpentry, roofing, painting
436-5598
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches
roofing, concrete. driveways, painting, mainte
mince. etc Free estimates
489-2303

Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Get Your Home
Ready For
Winter!

BUILDER New homes,
framing, additions, garages, barns. patios, decks.
greenhouses, remodeling,
site preparation, hourly/
contract Tripp Williams,
753-0563
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Babbars 759-1247, leave
message
COMPLETE home repair,
carpentry, electric, plumbing, appliance and refrigeranon repair 753-0318
CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings. pole barns general home improvements
Quality work for less Customer satisfaction guaranteed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754
DAVIDSON Roofing Co All
types of roofing 30 years
experience All work guaranteed in writing Free est
mates Specializing in
shingle work 753-5812
DO any type odd jobs tree
work, trim shrubbery, cut
and clean fence rows seal
blacktop driveways light
hauling and other types of
work Free estimates Call
Robert Prescott, 753-2054
DUSTAUSTERS office and
wil
horsidv cleaning Painting
cleaning, chimney
repa‘r Free estimates
753-5368
EASY Go gas golf cart repair 436-2116
LICENSED for electric,
gas refrigeration Installation arid repair Free estimates 753-7203
G and A Construction Quality work at affordable
prices Porch and deck
spec Room additions
Door and window installa
bon Finish carpentry work
Free estimates Call
753-1 126 or 436-2617 after
4pm
GENERAL Repair plumb
Mg, roofing. tree work
436-2642
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate for your
needs

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Rooting. siding
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763
SEWING machine repair
All makes and models
Home and industrial Call
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
Hwy 121 Stella, Ky.
SPICELAND ELECTRIC
Complete wiring, rewiring
and service work Steve
and Jason Spiceland electricians 492-8385, day or
night
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
753-5827 Satisfied
references

K-Rok & T Lok
Vinyl Underpinning
Miller Furnaces
Gas & Electric
Storm doors. Storm
Windows, Heat Tapes,
Anvil White Roof,
Anvil Silver Roof
Decks Built On The
Spot to Customer
Satisfaction

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835

Ph. (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

Best Prices
* Qu;silty Results *

ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free es- LEAF raking and removal in
timates References. city or county Reasonable
435-4632
rates Joe's Lawn Care
APPLIANCE REPAIRS 345 2312
Factory trained by 3 malbr STEWART'S Hauling manufacturers Most parts trash and sarbage pickup
in stock, on my truck All Serving all of Calloway
work and parts warranted County 436-5236
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455 SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
APPLIANCE SERVICE line of equipment including,
Kenmore, Westinghouse, 60ft aerial trucks and brush
Whirlpool 30 years experi- chipper To assure a safer
ence Bobby Hopper, operation at a lower com436-5848
petitive cost. Free estiBACKHOE Service ROY mates without obligator
HILL Junior Thorn, opera- Day or nee, 753-5484
tor 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways
hauling, foundations. etc
759-4664
BLOCK brick, concrete,
drive ways, foundation,
bases, patios, chimneys,
repair work. Charles Barnett, 753-5476.

PLUMBING
24hr
emergency service Free
estimates reasonable
rates city sewers septic
systems, backhoe service
etc Your business appre
ciatedl 753-4200

CAMP
Septic
Tank
Cleaning
753-9224
I,

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12 1-5.
Mon -Fri , 753-0530
WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435-4169

9S

CUSTOM KITCHEN GASINFS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Typos Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Droe by

sow our showroom

129 SUNBURY MURRAY-,&Mond 8.rn! Btea
75159410

Stock Liquidation Sale
Entre Stock of Cross Stitch Books
$1.00 & 52.00
Entre Stock of Knitting Yam $1.00 &32.00 per Sken
Needlepoint & Cross Stitch Kits
.
.50% off
Needlepoint Pre-Worked &
Painted Canvas
40% Off

Sale Starts Monday. Nov. 26 at 10:00

Creative Expression's
917 Coldwater Rd

759-1626

HOME RUN
\,HOBBY SHOP
4th and Sycamore
759-1521
Home 753-1566
Mon. & Thurs. 3-6 p.m.; Sat. 10-6 p.m.
We have the largest selection of sports
cards, packs, and supplies in Murray.

Great Christmas Gift Ideas
For The Young and Old!

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the, best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide to buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

,
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OBITUARIES
Arthur Oatman Cohoon

Mrs. Elsie Byrd
Mrs. Elsie Byrd, 62, of Rt. 5,
Murray, died Monday at 3:50 p.m.
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a member of a Baptist
church and a former employee of
Florsheim Shoe Co.
Her husband, F.A. Byrd, died in
August 1986. She also was preceded in death by one sister, Mrs.
Alice Parker; one brother, James
Brandon; and one half brother, Billy Brandon.
Born Dec. 31, 1928, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late James I. Brandon and
Mavis Boggess Brandon.

Mrs. Byrd is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Mary Long and husband, Ben, and one granddaughter,
Gail Long, Humboldt, Tenn.; one
sister, Mrs. Oma Mae Jackson and
husband, Paul, Murray; one
brother, Johnny Brandon and wife,
Shirley, Paducah; several nieces
and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Jerry Norsworthy will officiate.
Burial will follow in Barnett
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

The funeral for Arthur Oatman
Cohoon was Monday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. David Brasher
officiated. Music was by Juanita
Lee and Bobbie Burkeen, singers,
with Teresa Suiter as pianist.
Pallbearers were David Cohoon,
Kenneth Cohoon, James Lee
Cohoon, Vernon Cohoon, Otis Dale
Cohoon and Chris Vaden. Burial
was in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Cohoon, 87, Rt. 6, Murray,

Jack Speegle
Services for Jack Speegle were
Monday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Allen-Korzenewski Funeral Home,
Abilene. Dr. David Hamblen and
the Rev. H.E. Stephens officiated.
Burial was in Elm Wood Memorial
Park, Atilenc.
Mr. Speegle, 65. of 2301 S. Elmwood Dr., Abilene, Texas, formerly
- Of Murray, died Friday at 4:16 a.m.
at a hospital at Abilene.
He is survived b his wife, Mrs.
Dolores Taylor Speegle; one
daughter, Mrs. Carolyn Gibson,
Rowlett, Texas; one son, Michael
Speegle, Leola, Pa.; three grandchildren, Shane Gibson, Rowlett,
Texas, Shannon Gibson, Waco,
Texas, and Tammy Bramlett,

Defense lawyers
plan to ask for
change of venue
in murder trail

SHELBYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Defense lawyers plan to ask for a
change of venue in the trial stemming from the death of shoe-store
clerk Vanissa Waford.
William Stark Jr., 23, has been
indicted in the June 25, 1989, slaying of Waford, 17, who was robbed
and killed while working alone at a
Shelbyville shoe store.
"The case has gotten such pervasive'publicity," said Steve MirkPrices as of 10:00 AM
in, a public defender representing
Stark. "And not only just the case,
but the fact that the young woman
who was killed was apparently
(
Industrial A verage -......._._...
Pr•vious Close..-.............. 2533.17 )
known by everyone in the county:
Air Products..--._..._..503/4 4-'/4 \
And everyone in the county knows
(A.T.C-Class A .........331/4B 333/4A j
good things about her."
AT&T .._._...._._.__._._....323/1 +Vs
Mirkin said he would file a
Bank of Mumy -.-.--.-.-—135B
motion requesting the change of
Bell South _.-.-.--.-.--.-5.31/a -3/s
venue in January.
Briggs & Stratton.-.--.-CCFR Squad responds
to field fire Monday
The Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Squad responded to a ficid
fire Monday at 1 p.m. at Coles
Campground on land owned by
Billy Williams.
The fire was extinguished before
the three surrounding buildings
were damaged, according to Information Officer Mike Sykes. The
origin of the fire is still undetermined, he said.
The Forestry Department was
called. Sykes said, but the fire was
extinguished before the department
arrived.
The Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Squad responded to the fire
with four units and 11 firefighters
(See picture on page 11A).
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INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies
*I have a variety of coverage in all types of Health & Life Insurance.
*1 have a variety of prices. *1 can fit the coverage and price for each
individuaL
"Free help in filing claims for my clients"

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC. e,ldes

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
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Visa-MC-Discover

Cash & Carry

Buyers
Choice
•Santa Claus Money
•Vacation
•Pay Off Credit Card
•Court House
•Down Payment
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ANY APPUCATION
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BEVINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Powell County man was killed in
Floyd County after he lost control
of his car, which hit an oncoming
coal truck, injuring the truck's
driver, police said.
Wirley Hall, 23, was pronounced
dead at the scene by Floyd County
Deputy Coroner Glen Frazier. State
police said the accident occurred at
about 2 p.m. EST Monday on Kentucky 1498 about a mile west of
Columbus Johnson Jr., 32, of
Kite, the driver of the coal truck,
was admitted to the McDowell
Appalachian Regional Hospital and
was listed in satisfactory condition,
state police said.
State police said Hall was driving west when he apparently lost
control of his car. The car slid over
an embankment and turned over,
police said.

Mr. Cohoon is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mary Frances Roberts
Cohoon; two sons, Gerald Cohoon
and wife, Shirley, Rt. 8, Murray,
and Thomas Cohoon and wife,
Wanda, Rt. 7, Murray; three grandchildren, David Cohoon, Kenneth
Cohoon and Cindy Grogan; three
great-grandchildren, Chris Vaden,
Nicole Grogan and Austin Cohoon.

RECEPTION

Abilene; his mother-in-law, Mrs.
Verble (Inez) Taylor, Abilene, formerly of Murray.

Powell Co. man
killed in two-car
accident Monday

died Sunday at 12:15 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
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He's Popeye, the MVP man
Jones becomes the 'center' of attention
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledgor & Times Asst. Spoils EdNor

Popeye Jones fired up two of his 22 points over Nebraska's 7-2 Rich
King during the finals of the San Juan Sunshine Shootout Sunday
night. Jones' performance in the tourney netted him his fourthstraight tournament MVP award.

Ronald Jerome Jones hasn't gotten too big for his size 40 britches.
The soft-spoken junior from
Dresden, Tenn. received almost as
much attention during the preseason as he did during the San
Juan Sunshine Shootout, where
teams seeking to stop him sagged
down on him to no avail.
Jones won MVP honors in the
tournament, his fourth straight
tournament MVP award, tossing in
69 points and 38 rebounds and
leading the Racers past Bucknell,
Old Dominion and Nebraska for
the title.
Jones is a marked man in the
middle of the Murray State lineup
this season, as his sharp low-post
game and his cartoon-character
nickname (it's Popeye in case Dick
Vitale put you to sleep during last
season's Big Apple NIT) have
made him a media darling. He
keeps his individual honors, and
the attention towards him, in focus.
While last year, it was the size
of his waist that was the talk of
town after he shed 60 pounds during the off-season, some might
worry about the size of his head
after he became the first_ sophomore since 1965 to win Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Year
and almost single-handedly pushed
the Michigan State Spartans of the
mighty Big 10 out of the NCAA
Tournament with 37 points.
From Sports Illustrated on down,
Jones has been mentioned in most
preseason publications as one of
the best inside players in ffie country, a dramatic turnaround from his
senior year in high school, when he
won Class A Mr. Basketball 1}Rnors
in Mr. Tennessee but settled for the
chance to play for one of the few
Division I schools who were interested in him.
"I look at the attention as a positive," Jones said. "I think all the

notoriety and things like that are
going to make coaches pay even
more attention to me. I've got to
turn my game up another notch."
He said he doesn't feel he proved anyone wrong last season.
"The way I look at it, wherever I
was going to go, I was going to go
in and work hard and try to be the
best I could. And that is what I'm
still trying to do."
Coaches outside of the OVC are
even taking notice of Jones. State
coach Jud Heathcote said he was
going to name one of his players
Popeye, and Kentucky coach Rick
Pitino said he would play the Racers "when Popeye graduates."
But Popeye has two more years
on board the Racer ship, and its
commander, Steve Newton likes
the way Popeye keeps getting better, but stays the same.
"He realizes what it took to get
him where he is," Newton said.
"I've seen him continue to work on
his game. Hard work is a constant
with Ron, and he's firmly committed to having a better season this
year. He's showing an attitude that
is good to see."
Newton isn't worried about
Jones being a star. He wants him to
step into the limelight some more.
Jones passes up some easy buckets
at times to get his teammates in the
game more.
"We've talked to Ron about
being too unselfish," he said. "He
likes to pass the basketball, he
needs to work on making the right
decisions."
He's also unselfish after a game.
He prefers to talk to the press
about the other Racers, and is
quick to point out after a game the
people who put the ball in his
hands.
"Ever since I've played, I've
been an unselfish player," Jones
said. "I've always, wanted to pass
the ball. But I've got to learn when
I'm open, I've got to score."
Jones' focus on continuing to

improve comes out quickly as he
talks about getting better as a passer, on the defensive end, and being,
a leader.
"I don't think I've reached my
full potential," he said. "I'm working real hard towards it, but knowing how competitive I am, I don't
think I ever will."
Taking over Chris Ogden's role
as a leader on the floor is one of
the biggest challenges he's ever
faced.
"That's something I've never
done," Jones said. "Coach (James)
Holland talked to me about it. I've
never had to be a leader before. I
played with four other seniors in
high school, and it's hard to step
up to that leadership role. But just
as I am with my defense and with
my passing. I'm trying to get better

as a leader. It's going to get better
in time."
No one was surprised more than
Jones by his success in the 1989-90
campaign.
"I knew when I lost the weight, I
was a better basketball player," he
said. "When I played over in the
Dirt Bowl over in Hopkinsville. I
could tell I was moving better and
was a lot quicker. But I never
thought I would have the season I
had last year. It surprised me more
than it did anyone else."
And Newton hopes Jones continues to surprise as he continues to
develop.
"We're going to try and get we
ball into Ron's hands as much as
possible," Newton said. "He's
shown great effort and dedication.
I'm confident he's going to have
another great season."

Wall hopes Lady Racers
can take the 'final step'
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

Larry Wall, excited about his
second Lady Racer team, hopes
that this year's club can take the
final step in the Lady Racer program — a trip to the NCAA
Tournament.
"Ideally, we would like to have
the opportunity to compete for that
no. 1 spot during the regular season, and get the opportunity to host
the tournament," Wall said. "We at
least want to keep the ground that
we've picked up over the last few
years. We want to keep moving,
but realistically, I don't know how
far we can go yet."
The last two seasons the Lady
Racers have lost in the title game
9.1. the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament. MSU is coming off a
17-12 season and a second-place
finish in OVC regular season play.
MSU lost backcourt standouts
Melissa Huffman and Karen Johnson, and Wall's top concern entering this season is to replace those
two SCOTerS.
gan State game into overtime), he
That concern has deepened folis completely recovered from off- lowing two injuries to guards in
the
season knee surgey.
first game of the season.
Allen bloosomed as a freshman
"I really feel good about our
last year at point guard, where he inside game," Wall said. "It's to be
aveaged 14.6 points a game. He is a question of finding a perimeter
one of the best free throw shooters scorer for us. Michelle Wenning is
in the country, and combined with
a great player on the inside, and
his ballharxiling skills, joins with she's going to draw a lot of attenCoble to form a backcourt that can tion. We need someone to score
hold a lead in the closing seconds from the outside to relieve the
with anyone.
pressure on her."
Those four form the Racer
Wenning, a first-team all-OVC
nucleus, and Newton hopes six
pick last season, averaged 16
newcomers and some holdovers points and eight boards per game.
will be able to play the roles that
The 6-2 senior was joined by Tawhave been so key to Racer success
nya Pierce on the pre-season allin recent years.
OVC team. Pierce, 6-1, averaged
Newcomers Scott Adams and
13 points per game last season on
John Jackson will combine to fill
the inside, and her versatility may
the shoes of the graduated Chris
enable Wall to move her to the outOgden, who at 6-7 was a tower of
side to help take up the slack from
strength and consistency both on
graduation losses.
and off the floor.
"Michelle and Tawnya have
"We're going to miss Chris
played on three good teams here
Ogden in a lot of ways you really
and they've always been in a supcan't describe," Newton said. "On
porting role," Wall said. "They are
and off the floor, he was the leader
now the leaders on this team, and
for our basketball team."
they are going to have to respond." All-OVC forward
Michelle WenVeteran Donald Overstreet will
Pierce will play the small for- ning returns
to
lead
the Lady
(Coned on page 3)
(Cont'd on page 6)
Racers.

Racers looking forward to future history
By DAVID RAMEY
Lsdpr & Times Asst. Sports Editor

The Murray State Racers have
no plans of resting on their laurels.
Fresh off a championship performance in the San Juan Sunshine
Shootout, where they notched the
school's 1,000th win, the Racers
are looking forward to making
more history as the season
progresses.
The Racers are trying to become
only the second team in Ohio Valley Conference to win or share four
straight titles. Western Kentucky
turned the trick from 1954 to 1957.
Last year's 21-8 performance,
which included scaring No. 1 seed
Michigan State in the NCAA Tournament, has drawn some national
media attention to the Racers, and
their most identifiable player,
Popeye Jones. Racer coach Steve
Newton says the program likes the
attention, and intends on making
the most of the situation.
Murray received 10 votes in the
pre-season Associated Press poll,
and one newspaper (the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution) had the Rac-

ers ranked No. 24 going into the season with 19 points and 11
season. The secret is getting out boards a game, as an off-season
about the little school in west Ken- conditioning program helped him
tucky that has a habit of playing shed 60 pounds and turn into one
David in the NCAA Tournament. of the best low-post players in the
"I think it's very positive for our country. Newton thinks Jones could
program," Newton said. "We have be even better this year.
worked hard for a long time on
While Jones was the base of the
building a foundation of success. I Racer success, the outside triplex
do think there is a sensitive balance of Paul King, Greg Coble and
to keeping things in the proper Frank Xllen were the walls that
perspective."
stood strong. King, a senior from
Newton wants the perspective on St. Louis, has the chance to wear
another OVC title.
four championship rings during his
"We've had a number of firsts college career. He averaged 10
and we have the opportunity for ponts a contest last season, includsome more," he said. "Time will ing 46 percent from 3-point range.
tell how this team will react to He is known for his standout
those kinds of challenges. Given defensive play, and he'll start at
the leadership we have, there is a the small forward slot.
realization that the real t$st of
Coble will start at the shooting
character is staying on top."
guard, after coming off the bench
To stay on top, the Racers are last season. Coble's season average
going to rely on the top player in of 9.7 points a game jumped to
the Ohio Valley Conference last 13.7 in OVC play, where he drilled
season, the well-documented Jones. 38 percent of his 3-pointers and
Jones has drawn national attention missed just three free throws
after his 37-point performance (40-43). A clutch performer (he
against the Spartans in the NCAA won two games in the closing secTournament.
onds at the free throw line and burThe junior led the Racers last ied a 3-pointer to send the Michi-
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Good Luck
Racers, Tigers and Lakers!

Pitcher of Drink
We Offer the Best
- Products, Installation and Service.
Vanity Tops • Tub Panels • Ceramic Tile
Whirlpool Tttbs • Shower Bases and Walls • Mirrors
Shower Doors • Kitchen Counters • Bathroom Accessories

Thornton Tile and Marble
612 S. 9th St.
753-5719

after any Laker, Tiger or Racer
basketball win and the purchase
of any large pizza!
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MHS blends old values with 90's style
•

'Z

By DANIEL T. PARKER

TIGERS

,,•;.•

Murray Ledger 8 Times Sports Editor
•
•

TIGER SCHEDULE

\

at St Mary Tournament
Nov 28-Dsc 1
at Hickman County
A—Dec 4
Marshall Countr
H—Dee 7
St. Mary
H—Dec 11
at Calloway County'
A—Dec 14
at Heath
A—Dee 15
Trigg County
H—Dee 20
Dec. 28-30
at Hopkinsville-Christian Co. Tourney
at Fulton County
A—Jan 4
Fulton City
H—Jan 8
at Mayfield'
A—Jan 11
Carlisle County
H—Jan 15
at Reidand
A—Jan 21
Calloway Countr
H--Jan 28
at All "A Regional
Jan 30-Feb 2 ...........—..........—.
Mayfield
H—Feb 5
at Graves County
A—Feb 12
at Marshall Countr
A—Feb 15
Hickman County
H—Feb 10
at Fulton City
A—Feb 21
Fulton County
H—Feb 22
District Tournament
Feb 25-28

•

TIGER ROSTER
GUARDS
12-W1Ihs Cheaney/5-9/SR
20-Alle• Rayburn/6-0/SR
4-Russ Adkins/5-8/S0
5-Jody Albright/5-7/SO
3-Michael Carr/5-8/S0
34-Gene Sloane/5-9/SO
10-Todd Thomas/5-9/SO
FORWARDS
31-Bart Crum/6-2/SR
23-Mike Foster/60/SR
24-Heath Walls/6-0/5R
22-Chris Bailey/6-2/JR
30-Chip Greene/6-1/SO
32-Alan Jenkins/6-1/SO
CWITIRS
25-Jason Joseph/6-8/SR
15-Aaron Whitaker/6-3/JR
44-Darren Gantt/6-2/S0

LAST YEAR:
23-4
4th District
Champions

1

Head coach: Cary Miller

Cary Miller hopes to blend the
style of the future with the values
of the past this year at Murray
High School in hopes of duplicating — and exceeding — last year's
stellar season.
The Tigers of 1989-90 won their
first seven games of the year en
route to a 23-4 season that saw
them win the Fourth District title
before falling to eventual champion
Paducah Tilghman in the semifinals of the regional tournament.
Three of the key performers in
that campaign — seniors Willis
Cheaney, Jason Joseph and Heath
Walls — return to the Tigers this
year, but Miller must find replacements for three other key components of the bunch. "We did suffer
some key losses," Miller said of
the graduation of starting guard
Brian Sowerby, starting forward
Robbie Danner and 6-7 sixth man
Scott Gordon.
"Those were three really good
basketball players, team players,"
Miller noted. "We lost three good
leaders."
How the leadership role is filled
will determine the depth of Murray's success this year, Miller said.
"The leadership role is something
that can't be appointed," he said.
"It has to come from within."
Miller has seen his share of leaders come and go at Murray High.
In his 15 years at the helm of the
Tigers, Miller has compiled a
234-148 record with one regional
championship to his credit.
Make that to his players' credit,
he asks. "This year depends on the
kids, as every year does," Miller
said. "Every year you start off with
the same record.
"If you have the strong attitude,
if you believe in each other and
you have some strong athletes, you

have a chance for some success,"
he added.
Those old-fashioned virtues were
seen from the Tigers last year,
Miller noted, and thinks they will
be again. Meanwhile, the troops
will remain on the cutting edge of
basketball fashion with their uptempo, in-your-face style of play.
"We're going to get up and
down the floor this year and put on
as much pressure as we can," Miller said. "I think that's the style of
the '90s. A lot of times you're
going to be forced into it anyway,
so you have to prepare for it."
Opponents preparing for the
Tigers will once again have to
reckon with silky-smooth playmaker Cheaney at point, steadilyimproving (and 6-8) Joseph in the
paint, and defensive specialist
Heath Walls' harrassment all over
the court.
Walls was literally the forgotten
man on the Tigers last year, with
Miller recalling how one regional
journalist couldn't remember Walls
being on the squad last year. "He
was the catalyst of the group on
last year's team because of his
defensive ability," Miller said, also
complimenting Walls' all-out performance in play and practice. "I
feel like he was the best defensive
player in the First Region last year
... and he's improved his offense."
Joseph has shown technical
improvement to go along with his
physical skills since starting in
organized basketball competition
three years ago, and Miller thinks
the post man is ready for a stellar
senior season after signing a letterof-intent with Murray State University during the fall's early signing
period.
Cheaney, meanwhile, returns as
the regions' leading scorer. His
50-point performance in the opening round of last year's St. Mary
(Cont'd on page 6)

*1

•

Murray High senior Willis Cheaney returns for his fourth year as the
Tigers' P la makin g and high-scorin g point guard.

Lakers seek '32 minutes of intensity'

LAKERS
LAKER S
H—Nov 27
H—Nov 90
A—Dec 4
H—Dec 7
A—Dec 11
H—Dee 14
H—Dec 18
Dec 19-22
A—Jan 4
A—Jan 8
H—Jan 11
H—Jan 14
A—Jan 15
Jan 18-19
11—Jan 22
A—Jan 25
A—Jan 28
H--Jan 29
H—Feb 5
—Feb 8
H—Feb 12
H—Feb 15
H—Feb 18
A—Feb 22
Feb 25-23

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Lsdgs 8 Times Sports Editor

DULE
Fulton County
Carlisle County
at Marshall Countr
Hickman County
•
at West Hopkins
Murray
Reidland
Tilghman Christmas Tourney
at Mayfield'
at Graves County
Hopkinsville
Mayfield'
at Fulton County
at Famous Recipe Classic
Lone Oak
at Fulton City
at Murrar
Marshall Countr
Reidland
at Christian County
Paducah Tilghman
Graves County
Lyon County
at Hickman County
District Tournament

1

•*
•

•

41 1
Ict

LAKER ROSTER
GUARDS
4-Rob Dennis/6-0/SR
32-David Geurin/6- I /SR
23-Jamar McNary/5-11 /SR
3-Travis Turner/6- I /SR
14-Jay Newton/5-4/JR
10-Seth Aiant/5-8/JR
FORWARDS
40-Michael Boyd/6-3/5R
00-Hugh ron Payne/6-2/SR
21-James Barrett/6-1 /JR
50-Brad Maness/6-1/JR
=NITRO
42 David Hart/6-7/SR
44-Craig Carroll/ay/6-2/SO

t
LAST YEAR:
16-15
4th District
Runnersup

Calloway County's 6-7 senior David Hart will be the Lakers' inside
man as Calloway goes back to a smaller, quicker attack.

Head coach: Russ Wall

CHRISTMAS
/ TRAVEL GIFT
CERTIFICATES!

,

HOW ABOUT A TRIP TO A
\ICE SUNNY DESTINATION....
WHAT A GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA
Contact one of the
professional travel consultants:
Patty Green way, Kimberly House
or Randy Wilkins

4

OlIBE
I :ti )1 Chestnut

I N ex t to S u hhy's )

Zraucl
759-1074
1-800-634-4903

Going into tonight's season
opener against Fulton County High
School, Calloway County head
coach Russ Wall can't predict
exactly how the Lakers will do this
seasOn, but he is fairly sure of what
they'll do.
"Thirty-two minutes of intensity" is what Wall is asking of his
troops every night they take the
floor in his second season at Calloway County.
"There are two things we're
going to have to do," Wall said.
"We're going to play hard every
game — play with a tremendous
amount of intensity — and we have
to play together as a team. If we
two things, I believe it will
be a successful and enjoyable
season."
The Lakers graduated four starting seniors from last year's 16-15
club, and Wall admits that the team
"definitely have some rebuilding to
do.
"But I'm pleased with the progress we've made so far," he quickly adds.
What hasn't been so pleasant is
the injury situation. The Lakers
were expecting a good senior season from Michael Boyd, whose
first three years were plagued with
a knee injured in football.
During summer basketball play,
Boyd tore up his other knee and
may be gone for the year. "He's a
big question mark at this point,"
Wall said. Junior Trent Gibson
then injured a knee during the football season and, while his progno-

sis is more favorable than that of
Boyd. Wall knows he can't expect
much from either player should
they make it back to the team.
To make matters worse, Travis
Turner, the only returning starter,
severely twisted his ankle on Sunday and probably will sit out the
season opener.
"Those are the downers," Wall
said. "We have had some injuries.
Now it's time for some other kid to
step forward and rise to the occasion — that's what team basketball
is all about."
The Lakers' brand of "team
basketball" will look a little different than last year, when overall
team heighth had Calloway playing
a power game.
This year, Wall returns to the
style of play he is more familiar
with — running and gunning,
baseline-to-baseline, with pressure
defense thrown in. "You have to
adapt to your material," Wall
noted. "You don't recruit for your
system like you can in college ball.
But really, I'm more used to a
smaller lineup, a little more quickness; hopefully we can play the
style of ball that will minimize our
weakness and maximize our
strength."
Key components to the Laker
attack this year will be Turner, who
averaged 8.4 points last year, and
6-7 senior David Hart, a heavilyused reserve last year who still
posted an average of 10.3 points
and 5.1 rebounds.
"We think David can be an outstanding big man," Wall said
"He's made some strides in the off(Cont'd on page 61"-,
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Puerto Rican postcards

0.44str

4**
Jackson
John
follows up a missed shot with a stick back
score in Sunday's championship game against Nebraska.
Jackson, a 6-8 senior who is in his first year on the Racer
squad, gave the Racers a lift off the bench in all three
games with his rebounding.

Former Racer Ismael Rosario (at kft) leads current Racers Jerry Wilson, Scott Adams and Paul King through Fort El Morro in Old San
Juan on Thanksgiving Day. Rosario, a native of Puerto Rico, acted as an unoMcial tour guide for the team during their stay in San Juan.

•
•
•
•
•
*0
S...

The Racer team, coaching and support staff are congratulated by American University of Puerto Rico president Jan B. Nazario after the Racers captured the title by defeating Nebraska
Sunday night 81-79.

Some of the Racer heavy artillery checks out some of the weaponry at Fort
El Morro in Old
San Juan. El Morro looks out over San Juan Harbor and is one of the oldest
Western Hemisphere, dating back to the early 16th century. The Racers toured forts in the
the Fort on
Thanksgiving Day.

Racers looking forward to future history...
(Cont'd from page I)
spell King and Coble, while Terry
Birdsong, a transfer from Western
Kentucky who will be elgible Dec.
14, and cat-quick freshman point
guard Cedric Gumm will add backcourt depth. Up front, a pair of
bangers, Scott Sivills and Doug

Gold, give the Racers some more
bodies to help offset the loss of
Ogden and keep Jones fresh.
Freshman Jerry Wilson and and
transfer Donnie Langhi provide
forward depth, while walk-on Jason
Karem will provide depth at point
guard, where Allen led the team in

minutes played last season.
Newton, who is not normally
one to sing the Racer praises in
pre-season, admits this could be the
most talented team he has had as
he enters his sixth year as the Racer coach.
"As far as physical strength and

size and skills, yes, it may be,"
Newton said. "This is a very quick
team, and we feel we can eventually move to a more physical club as
the season progresses. Player development has been the key to our
success, and we're counting on that
this season."

Newton's not listing any win totals as the Racer goal, or talking
about playing in the NCAA Tournament. He just wants Murray to
play to its "full potential."
"Our ultimate goal is post-season
play," Newton said. "Our short
term goal is to get better every day.

We've never been a hype-program.
We want to earn everything out on
the basketball floor. The media and
national attention is nice, but it's
won on the basketball floor. And if
we play to our full potential, this
team is going to have plenty of
victories."
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Lady Lakers being led by 'new' old coach
LADY
By DANIEL T. PARKER

Murray Ledger al Times Sports Editor

The "fun and games" are over
for the Calloway County Lady Lakers, said first-year head coach Pete
O'Rourke.
O'Rourke, who guided the Calloway Middle School girls' team for
several years prior to accepting the
head coaching position at the high
school this year, saw his Lady Lakers pass their first test Monday
night (see story, page 8A) when
they defeated Carlisle County's
Lady Comets 65-49 in Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Winning is fun. Basketball is a
game. But winning basketball
requires a serious commitment,
O'Rourke feels, and the same girls
who played for him on the lower
level may be thinking a stranger
has taken over the team, he
indicated.
"It's going to take time for the
girls to get used to me, even
though they played for me in the
middle school," O'Rourke said.
"At the middle school, it's all fun
and games. Here, I know, from
talking to the parents and others,
that the community wants to see

good basketball and a winning
team."
O'Rourke referred to the philosophy of David Elliott, a former
Calloway girls' coach who has
shaped the Graves County Lady
Eagles into a regional power.
"Elliott says that with his team, the
fun stops when they walk on the
floor and starts again when they
walk off," O'Rourke said. "That's
the way we want to be."
With that in mind, O'Rourke has
installed a stringent conditioning
regime and has already laid down
— and enforced — his rules.
That enforcement was noted in
Monday's season opener, when the
starting lineup wasn't exactly the
players O'Rourke sees as starters.
Some of the girls had been late
showing up to a recent practice session, O'Rourke said, and had to
pay the price.
"And, the last practice, everyone
was here 15 minutes early," he
noted.
Once they're at practice, they're
there for a spell, too. O'Rourke
said the usual routine calls for two
hours a day of practice, followed
by art hour of running drills.
"I believe in conditioning,"

O'Rourke said. "Hopefully we
know that my rules are rules even
won't get beat because we're out of after I leave the locker
room."
shape.
The junior class has the num"We try to go as hard as we can
bers, heighth and the experience,
for the two hours," he added. "I
with 5-11 Jennifer Catherson, 5-11
think conditioning is real important
Anne Paul returning to their startand, the more we do, the more fun- ing roles and 6-0 Julie Waldrop,
damentals we put in. We try to 6-0 Kwanda Hornbuckle
and 5-8
make everything we do all-purpose Krista Stalls battlinp for
floor duty.
that way."
Junior guard Darra Mitchell
The extra work and discipline
returns to her starting role at the
just may make the difference
point, while Christy Lambert
between winning "a money game" should see playing time at
guard
and losing it, O'Rourke added. "A
along with seniors Lax and Evans.
big part of winning is being
Leah Darnell, a 5-10 sophomore
responsible, accepting responsibili- forward, was one of the temporary
ty," he said. "A well-disciplined
starters in the first game and
team can overcome a lot of things." impressed O'Rourke with her
The Lady Lakers have a few
inside toughness and by scoring six
things to overcome. Last year's of Calloway's first seven points.
team went 9-14 and saw team lead- Freshman guard Valerie Shelton
er Cynthia Garland graduate. This also shows promise with her ballyear's crew is a mixed bag of var- handling skills and court
ying degrees of talent, youth and composure.
experience.
"We're not deep," O'Rourke
Seniors Monica Evans (5-6) and said. "But we do have the
people
Susan Lax (5-6) have accepted who have the potential to
develop
their role as team leaders — which into quality players."
means off the floor as well,
The Lady Lakers, who seemed
O'Rourke said. "They get us cursed by key injuries in the
past
pepped up — but they also try to few years, have already had a samkeep law and order in the locker pling of life in the medical ward.
room," he said. "I've let the girls (Coned on page 6)

MHS girls improve team balance, height
seven of nine shots against a 6-3
center from Christian County in
one of the preseason scrimmage
Murray High girls' coach Jim
victories. "She's stronger, with
Harrell hopes the Lady Tigers more confidence around the basket
prove to be the Mark Twain of — we're looking for good things
girls' basketball teams in that the from her this year."
reports of their demise have been
Meanwhile, the presence of 5-10
greatly exaggerated.
senior Jennifer Fairbanks, 5-10
Harrell didn't exactly do cart- sophonlose Renea Hombuckle, 5-7
wheels when four-year starters and junior Christy -Bell and 5-4 junior
1,000-point scoring guards Ann Collette Jones allows Harrell. the
Greenfield and Jennifer Parker graability to choose between fielding a
duated in May, but when basketball
tall team or a quick one.
practice began this fall, Harrell
Fairbanks has proven herself
wasn't the only familiar face on the during her years as a substitute,
COUTL
Harrell noted. "She's very steady, a
"A lot of teams lost people,"., smart player. When you put her in
Harrell pointed out. "We are in the the ballgame, you know she's
same boat — but we do have three going to do what you want her to
starters returning."
do."
That trio — seniors Stephanie
Hornbuckle, meanwhile, showed
Vanover (5-11) and Melissa
promise last year as a freshman and
Bogard (6-1) and junior Mary has Harrell happy with her attitude.
Catherine Wooldridge (5-7) form "She reminds me a lot of Jennifer,"
the nucleus of what Harrell feels Harrell said of the graduated guard,
will become a very balanced ball now playing for MSU's Lady Racclub.
ers. "She's the first one out on the
"We'll have good size and we'll floor in practice and the last one
have good depth," Harrell said, off — she really works at what
noting that the Lady Tigers distri- she's wanting to do."
buted playing time among nine
Harrell also praised the mindset
players during two preseason of Bell and Jones, the two junior
scrimmage victories.
guards who have shown improve"What we need to do," Harrell
ment both on the practice floor and
said, "is to develop eight or nine in the leadership department, he
people — which is what we've got, said.
and all of them can contribute. We
"We could probably start any of
have so many people we can rotate those seven ... I wish they'd let us
through, and feel comfortable start seven," Harrell said. He added
doing so, that team balance will that sophomore forward Karla Denreally be a key."
ton (5-6) and freshman guard MagThe fulcrum of the balance is the gie Snyder (5-6) will also get their
trio of returning starters. Vanover chances to contribute to the team's
is the team's leading returning success this year.
scorer with a 10.5 average in
Losing the two potent scorers
1989-90, and hauled down almost but gaining more balance and depth
10 rebounds per contest as well. just may be a fair trade, Harrell
Harrell feels Vanover can be one of feels, noting that the Lady Tigers
the region's elite if she demons- now "look to other people more,
trates game-to-game consistency pass the ball more and get into our
this year.
halfcourt offense. We're better at
After scoring 8.5 points per getting the ball inside."
game last year, Wooldridge will be
Any combination that hits the
called upon to contribute more
floor will feel equal responsibiliscoring along with her all-out
ties, he added. "All five people
effort. "She's real tough, plays
know they're going to have the
hard-nose basketball," Harrell said. opportunity to score if they have
"What she lacks in speed she
the open shot," Harrell said, adding
makes up for in desire."
that the Lady Tigers are going to
Bogard, at 6-1, may finally be
play the same style of baseline-toblossoming into a true scoring
baseline basketball as previous
Jennifer Fairbanks went up to claim a rebound in front of Mary
threat. "She's looking real good," teams did.
Catherine
Wooldridge during last year's Fourth District tournament
Harrell said, noting that Bogard hit (Cont'd on page 6)
loss to Mayfield.
By DANIEL T. PARKER

Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor
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East Main & Industrial Rd.
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LAKERS
LADY LAKER SCHEDULE
H—Nov 28
H—Nov 29
A—Dec 4
A—Dee 6
A—Dec 10
H—Dec 14
A—Jan 4
A—Jan 7
A—Jan 10
A—Jan 14
H—Jan 24
A—Jan 26
H—Jan 28
H—Jan 31
H—Feb 4
H—Feb 7
A—Feb 14
H—Feb 16
H—Feb 18
H—Feb 21
A—Feb 22
Feb 22-28

Carlisle County
Obion Co. (TN)
at Marshall County'
at Ballard County
at Graves County
Murray
at Mayfield'
at Tilghman
at Obion Co. (TN)
at Fulton County
Massac Co. 011
at Murrar
Mayfield'
Marshall County'
Tilghman
Hickman County
at Carlisle County
Todd County
Fulton County
Graves County
at Hickman County
District Tournament

v

If

LADY LAKER
ROSTER
GUARDS
14-Monica Evans/5-6/SR
25-Susan Lax/5-6/SR
22-Cnsty Lambert/5-6/JR
I I -Darra Mitrhc11/5-5/JR
I4-Susan Bucy/5-6/S0
I 3-Vakrie Shelton/5-5/FR
FORWARDS
33-Anne Pau1/5- I 1 /JR
12-Knsta Stalls/5-8/JR
45-Leah Darnell/5- 10/S0
24-Kadonna Randolph/5-10/FR
CENTERS
31-JcnnIfer Cathcrson /5-1 I /SR
32-Kwanda Hombuckle /6-0/JR
24-Julie Waldrop/6-0/JR

LAST YEAR:
9 14

Head coach: Pete O'Rourke

LADY TIGER SCHEDULE
A—Nov 27o
H—Nov 29
A—Dec 3
A—Dec 8
H—Dec 10
A—Dec 14
H—Jan 3
A—Jan 4
H—Jan 8
H—Jan 10
H—Jan 14
H—Jan 21
Jan 23-25
H—Jan 26
H—Jan 28
H—Jan 31
A—Feb 4
A—Feb 7
H—Feb 11
A—Feb 14
H—Feb 22
Feb 22-28

at Rickman County
Fulton City
at Lone Oak
at Carlisle County
at Calloway County'
ll
Carlisle County
at Fulton County
Fulton City
Marshall
County'Heath
MayBeld•
at All 'A" Regional
Calloway County'
Tilghman
Hickman County
at Graves County
at Marshall County'
Mayfield'
at Ballard County
Fulton County
District Tournament

LADY TIGER
ROSTER
GUARDS
22-Christy E3e11/5-7/JR
10-Collette Jones/5-4/JR
32-MC. WookIndge/5-6/JR
15-Kanna Holden/5-5/SO
Becky Burkeen/5-3/FR
II -Karen Carlisle/5-2/FR
24-Joy Roach/5-2/FR
12-Maggie Snyder/5-6/FR
FORWARDS
32-Jennifer Fatrbanks/5- 10/SR
35-Stephanie Vanover/5- I I /SR
52-Keine Burkeen/5-7/JR
23-KarIa Denton/5-6/SO
33-Rensa Hornbuckle/5-10/S0
31-NoclIc Jedan/5-7/FR
CENTERS
21 -Melissa Bogard/6-1 /SR
43-Annette Hoffman/5- 10/SR
40-Dana Ftstoe /5-7/FR

LAST YEAR:
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15 7
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Head coach: Jim Harrell

Trim your
Holiday Table
with these festive favorites.
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"Let Us Cater Your Christmas Parties"
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Wall hopes Lady Racers can take..
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(Cont'd from page 1)
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RACER ROSTER
GUARDS
35-Greg Coble/6-3/5R
30-Paul King/6-4/5R
32-Donald Overstreet/6-5/SR
3-Terry Birdsortg/63/JR
33-Frank Allen/6-3/50
4-Cedric Gumm/6- I /FR
22-Ja3on Karem/6-0/HR
FORWARDS
44-Doug Gold/6-6/SR
55-John Jackson/6-6/SR
42-Donnie Lang/it/6-6/SO
43-Scott Styli's/6-8/SO
14-Jerry Wilson/6-7/FR
CENTERS
34-Scott Adants/6-9/JR
54-Popeye Jones/6-8/JR
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(Coed from page 5)
"We've been playing that brand
of basketball for the past four
years, so we still have a lot of that
in us," he said. "We have the size
inside; as long as you can get a
good rebound, you can get the ball
out and run with it, and that's what
we've been able to do so far (in
preseason).

and 6-1 James Barren and 6-1 Brad
Maness provide help on the
baseline.

6-2 first-year player Hughron Payne, who may provide an important
example to the others with his
work ethic.
"He's a senior and he's out for
the first time," Wall noted. "Bin he.
has a great attitude. He's worked
so hard, I had to keep him on the
squad."

The Lakers also hope to get good
numbers out of sophomore Craig
Carraway, a 6-2 center who may
start in tonight's season opener,
Wall said.

A quartet of juniors will also be
filling their roles on the team, Wall
said, as 5-4 Jay Newton and 5-8
Seth Arant provide depth at guard

Wall said the Lakers will be
doing some experimenting with
different lineups and looks during
the early season in hopes of developing into a contender for the regional title — and he hopes those
experiments lead to discoveries in
the world of chemistry.

"There are a lot of different
ingredients that make up a successful team," he said, "but the one
I've always felt was the most
important and most difficult to
attain is 'chemistry.'
"I guess if you ever found the
exact formula for it.you'd be one ,
of the great coaches in the game,"
he added. "But it has to come from
within the kids themselves — and,
right now I like what I see. If we
continue to work as hard as we're
working right now, I feel we'll
have a very successful team and be
able to make a real run for it."

at this school and he's played in a
lot of basketball games," Miller
said of the four-year starter. "I
think he's really going to have a
fine year."
Miller notes that the Tigers
"have three people with experi-

"As long as we can do that, we'll
be in good shape."
Harrell also welcomes the arrival
of assistant coach Jerry Shelton, a
long-time boys' assistant coach
who joins the Lady Tiger program
this year. "With his experience and
knowledge, he'll be a tremendous
asset to our program," Harrell said.

ence; three good athletes, and we
have to build with that."
Essential building blocks will be
the play of seniors Bart Crum (6-2)
and Allen Rayburn (6-0) on the
baseline. "I honestly- don't know
yet the roles people will play for us
this year," Miller said, "but these
two are going to be keys for us."
Mike Foster (6-0) adds more
senior help at forward, while
juniors Chris Bailey (6-2) and Aaron Whitaker (6-3V2 )"may be the
keys to our development this season," Miller says.
Sophomore guards Chip Greene
(6-1), Todd Thomas (5-9) and Russell Adkins (5-8) will also have to
answer the call, Miller said.
"We're going to have to play
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Hustling on the hardwood, Calloway Courtly junior Krista Stalls (left) and senior
Monica Evans dove out
of bounds for a loose ball during Monday night's season-opening win over
Carlisle County.

TIRE SALE
(In Stock Tires Only)

(Cont'd from page 5)
Catherson practiced only two
weeks before being sidelined "with
three inflamed discs in her back;
she only gained her medical release
to resume playing on Monday and
made a token appearance during
Calloway's win.
Lambert, meanwhile, was in an
automobile accident while driving
to practice the weekend prior to
their season opener and had to miss
Monday's game due to various
bumps and bruises.
Winning without those two was
the best evidence to support
O'Rourke's work -and-discipline
diet. "We just have to learn what
our capabilities are and then push
them to the limit," he said, adding
that he has "challenged the girls to
entertain the community by playing
the best that they can.
"We'll both learn as the season
goes on," O'Rourke said. "We'll
learn to know what I expect from
them, and what they expect from
me."

RACEWAY AUTO SALES

300 South 4th St.

753-9586

Murray's Only '31000 and Under Lot

1

My Cost Plus $

more kids," he said. "The style of
basketbay we want to play will
give us that luxury.
"But we need to make substitutions without noticing any change,"
he added. "It'll take a while to
develop that chemistry with eight
to ten players."
While calling on the seniors to
provide leadership while the underclassmen develop, Miller also
noted that all the Tigers will have
to perform well on defense and
under the glass.
"I'm concerned with our
defense," he admitted. "We're just
going to have to see how well we
play defense and how well we
rebound. Without Jason in there,
we're not a big basketball team."

Lady Lakers...

Dec. 1 to Dec. 31

(One Dollar)

Dayton Tires: All Sizes: P155/80 R-13 to P225/75 R-15
Exceptional Quality At The Lowest Price!
Warranty: Lifetime Road Hazard: 50,000 mile
limited tread wear warranty and
FREE Replacement On Defect.,
Up To 1/2 Tread Life.

'79 Datsun 280 Z
automatic, 1 owner,
81,000 miles

2300
More car for less money.
Noboday can compare with my prices.

WEST MO CHEVRON
1417 Main

Other senior help will be provided by guards David Geurin
(6-1) and Rob Dennis (6-0) and by

MHS girls...

If b..

H—NOV 23
EVANSVILLE 7 pm.
H—NOV 24
BELMONT 7 p.m.
A—Nov 26
at Southeast Missouri 7:30 p.m.
A—Nov 28
at Arkansas State 7 p.m.
H—NOV 30
BETHEL 7 p.m.
H—DEC 3
ARKANSAS STATE 7 p.m.
A—Dec 5
at Arkansas 7 p.m.
Dec 7-8. Kitchens Unlimited/Lady Tiger Classic (Memphis, Tenn.)
(MSU •s. UALI. Memphis State •s. Southeastern Louisiana)
A—Dee 11
at Southern Illinois
Jan 2-4
at FIU Sun and Fun Tournament
(USU. Brown. Ole Miss, Middle Tennessee, Miami, Oklahoma State,
Florida International, Maryland -Baltimore Coll.)
H—JAN 7
AUSTIN PEAY•• 7 p.m.
H—JAN 9
WESTERN KENTUCKY 7 p.m.
A—Jan 14
at Middle Tennessee" 5:30 p.m.
H—JAN 19
TENNESSEE STATE•• 5:15 p.m.
H—JAN 21
TENNESSEE TECH•• 5:15 p.m.
A—Jan 26
at Morehead State" 4:15 p.m.
A—Jan 28
at Eastern Kentucky" 4:15 p.m.
A—Feb 2
at Austin Peay'• 5:30 p.m.
A—Feb 4
at Auburn 7:30 p.m.
H—FEB 9
EASTERN KENTUCKY" 5:15 p.m.
H—FEB 11
MOREHEAD STATE" 5:15 p.m.
A—Feb 16
at Tennessee Tech" 5:30 p.m.
A—Feb 18
at Tennessee State" 5:15 p.m.
H—Feb 23
MIDDLE TENNESSEE" 5:15 p.m.

GUARDS
40-Lora Mote/5-7/J R
35-Julie Pinson/5-8/JR
23-Allison Gailimore /5-8/FR
10-Jennifer Parker/5-7/FR
31-Melissa Shelton/5-0/FR
FORWARDS
30-Tawnya Pierce/6- 1 /SR
34-Michelle Wenning/6-2/SR
33-Fondo Garner/6-0/JR
42-Angie Waldon /6-2/JR
45-Mechelle Shelton/5-10/SO
CENTERS
42-Angie Waicion/6-2/J R
34 Michelle Wenning/6-2/SR

(Cont'd from page 2)
season and were really expecting
big things out of him. It's time for
him to step forward and prove he is
a top-notch First Region player."
The Lakers did get some help
during the off-season in transfer
point guard Jamar McNary, a
senior who may provide the missing link to the Laker lineup. "Jamar
likes to make good passes," Wall
said with some satisfaction. "He's
a very unselfish player with good
court awareness and ability to see
the floor. And you have to honor
his shot; he can score on you if you
don't."

tournament got the Tiger season off
on a strong note, and Miller hopes
Tiger fans miss little of Cheaney's
performances this year.
"Willis has scored a lot of points

LADY RACER SCHEDULE

ROSTER

Lakers seek '32 minutes of intensity'...

(Cont'd from page 2)

LADY RACER

Another freshman, Melissa Shelton, started at "2" against Belmont
College the next night and performed spectacularly, scoring 25
points in her first collegiate
assignment.
Both Parker and Shelton, little
sister of Lady Racer sophomore
Mechelle Shelton, have drawn
Wall's attention in the backcourt.
"We're going to put her feet in
the fire early," Wall said of the
local product Parker, a four-year
starter at Murray High School.
"She's showed in practice that
she's ready to play at this physical
level."
Walk-on freshman Allison Gallimore of Henry County High School

in Paris, Tenn. could see time in
the backcourt, especially with the
injury and depth situation as it now
stands.
Wall said the Lady Racers are
focused on success in the OVC,
and will have plenty of competition
in non-conference play to prepare
for it. MSU will play seven NCAA
Tournament qualifiers in nonconference play, including a trip to
Auburn, a perennial power in
women's college basketball.
"The conference is still what
we're looking toward," Wall said.
—"We're going to look at the nonconference games as an opportunity to improve and get better every
night out so we can be ready for
the OVC.
"The stakes are a lot higher
there."

MHS blends old values with 90's style

•

LADY
RACERS

seconds left in the game. She's out
for two weeks.

ward slot, while junior Angie Waldon will start at the center.
"She's made a lot of progress,"
Wall said. "She had a tough time
last year, but she came back ready
to play the way we all know she
can play."
Junior college transfer Fondo
Garner will back up Waldon and
Wenning on the inside, along with
6-4 sophomore Mechelle Shelton.
Mote, however, popped her knee
In the backcourt, the Lady Racearly
in the first game and will be
ers will start with Julie Pinson at
sidelined until January at the
the point. Wall thinks a second earliest.
year in his system will help Pinson.
"She's playing with a lot of conFollowing her injury, Wall
fidence," Wall said. "She's shoot- turned to Murray High product Jening the ball a lot better, and she nifer Parker, who scored 15 points
likes to play this up-tempo style. in her first collegiate competition
She's got to be a coach on the — but then twisted her ankle with

RACER SCHEDULE
Nov 23-25
at $as Juan (Puerto Rico) Sunshine Shootout
H—NOV 28
GEORGIA SOUTHERN 7:30 p.m.
H—DEC 1
WESTERN KENTUCKY 7:30 p.m.
A—Dee 4
at Memphis State 7:30 p.m.
A—Dec 74
Citizens Bank Classic (Jonesboro, Ark.)
(MSU, Arkansas State. Oral Roberts. Texas Southern)
A—Dec 14
at Southern Illinois 11 p.m.
H—DEC 17
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M 7:30 p.m.
Dec 21-22
at USAir Classic (Dayton, Ohio)
(USU. Stephen F. Austin. U.S. International, Wright State)
Dec 28-29
at BMA Holiday Classic (Kansas City, Mo.)
(MSU, Kansas State. South Alabama, Texas ALM)
H--JAN 2
NORTH ALABAMA 7:30 p.m.
H—JAN 5
AUSTIN PEAT" 3 p.m.
A—Jan 8
at Georgia Southern 6:30 p.m.
H—JAN 12
IUPU-Indianapolis 7:30 p.m.
A—Jan 14
at Middle Tennessee" 7:30 p.m.
H—JAN 19
TENNESSEE STATE•• 3 p.m.
H—JAN 21
TENNESSEE TECH•• 7:30 p.m.
A—Jan 26
at Morehead State" 6:30 p.m.
A—Jan 28
at Eastern Kentucky" 6:30 p.m.
A—Feb 2
at Austin Peay•• 7:30 p.m.
A—Feb 4
at Prairie View ALM 7:30 p.m.
H—FEB 9
EASTERN KENTUCKY" 7:30 p.m.
H—FEB 11
btOREHEAD STATE•• 7:30 p.m.
A—Feb 16
at Tennessee Tech" 7:30 p.m.
A—Feb 18
at Tenn
State" 7:30 p.m.
H—FEB 23
MIDDLE TENNESSEE**
March 2
OVC First Round
March 6
OVC Semifinals
March 7
OVC Finals

floor, and I feel she knows what I
want a little better now, and is
going to make better decisions."
Lora Mote, a junior college
transfer from Columbus, Ind.
started the first game of the season
at the No. 2 guard spot, vacated by
Huffman's graduation. Mote was a
teammate of Huffman's in high
school, and Wall thinks she's going
to produce in the run-and-gun
style.

753-2593
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